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PREFACE

In the Arsberattdse 1920-1921 of KungL Humanistiska Veten.
skapssamfundet i I.und, published in September 1921, r accounted for
the discovery of the fragments of the Book of the Himyaritcs (see
<l.lso below, p. xi). It is much against my wish that the publication
of the lext of those fugments h...s been delayed till now. My excuse
is solely other work, that could not be postponed. the edition of the
Greater Gummllf of Boll Hebucus, published 1922, and my university
duties, which prevented me, over and over again, for weeks and months,
from dealing with the fragments.

In offering now. at last, the present volume to the public it has
been my main object to give ,Ill absolutely trustworthy edition of the
lext of the remains of the Book of the Himyarites. Before reading
this text, however, it is necessary to take notice of the short introductory
remark on pp. cxlix f.

The translation is intended to bring this text, in a practically
speaking exact form, within the re,lCh also of him who is not acquainted
with the Syrinc language. In this transl<l.tion, therefore, the portions
restored by way of conjecture, or the reading of which is doubtful,
are enclosed between brackets. The lacunae in the text not conjectur..lly
filled up are ..Iso indicated in the tunslation. It should be observed,
however, that the notes "lines (or "one line") missing", insefied in
the translation, refer to those lines of the MS. only of which no letter
at all remains. Smaller litcunae, or even bcunae extending over the
space of a line or more. but not embracing an actual line of the MS.,
are muked only by ..... The actual space of the gAp in such a citSe
is 10 be found hy consulting the Syri.lc text and the notes on it. As
10 the forms of the names of perSOns in the translation sce the remarks
on p. Ixxx.

The Facsimiles are intended not only to convey an idea of the
condition of the fragments but also to act as substitutes for the originals
on some specially interesting POillts in the text. Unfortunately the size
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of the volume did not allow them to be given in the full size of the
orig'inals. Only the facsimiles on Plate VIII are fulbsized. Tbe size
of the other facsimiles can be estimated by comparing those on that
plate and consulting the statements on pp. xiii f.

The Introduction contains first the description of the fragments
together with other particulars necessary for the textual criticism.

•
Further, I have collected there the materials, and indicated the princi.
pal points of view considered of importance for the critical appreciation
of the narrative itself in its literary relations and historical value.

It was thus my endeavour to lay a sure basis for further investi,
gation, and to facilitate the study of this new source to the history'of
Arabia and the struggle of religions and nations there. But I did not
think myself entitled to delay the publication of that source by myself
discussing, at first hand, all the questions involved. Many a problem
is only touched in passing and the previous discussion of these questions
i,s not recapitulated but, as a rule, taken as being known to the reader.

I am greatly obliged to Mr. H. Caudwell. English lector in the
university of Lund, for correcting the English of my manuscript.

I wish to thank here my friend and colleague, Professor Martin
P. NiJsson, for the interest he has taken, as Secretary of Kungl.
Humanistiska Vetenskapssamfundet i Lund, in the preparation of this
volume.

My heartiest thanks a,re due to the owners of the fragments edited,
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Wiren, of Stocksund, for the true scientific interest
with which they readily granted permission to publish their precious
manuscript, and for the confidence and courteous patience they have
shown in placing it at my disposal and entrusting it to my care for
several years.

Lund, September, 1924, AXEL MOBERG.
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THE MANUSCRIPT

A MANUSCRIPT AND ITS BOARDS

In the spring of 1920 I received for examination a Syriac manuscript
helonging to two Swedish bibliophiles, Mr. and Mrs. E. G. \Viren of
Stocksund. The owners had themselves observed that the c1oth'covered
boards of the volume, which were ripped open, also contained a number
of fragments in Syriac writing, and they were interested to know some,
thing about them as well as about the main manuscript.

Prying into the boards I happened to read on one of the many
fragmen ts there hidden the lines that are to be found in the present
volume p. 54', 15-25. As I was fairly certain, at the Srst glance, that those
lines had not been met with, up to that date, in all Syriac literature,
I proposed to the owners to let a competent person open the boards
and take out the &agments of old MSS. of which the boards were
composed. My proposal was accepted and in December 1920 I received
for further examination a bundle of fragments, greater and smaller,
that had been found in the boards together with some pieces of em'
broidered linen, possibly of Egyptian make of the thirteenth century.
Amongst those fragments, the greatest part turned out to he the rem'
nants of a work, the title of which was once "The Book of the
Himyarites". It is the text of these fragments that is now edited
for the first time in this volume. ')

Before going on to describe in some detail the fragments and the
MS. of that work I think fit to make some remarks as to the MS. in
the boards of which the fragments were found. As stated already in
my note just cited, it contains a collection of liturgies for the cele,
bration of the Eucharist in the Jacobite Church. The volume has lost
many leaves, especially at the beginning and at the end. There are
remains of 29 quires of IQ leaves each, of which however only 7 quires
still retain all their original leaves; two further quires are made complete

1) cr. Kungl. I-Ium:mistisk.l Vetcnskapsumfuodet i tund. Arsbtr.iUtlse 1920-1921.
pp. 30-40.
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by means of additional leaves written by a second band; all tbe rest
are more or less defective. Several leaves are loose from the binding.

Tbe first leaves existing contain the latter part of a liturgy of the
Eucbarist, wbicb ends (foI.18h) ') with a special note «&. ~l""t /.au"1\ ~)
bearing tbe date 1781 of the Seleucidian era, i. e. A. D. 1469-70. On tbe
next leaf but one (20b ) begins an introduction to the solemn bringing
in of the boly elements (I~, ,...........). The leaf 25- brings an Index
of liturgies of the Eucharist, which is in conformity with tbe contents
of all the rest of the volume. It runs:

Index of Liturgies.
\. of James, the brother of the Lord, 2. of Simeon Kepha,

3. of the twelve Apostles, 4. I~''''l i. e. of Julius, 6. of
Mar Thomas l;Iarqliiyii, 7. of Ignatius the "Igneous", 8. of Mar
Philoxenos of Mabbogb, 9. of the same Mar Philoxenos, 10. of
Mar Xystos (Sixtus), I I. of Matthew the Shepherd, 12. of Mar
Dionysios, 13. of St.John the Evangelist, 14. of Mar Eust.thios, 15. of
Mar Kyrillos, 16. of Mar J.mes the Doctor, 17. of Mar
Philoxenos of Bagdad.

In tbe midst of this last liturgy the MS. ends abruptly, many leaves
of the quire being missing. A colophon therefore is not to be found
nor otherwise any statement as to the date or tbe provenience of the
MS. apart from the year given above.

This kind of liturgical MSS. is well known amongst scholars and
has many representatives in the libraries of Europe. ') It is not neces.
sary therefore, I think, to dwell longer on' this subject.

As to the leaves and fragments of which the boards were composed
they belonged to three if not four different MSS. But by far the greatest
part of them came from the MS. that contained once the Book of the
Himyarites. Tbe rest, about a dozen greater pieces and some small
fragments from two (or three) different MSS., one of which is in two or
three different handwritings, arc in a very bad condition. The text in
the few fragments from one of those MSS. is still tolerably legible; it
contains some trifling lines out of medical or chemical recipes. The
fragments of the second of those MSS. only by exception present a
single line that is legible from cnd to end, notwithstanding the lines

I) The numbering of the leaves is a preliminou:y one. Originally this le.af belonged
10 the fourth quire of the MS.

2) See A. B3umst3rk. Geschichtl!! dtr syrischcn Llttr~lur tBonn 1922). Register s. v.
AniJphora.
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being only 9-9.5 centimetres in length and the comparatively large
handwriting allowing only four or five words in each line. The size
of the page of this MS. was 18 centimetres by 14; to be filled in the
boards the pages had to be pasted together to pieces of the size
21 centimetres by 16.5, which was the size of the boards. The book.
binder has done his wor k very well and, as the leaves now are full
of holes, decayed and brillle, it has been difficult, often impossible,
to separate them from each other. This task has been brought about,
therefore, only so far as to insure no fragment of the Book of the
Himyarites being hidden in these pieces of paper pasted together.
The contents of these fragments seem to be prayers.

From the same volume certainly is another piece in a quite
different, though also West,Syrian handwriting, immediately taking up
a line of what seems to be the first hand. Two more fragments are
in a writing closely resembling this laller one though perhaps larger
and strong-cr. They are written, howcver, in Karshuni.

All these fragments thus are of no special interest as to their
contents. And I have not been able to discover in them any hint as
to the date when they were put in the. boards. I think, however, one
can take the date given above, the year A. D. 1469-70, as the approx.
imate date of the liturgical MS. itself and probably at the' same time
it was bound in the boards which have up till now hidden in their
interior the fragments in question.

THE REMNANTS OF AN OLD CODEX

By far the greatest part of the fragments in the boa.rds and
the best preserved of them, belong to the Book of the Himyarites
and to another work, a theological compilation, originally contained
in the same volume. These fragments are fifty,eight in number,
forty,nine of which are from the Book of the Himyarites, six from
the other work, while three small pieces (Fragm. XLV, L, LI) are not
yet identified though they, probably, are from the Book of the Himyarites
too. One of the fragments (Fragm. XXX) contains, besides a portion
of the text of the colophon of that book, also the Brst part of the
theological treatise.

The fragments of the Book of the Himyarites vary considerably
in size and condition. Originally the page of the MS. was of the size
26 centimetres by 16 (or 16,1) or thereabout. The number of lines on
the page varied from 25 to 31. ,To be fitted into the board this page



had to be cut down to the size of 21 centimetres instead of 26. cf. above,
p. xiii. Of this size are the fragments I, 11, IX-XVIII, XXVI-XXX
(cf. Plates I and IV) and, oril(inally, one more, which, however, now is
torn in half lengthways giving in consequence the two Fragm. XXIII
and XXIV. Fragm. XXV looks like these two, but is much damaged,
and has, not to mention other defects, lost about one third of its length.
Tbe fragments VII-VIII, XIX-XXII represent respectively the upper
and lower portions of leaves which have been cut right in half
(cf. Plates Ill, V, and VI). Tbe fragments Ill-VI offer specimens of
a third type. Two coherent leaves have been trimmed down to one
piece of the normal size (21 centimetres by 16) by cutting off tbe ex,
terior parts all round the required sbape (cf. Plate Il). Fortunately
some of the strips which had been cut off by tbis procedure likewise
have been put in the boards, and are now tbe fragments XXXI-XLII,
XLIV, LII, and, probably, XLV (cf. Plate VII). The fragments XLIII,
XLVI-XLIX, finally, are small pieces broken off from some of the
greater fragments and so, probably, are also tbe fragments Land L1,
though I have not succeeded in replacing them (cf. Plate VII).

The fragments of the theQ!ogical treatise are, besides Fragm. XXX,
mentioned above, five leaves of the kind of the Fragm. I, I1, and
XXVI-X~X just described; the sixth one is a little fragment broken
off from a greater leaf.

These works, the Book of tbe Himyariles and the theological trea.
tise, have both formed parts of the same volume. The Fragm. XXX
bears as just stated, in the first column of the leaf, what certainly is
the end of the final note of the first work together with an introductory
note to the second. The leaves belonging to this work are of the same
size and of the same paper and the ink and the handwriting are the
same. The onl y difference is that, though the pages of the Book of
the Himyarites are written in two columns, some of the pages of the
theological treatise-in all seven pages out of eleven and a half-are not
divided in the same way.

All these fragments of the Book of the Himyarites are of course
not in the same condition'). Fragm. IX-XVIII are comparatively well
preserved. They are clipped both at top and bottom: at the top without
damaging the text, while at the bottom in some caseS one line is missing,

xiv The Book of the Himyuites

•

I) For details in cvrry case scc the corresponding page of the lext and the notes on
that p;tge.
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in other cases the text is intact, or at least can be rtconstructed from
the remnants of script still Idt. In oth.. respects these fragments art
in the best condition: the pap.. is not injurtd eith.. by damp or by
worms and the writing stands out clearly and distinctly. Small holes
obviously made by the bookbinder for fixing the boards in the binding
are quite harmless. The other fragments of the same size, viz. I, II,
and XXIII-XXX, are in a much inferior state, torn and worm,eaten,
with, in most cases, a considerable portion of one corner worn off. In
very bad condition are the Fragm. XIX-XXII, while Fragtn. VII and
VIII are nearly as well preserved as Fragm. IX-XVIII. Of each of
these two fragments. however, one border has been worn out, the result
of which is that three or four lines are missing in the midst of the
leaf of which they represent respectively the upper and the lower
portions. On the other hand they give good specimens, as also the
Fragm. XXXI-XXXIII, XXXVI, XXXIX do, of the original upper
and lower margins of the pages otherwise cut away. In tolerably good
condition also are Fragm. Ill-VI in themselves, though they have had
their place in a corner of the board which has been much worn. But
the manner in which they were adapted for the purpose of the book,
binder has led to a lamentable consequence for the conservation of the
text of the leaves of which they form parts. As already stated, the
upper and lower portions of these leaves are to be found in the
stri ps Fragm. XXXI-XXXIII and others. But also the exterior parts
of the leaves have been cut away with the result that the exterior
columns of these leaves are missing nearly totally or, at the best,
to the half of their breadth, as is to be seen pp. 7-22 of the Syriac
text (cf. Plate 11). In addition, Fragm. V has in its upper part a half,
round gap. over portions of three lines, which, however, can be filled
up by Fragm. XLVIII.

In some cas.s. not very many, a border or a corner of a fragment
has got stained by damp and in consequence the script has become
difficult to read if not illegible. Otherwise it is clear and distinct, and
has very likely been beller preserved in the boards than it could bave
been under ordinary circumstances.

The script is a regular old Jacobite hand. Had it not b.en for the
date given by the MS. itself, viz. A. D. 932 (see infra p. xxi), I sbould
bave felt disposed to make it even a bundred years older. It sbows
a close resemblance to tbe Edessene Syriac script of the Codex Climaci
Rescriptus, wbicb bas been ascribed by Rev. G. Margoliouth and
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Mr: A. G. ElIis to the beginning of the ninth century.') If anything,
I should have been inclined to think it even slightly older than that
script.

The MS. is most carefully written. The punctuation is of the same
character as in the MS. just referred to. Especially the interpunctation
is consistently carried through; the diacritical points are used in the
ordinary, not very clear way. It is somewhat striking that the upper and
the lower point so often are placed respectively over and under the
same letter thus prodUCing, as it would seem, a sign -: like the East-Syrian
p·thaQa. In fact, such an interpretation of the sign seems reasonable
enough in cases such as 'A I........ (p.8'), ..+;.a (Per£. with suffix, p.27 b),

and the personal names ~ (J:Iayya, p. 3O b), ~j. (I)abb, p. 24b), and
others. That, however, it would not be the true one is shown by the
fact that the same sign occurs very often also in words that have no
P·thaha, e.g., not only in such cases as .-'!ol (p. 3', 61),141 (p. 7b), but also
in ,~ (I~, p. 27 b), ~ (J4, p.27 b), '1', (1ft>. p. Gb).

Real vowel,signs do not occur in the MS. except, in three cases, a
West.Syrian P·thaQa, vi •. in the placeonames~ (P. 7b), ~, p. Bb),
and ~...;... (p.8'). This, in my eyes, looks just like an early instance
of a new method of indicating the correct pronunciation of not corn,
monly known words. These vowel'signs arc all of the first hand.
writing, no second hand being met with throughout the MS. But, of
course, they may have been taken over from an older MS. and this is
probably the case.

The headings are in red but the name of the tyrant Jewish king,
Masriiq, is in black even in the rubrics. [n red are also, in the Index
of Chapters, pp. 3-6, the Syriac characters, gi ving the number of each
chapter, as well as the lirst word (i. e. ~.I) of each rubric.

On the top of some leaves the wo,d J,oo&-. (on the verso), or the
word )..,..-., (on the recto), is written with red ink in Estrangelo
characters, thus giving, as a running title, the title of the work
)..,......., ~. The sign .:. is placed (with rare exceptions) at the beginning
of the lirst line of every column (on Fragm. XXXl', p. 13', even at
the beginning of the second line, obviously by a mistake). The name
of the Virgin Mary, of a saint, or a bishop is marked with a little cross
(+ or .:) above the line, sometimes even below it, but the name Masriiq

I) Sce Horae SemiticiJe, No. VIlI, Codex Climaci Rescriplu.s cd. by Agnes
Smith lewi5 (Cambridge 19(9). p. XI.

(
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(with very few exceptions) is written upside down. The remnants of
the running title occur on Fragm. II '. XXXIV'. XXXIV'. VII '. IX',
XVIII'. XXI', cf. Syriac text pp. 6. 10. 11, 24, 25, 44, 47. As the text
runs without interruption from p. 23 to p. 44, no leaf missing, there
originally were, as there still are, from p. 25. which bears the word
j........." to p. 44. with the word ~l-.. (inclusive) just twenty pages. i. c.•
ten leaves, or the whole of an ordinary quire, a quinion. Now it was
a custom amongst Syrian scribes to write the running tide, if they cared
for one. on the 6rst and Jast pages of the quire. If this has been the
case here Fragm. IX-XVIII form a complete quinion of our MS.,
fragm. VII and VIII (pp. 23 f.) being the last leaf of the preceding one.
I have detected no quire,marks; see, however, note on p. 47.

There is, however. a circumstance that makes it a question whether
in the MS. of the Book of the Himyarites the running title was written
in that way. for Fragm. XXXIV, which represents the top of a pair
of conjugate leaves. bears again on two pages the two words of dlis
running title. But, as can be seen from pp. 10 and 11 of the edition, these
pages give a continuous text; thus they arc not, as one might think
from the fact that the running tittle is to be found on them. the outer
pages of the exterior pair of leaves of the quire, but the inner pages
of the interior pair of leaves of it. Hence, in this case, the running
title was written in the middle of the quire. \,'l/e cannot know for
certain whether it was so placed instead of on the outer pages of the
quire, or whether it ~as written in both places.

In consequence, when Fragm. 11 (see p. 6) bears the first word of
the tide, l.ool-.. it may be because it was the 6fth leaf of a quire or
possibly the tenth one. Fragm. I, thus. was either the fourth leaf
or the ninth. If the last was the case I scarcely think it possible that the
Book was the first work contained in the MS. For eight leaves cer.
tainly are too large a space for the introductory note that ends on
Fragm. I.

And, in fact, the probability is that the running title even in this
work was placed. ordinarily, on the first and last pages of the quire,
and was only accidentally written in the middle of the quire of which
Fragm. XXXIV is a portion. For it is more probable that the ten leaves
Fragm. IX-XVIII, of which the first and the last ones bear each its
portion of the running title, once formed a complete quire, than that
they should have formed the last half of one quire and the 6rst half
of the following. Much the same is the case with Fragm. XXI-XXX,

2

•
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of which the first one has the second portion of the title, and which,
with the addition of two leaves of the theological treatise, may have
formed, also, a complete quire. On the presumption, thus, that leaves
bearing the portions of the running title are, as a rule, the first and
last leaves respectively of a quire of ten leaves and only in one case
the fiftb and sixth ones, the following table of quires has been drawn
up to show the original places in the MS. of the fragments stlll extant,
as well as, to some degree at least, the extent of the lacunae and the
contents of the different quires. In this table the sign Ca) after the
designation of a fragment denotes that the page of which this frag.
ments forms part bears the first, the sign Cb) that it bears the last word
of the running title.

TABLE OF QUIRES

" Leaf Fragments Pages
" in the of the Contents& or lacunae

quire edition

J
2
3
4

missins

Ic~A

-7
-8
- 9 Fr.1gm. I 3-4 Preface (continued). Index
-10 Frasm. 1I (a) 5-6 I ndex (continued)

Quire (or quires) missing Chapter I-VII

1 f:ragm. Ill, XXXI, XXXII 7-8 Chap. VII (.nd). VIllI)

~ } missing Chap. VIII (continued)

B ~ F"gm. IV. XXXJlI. XXXIV (a) 9-10 Chap. VIII (end), IX
FuR"'. IV. XXXIII. XXXIV (b) 11-12 Cb ap. IX (continued)

7
} missing8 Chap. IX (.nd). X. XI, XII, XIll

9
- 10 Fr.gm. W. XXXI, XXXII I3-U Chap. XIII (continued)

J) It must be stated that no trace of the running title is to be seen on the fragment
XXXI though it contains the upper margin of the leaves here supposed to have been tbe
first and last ones of tbe quire. By supposing them, however, to be the second and ninth
leaves too little space is left for Chapters X-XII.
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.~ u:.f Fr<1gme.nts Pages, in the or lacunae of the Contents
Cl quire edition

- 1 missing Chap. XIII (continuedJ

- 2 Flagm.V. XXXV, XXXVIII,XLVIII 15-16 Cb.p. XIII (.nd), XlV

- 3 F"gm. VI, XXXVI, XXXVII. XLIV. 17-18 Cb.p. XIV (.nd)

t~} .. L11

C Cb.p. ~'V, XVII 6 mlssmg

-7
8 Frdgm. VI, XXXVI, XI. 19-20 Chap. XV I (continued)

9 Fragm. V. XXXIX, XLI 21-22 Cb.p. XVI (.nd). XVII

10 missing Chap. XVII (conlinutd)

o

- I 1- 2
-3

erL7
8
9

-10

missing

!'r.gm. VII, VIII (.,) 23-24

Cb.p. XVII (7). XVII!, XIX

Chap. XIX (continued)

- 1 F"gm. IX (b) 25-26 Ch.p. XlX (.nd). XX

- 2 Fugm. X 27-28 Ch<lp. XX (continued)

-3 Pug,". Xl 29-30 Ch.p. XX (,nd), XXI

§
Fr<lgm. XII 31-n Cbap. XXJ (continued)

E fra.gm. XIII 33-3+ Chap. XXI (coutinued)

rugm. XIV 35-36 Chap. XXI (end). XXII

fugm. XV 37-38 Chap. XXtl (conHnuf'd)

8 thgm. XVI 39-+0 Cb<1p. XXII (contilHled)

9 Fragm. XVIl +1-<2 Cb<1p. XXII (continued)

10 Fragm. XVIII (a) H-14 Cb.p. XXII (.nd). X.XIlI

Quires missinsl

I Chip. XXIII (continued)-XLlI

rr ;
F

E~
missing

8
9 Fragm. XJX. XX. XJJX 45-46 Chap. XLII (continued)

10 missing Cb.p. XLII (.nd). XLIII

2'
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~
l~~f fragments Pages

'3 in the or bcunae of the Contents
Cl quire edition

1 Fragm. XXJ,XXll,XLlI,XlIlI (b) 47-48 Cbap.Xl.lll (continued)
2 Fragm. XXIII, XXIV, XLV[ 49-50 Ch.p,XLlll (rnd). XLIV

f~
Pragm. XXV 51-52 Chap. XLIV (ronHnued), XLV.XLVI(?)
Fragm. XXVI, XLVIJ 55-5. Chap,XLVI (md), X1.VII, XLVllI
fr.agm. XXVJJ 55-56 Cbap. XLVlll (rnd) XLIX

G Fragm. XXVIII 57-58 Chap. XLIX (continued)

~1 fragm. XXIX 59-60 Chap. XLIX (rnd)
Fugm.XXX 61 Colophon (and beginning of the Book

9 of Thimotheos)
ID

1
Fragments of the Book of Thimotheos

H 2
5

Onc must estimate, thus, I tbink. the extent of tbe Book of tbe
Himy.rites at. at least. ten quires of 20 pages eacb and it most
probably was considerably more voluminous.

As I bave already suggested, tbis work was perhaps not tbe first
one written in that volume, of which it formed part, and it was cer~

tainly not the last. This accounts for the fatt, otberwise not to be
expected. that two of tbe first leaves as well as the l.st ones of tbe
work still remain. just tbe leaves, in fact, which ordinarily are the
first to be lost in a MS. Nor do tbe fragments, on the wbole. seem
to indicate a bad state of that MS. from which the bookbinder once
took the material for the boards he had to make. As to the paper,
Fragm. IX-XVIII are still in excellent condition and most of the
others owe their bad state to the knife of the bookbinder, and to
the damage caused to tbe boards by wear and worms.

Much the same is the condition of the leaves whicb contain tbe
remnants of tbe theological treatise that followed, in the old codex, the
Book of the Himyarites. In the lirst column of Fragm. XXX ends the
6nal note of that book (sce p. ~l). Immediately after, in tbe lower part
of the same column, in closer writing, and included in a frame of black
ink. the following note is written:

~ ."!' ....~ :"om", ""d' .,.1 :~.a.o,.Llo ~J"'lo ~o~, ~

.I~o; IlO! lb.",; m 'fU!'0~ _J"'L1, .,.10 :lLb..J1~~ ~ \-ob....

.........., ~IL~, .,.1 . .".. - .l'",L ,!...-!"" IL;;':'1l ILa '''''» ~o. ~O! ~b.....:.l

:~ ,m ....~ ~O! C;>O! ~l op'k :~O! ~b..<=:o 1;..o.J>i ~jl \:lO'>oQlo
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-.k ~~I,}.A.t'" .bSol~;.»! Jh.-. I~~ l'~ ~~.~

U'p '.-' l;..o! ~ ~ UI :.wQ...! ~IO, ~,""'" .. :;, " p....
. 1. ", Ot • ' •• OIL ' , . .,ol ,A "00 ••mI9.~I, 01(•...) ~O ~

"(01) 'f"D j,." 11,",a.:... )...,QJ! .wU~(a.a.) ,....., ,l..;.»! ) 0 m 9>0

_",cue;, '" l~ "'?_, ~<>A.

"Stephanos, a sinner above all of women born, has made and
collected diligently and carefully, according to his poor power, and
gathered and composed, to the best of his ability, this spiritual com,
position in this book, from the teachings of the holy orthodox fathers,
to the profit of himself and of everyone who will read this book. But
this sinner Stephanos wrote it in the blessed fortress <8ryathen,') in
the church of the holy Mar Thomas. His book was finished on Tuesday
Nisan 10th, A. G. 1243 (i. e., April 10'!>, A. D. 932). But let everyone
who reads in it pray for him and for the, , .... of Slephanos. And let
everyone as and let the sentence of the Lord .
. . . . according to the power which God has given His priests, .
power to a man to erase at all this mention (viz, of the name of the scribe).

The column ends with this. The top of the next column is muti,
lated, the outer corner being torn away. Still there are legible, as remains
of a rubric (in red), the words ...~ and. , .. '" 'b.ou,!. This, and
some other rubrics in the text, show that Stephanos did not freely collect
the following extracts but wrote a copy of the compilation known
from MS, Add. 12,156 of the British Museum as the Book of Timotheos
against the Council of Chalcedon,') The extracts preserved ill our
fragments follow each otber, judging from the rubrics still existing, in
the same order as in that MS. viz, [gnatius, (lrenaeus, see next page) felix,
Peter of Alexandria, Gregory Tbaumaturgos, Simplicius. Of the rubric
following immediately after the anathemas of Simplicius nothing remains
but the word )...!."' .....!. If this means Dionysios of Alexandria the
extracts from Cyprian have been left out here. This is the last rubric
of which a trace is preserved in the fragments. The text runs
without interruption, and is, on the verso of this fragment as well

1) On ~ visit there Professor E. Sac.h~u saw the poor remains of ~ Syriac libury. Syriac
Was stl11 used in the m:lSS, but no one understood it. Sce S2lchau, Rds~ in Syri~n und
MesopotMmicn (Leipzig 1883), p.31.

'1) See Cal.dogue of the Syriac /tfSS. in the British Museum by W. Wright, p. 640 and
A. Baumsl:uk. op. tit, p. 162.
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as on the rest of the fragments (in all, three leaves), not even divided
in columns (cf. above, p. xiv). The contents are polemical, against
"the blasphemies of the Council of Chaleedon", and against Nestorios,
whose name once is written upside down as is the name of Masriiq
in the Book of the Himyarites.

As to these extracts it should be added only that the quotations
from Ignatius are more extensive than in the MS. Add. 12,156'), jud,
ging from the edition by Cureton, Corpus Ignafianum (p.2IOf). The first
passage here given is nothing less than the Letter to the Smyrneans,
bitherto not found in Syriac, Cbap. I-VI (beginning). The text, follow,
ing the shorter Greek recension (CorPus 19nafianum pp. 103-107),
ends with the lines edited in Syriac ihid. p. 210, 15-19. Without Inter,
ruption follow the words o~ ~I (ibid. 1. 23) to ~I Il» (p. 211, 1) and
the passage 0..1. to ~ (ibid. 11. 4--11). Here the column ends; the text
of the following column, that I bave not identified yet, may be the
extracts from Irenaeus, and the first line (or lines) of the column, now
missing, migbt have contained the rubric (see above). The extracts
from Gregory Thaumaturgos are tbose published by P. Lagarde in
Analecla Syriaca (p. 65, 14-21 and 66, 19-23).

As already stated tbe handwriting is the same in these fragments
as in those of tbe Book of the Himyarites. The writer Stephanos bas
passed on immediately from the onc work to the otber and the date
given is, thus, the approximate date of tbe MS. as a whole. Tbe writer
bas stated his name not only in this note, as well as in the colophon
to the preceding work, but also in his preface on Fragm. I (Syriac text
p. 3). But in neither place, unfortunately, bas the name of the author
of the Book of the Himyarites been preserved.

•
The examination of the fragments of the Book of tbe Himya,

rites now accounted for has led to the reconstruction, more or less
complete, of portions of the text of fifty,nine pages (edition pp.
3-61) from different parts of the MS.') There are two leaves giving
the end of the preface followed by a nearly complete Index of the
fortymine chapters of the work. Further on there are remains of the

I) This MS. seems to be imperfect at the beginning.
2) 1 'taled. in my preliminary nole, tited above. th;1t the remains are from sixty'

three pages of the work. laler. however. J succeded In combining two dlHuent fragments.
eAch of which cout<1ins remnants of four p~ges. The figure 63 thus is to be reduced to 59.
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chapters VII, VIII, IX, XIII, XIV, XVI, XVII, XIX, XX, XXI, XXII,
XXlII, XLII, XLIII, XLIV, XLV, XLVI, XLVII, XLVIII and XLIX,
as well as of the colophon. As can be seen from the edition, the
rem.ins of some of these chapters consist of few lines only, e. g.

Chapters VII, XXIII, XLV, XLVI. In other cases the text, though
of a certain length, is very fragmentary, e. g., Chapters IX, XIII, XIV,
XVI, XLII, while, in other cases again, the text is nearly intact; thus
the pages 23-44 offer a continuous text with only few "nd in'
significant lacunae.

These, then, are the remnants of the Book of the [-limyarites
brought to IiRht by an unexpected discovery. They give, thanks, above
all, to the Index of chapters, a clear idea of the plan and composition of
that work; they offer many characteristic specimens from various parts
of the account, and make us, by extensive passages, well acquainted
with its language and literary style. Still they are but disjecfa membra
of a priceless work on the early traditions on Jews and Christians in
South Arabia. Many of the leaves recovered by a lucky chance are
of comparatively little value from a historical point of view and many
a leaf is lost for which I would gladly have given all the leaves of
Chapter XLIX and those of the Book of Thimotheos too.

TABLE OF FRAGMENTS

Fr;egm.l. p.3f. Fragm.XXr. p.47f. Fragm.XLI. 1'.21 f.
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1~ra8m. Ill. 1'.7£..13 f. Fragm.XXIII. p.49f. Fragm.XlIll. p.47f.
Fragm.IV. 1'.91.,11 f. Frasm. XXI V. p.49f. Fragm.XLlV. p.17f.
Fugm. V. p.15f.. 21 f. fr;egm.XXV. p.51f Fr;egm.XLV. ?
Fragm. VI. p.17f.,19f. Fragm.XXVL. 1'.531. Fragm.XLVI. p. 4-9 £.
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•

THE BOOK OF THE HIMYARITES AND. ITS RELATION TO
OTHER NARRATIVES ON THE ABYSSINIAN,HIMYARITIC

STRUGGLES

It is well known that there once was widely spread through the
Orient a tradition of an invasion by the Abyssinians of the South of
Arabia in the Brst part of the 6'h century, and of certain incidents in
connection with that enterprise. As to the form which this tradition
has acquired in old literatures there are considerable differences accord,
ing as to whether one consults a Muhammadan or a Christian, a
profane or an ecclesiastical work. ') The events can be related as merely
political ones and brought into connection with the outstanding political
fact of those days, the rivalry between Byzantium and Persia, or they
can be pictured as a religious struggle, a struggle between Christianity,
just penetrating into South Arabia, and Judaism, since old times
existing in the country side by side with the indigenous paganism.
The ecclesiastical works, on tbe other hand, dwell, exclusively or
especially, on a persecution of the Christians and on the deeds of the
martyrs who were made its victims, while the Muhammedan relation,
in want of original features of more real value. pads out its narrative
with fantastical matters so appreciated by the Arabs. Besides snch
differences of treatment or representation of the story there are, between
these relations, so many divergences concerning the details in nearly
every respect, not least as regards the very names of the characters,
that it has remained an open question, not only whether any trllst,
worthy information at all can be derived from these sources, but also
as to the relations in which they stand to one another. In this tangle
of incongruous or contradictory representations, of which it is, however,
not necessary here to give a minute account, the Book of the Himy'

I) Christian sources are:
I. Eccle.siutlcal:

1. The martyrology of l:/Jrith (M... rtyrium SI Arcthae, in this work called .tlcf.l).
a) Greek text published first by J. Fr. Boissonade in Anecdot.l Graeca. \'01. v (Paris

1833), pp. 1-62, and later, with Latin translation, by E. Carpentier in Acta
Sanctorum, October, vo!. x (ll aris and Rome 1869), pp. 721-759.

b) Aethiopic (Gee.z) tut published by F. M. E. Pereira in Historia dos Marlyrl!s
dl! Nagr..n (Usbon 1899), pp. 79-122, with Portuguese translation pp. 123-165 ;
cf. German translation by W. FeU in 2DfttG, vol. 35 (1881), pp. 48-74. This
text is said to be derived from an Arabic version.

c) Anncnian text (cf. Ada S.lnctorum. op. cit., p.719 ,'nd Blbfiotheca J-l.1giogriJphicil
orlctltiJlis edd. Socii Bollandiani, Bruxellcs 1910, p.26). lranslolted from tht Greek
(see Noldeke in GGA 1882, I, p. 207). is not published.

I
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arites now enters as fresb evidence bringing with it, as is often tbe
case with new documents, tbe solution of some old problems and the
introduction of some new ones.

Before going on to study its value as a historical account it will be
appropriate first to examine its relation to tbe otber narratives just
referred to.

A glance at the Index of cbapters of the Book of tbe Himyarites
suffices to sbow tbat this work, nothwitbstanding its bistorical cbaracter,
is closely akin to tbe narratives that I bave named above as ecclesi.
astical, viz.: the Lefter of Simeon of Both Arsham and the Acta
S' Arethae. Tbese two works are, as Is well known, the principal
documents for the traditions whicb occupy us bere. As to tbeir

d) Arabic text (cf. L Cheikho, Le c:hristianisme et la litter.ltUrc c:hretienne en Ar.lbie
a....lnt l' ls1am 1. Beyrouth 1912, p.'1 and see, on ;1 Karsblint MS. at Jerusalem.
A. Baumstark in Oriens Christi.1nus N. S. vol. ill, p. 323 f.) is not published.

c) Of .:a btin version of the 9th century :I fugmcut is preserved and published
in Acta Sanc:torum op. cit, pp. 761 f.

2. The Letter of Simeon oj Beth 11rshJ"m.
it) Syriac text published by r. Guidi in Atti del/a R. Acc.Jdemia dei Lincei. Memone

delfiJ classe di scienze morali, storiche e jilologiche, Vol. vii (Roma 1881),
pp. 501-515.

b) Of tbis Lettu seveut more or less altered and shortened Syriac recensioDS are
known, partly embodied in the bistorical works of John of Asia, (Pseudo-)
ucharias of Mltylene. and Mich.acl Syrus. I\s for editions sec: Bibliotheca
HagiographicOJ, pp. 24 f.

3. The Hymn oj John Psaltes.
Pr~servcd only in a Syriac translation published first by R. Schroter in ZD/lfG.,
vol. 31 (1877), pp. 400-405 and 1.lter by E. W. Brooks in llatrologia Orient.1Us,
vot. vii, pp. 613 «.

4. Of s~condary importance only arc the notices preserved in the Syn.uaria of th~

different OrientAl churches. The item of a Maronite Syn.aurium (In Arabic)
is published by Guldi, op. cit., pp_ 496f., those of the Aerbiopic firsl by S;apdo
and again by Pereir.a, op. cit. pp. 169-173 and pp_ 179f. Shorter nor'cs of simibr
origin are found elsewbere, d., for instance. Acta Sandorum, op. cit., pp_ 714f.

11. Profane:
1. Procopius, De bello persico I, cap. 19-20 (Opt'r.l omni.1 r«ogn. J.1-bury, val. i,

Leipzig 1905, pp. 100-104, 106-110).
2. CosOlas 'ndicoplcust~, The Christian Topography ed. E. O. Winstcdt (Cambridge

19(9), p.72 (short nolice).
Other bistoric...1 works, Byz,lnHne or Syriac, treating the Abysslni.1n.llimynrilic struggles
are devoid of value .1$ independent historical sources.

Muhammadan sources are the traditions embodj~d in:
1. IbD Hishim, Das L~ben /tluhammed's herausg. v. F. Wilstenf~d (Goltingen 185 ),

pp. r .-r,.
2. TabMI, Anmles cd. M.j. Dl:Gocje, Series I, pp. ~IV-lIl"". and other works.
1 am, however, aware of no other Arabic work tbat can claim the \·...luc of .30

independl:nl source as 10 the traditions here In question.
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relation to each other it seems to he the preferred opinion that the Acta
are based, essentially, on the Letter. This is the view held by Noldeke
and Guidi,') who consider the Letter as the authentic work of the
Bishop Simeon, just named, and writlen in the year after the bloody
deeds in Najr"n, that is in the year 524 of our era. But it is the
view held also by Halevy,') who thinks the Letler a forgery without
historical value and without any right to the name of Simeon.

Now I was able, in my preliminary notice on the discovery of
the fragments of the Book of the Himyarites,') to state that the Acta
are in still closer connection with this Book of the Himyarites than
with the Letter. This verdict has in view, first and essentially, the
whole of the plan and the principal lines of the narrative but also
many minor ddails. There prevails, in fact, such an intimate and
characteristic agreement between the two works that one need not
enter into a very profound study of them to ascertain the justice of
the remark (I. c.), that: "The Acta are little more than an extract from
some chapters of the Book of the Himyarites."

The following hasty review of the contents of the Acta as compared
with corresponding portions of the Book of the Himyarites will con.
firm this in spite of the fragmentary condition in which this latter work
is known to us.

The author of the Acta ') begins (§ 1) by fixing the date of the
incidents whjch he is going to relate, and states, at the same time, the
names of the kings of the Abyssinians and of the Himyarites at that
date, namely Elesbaas and Dunaas, respectively. These kings are shortly
characterized. A geographical (and ethnographical) orientation follows
stating that the Himyarites were eHber beathens or Jews. Unfortu.
nately it is impossible to know whether the Book of the Himyarites
ever offered exactly the same information in these respects') as nothing
remains of its six first chapters. Still it is obvious, from the Index,
that Chapters 1-111 were devoted to, at all events, an identical object.

I) See N6ldc:ke in GGA J899, p. 826f. and Guidi, op. bud., pp. 476, 499.
2) Cf. Revue des iludesjuivcs. vol. 18 (1889), pp. 21, 38ff.
') Cr. Kungl. Hum~nistiska VctenskapssamIundct i Lund, Arsberatlelse 1920-21

(L"nd 1921). p.38.
of) I quote this work according to the edition of Ihe Bollandistes, Act.. S.1Ilcfonfm,

Octobris, T. X (P;uis and Rome 1869), pp. 721-759, speaking of the sections of that edition,
marked 1-)9, as §§ J-39.

ti) I do not speak here of the names of the kings as they will be subjects (or consl.
deration 100ter.
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This paragraph ends by stating that perpetual wars raged between the
king of the Abyssinians and the king of the Himyarites, who was his
Tributary, on account of the polytheism of the Himyarites. Elesbaas
arrives with an army and defeats the impious king of the Himyarites.
It is possible that Chapters IV, V and perhaps VI of the Book of the
Himyarites contained materially corresponding statements but no details
can be derived from the headings of the chapters preserved in the
Index, which are the only remains of these portions of the book.

The following paragraph of the Acta (§ 2) tells of the town Najran,
its population, its Christianity, the flight of the Jewish king to the
mountains, the return of the king Elesbaas to Abyssinia leaving in
Arabia troops under their Abyssinian commander, and how the Jewish
king fell upon those troops and massacred them, excited a persecution
of the Christians in the country, and finally marched against Najran.
As to the Book of the Himyarites it appears from the Index that
Cbapters V-IX related similar incidents and fragments of Chapters
VII-IX furnish us witb specimens of their narrative as to tbe massacre
of the Abyssinians (in :?:afar), the beginning of the persecution of the
Christians and the coming of the Jewish king to Najran. But neither
from the headings nor from the fragments can we tell wh<ther the
geographical details, as, for instance, the description of N ajran, have
had their equivalents there.

The next paragraphs (§§ 3-5) describe the vain efforts of the Jewish
king first to bring the men of Najran to abandon Christianity, then to
conquer the town, and the treachery by which he finally made himself
master of it. The last lines of § 5 relate how the bones of the Bishop
Paul, wbo had been dead for two years, were exbumed and burnt and
the asbes scattered in tbe wind. As to the events recorded, Chapter IX of
the Book of the Himyarites is equivalent to tbese paragrapbs. The
utterances of the characters are of course not identical in tbe two versions;
sucb elements of the narrative are usually treated comparatively freely
by copyists, editors and compilers. Certain particulars, such as the inter.
pretation of the name Najr'n and the statement that the rebellion took
place in the winter (in § 3), the Jewish king's claim that the people of
Najran should pay their taxes to him and the account of the Himyaritic
monetary system (in § 4), are not to be found in the fragments of the
Book of the Himyarites; nor is the episode of the bones of the Bishop
Paul recorded in the fragments of this chapter. But a very mutilated
passage in a later fragment, from Chapter XVII (sce p. 22', lH.),
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shows that it was known also to the author of the Book. But in another
point-though a rather insignificant one-it seems as if there were a real
contradiction between the two works. When the town of Najran had
opened its gates to the Jewish king he entered the town (§ 5, p.724D).
This probably seemed quite natural to the author of the Acta seeing
that the king had been so anxious to force an entry. But it looks
as if this were not the case in the narrative of the Book of the Himy,
arites. The text is rather fragmentary but everything in the narrative
points to the fact that the king himself never entered but stayed outside
in his camp (p. 35',22. 43', Hff.). The Najranites came to him there
(p. llo, 12), and his own men were sent into the town to collect his
victims and bring them out to him. ') It is obvious that this is the
original version-of which. moreover, an echo remains even in the Acta
a few lines after the passage just alluded to: Uxa.i or] l:tjj' a"olta.,ru"
le~~nov &"ov", 01 dpz~rol oOt';;, ... "po, tOV ~oaIHo". The old latin trans,
lation of the Acta, made by the Bishop Athanasius of Naples in the
9th century, seeks to reconcile the two versions by the words: "Mox
autem ingressus teterrimus Homeritarum draco: cui omnes pariter
magnates ... ante ingtessum urbis obviam venientes ..."') The Letter
of Simeon (p. 502, 24) agrees with the Book.

Paragraphs 6-9 relate-though in a rather confused manner-how
an immense pyre was prepared on which the priests and other members
of the clergy of the town, in all 427 persons, were burnt whilst the
notables, with the holy Arethas at their head, were imprisoned and
invited to deny their faith. As they refused to do so they were mar'
tyred. Their women and children were brought to them to persuade
them to recant. But as, on the contrary, they exhorted them to perse,
vere in their refusal the women also were led away to be killed by
the sword. Afler a dispute between ten "'0'0""(" on the one side
and the rest of the women on the other as to which party was entitled
to the benefit and honour of going nrst to death the execution was
carried out. Tbe king expressed bis astonishment at the spread of
the false doctrine of the Crucified over all the world.

It is easy to sec, from many inconsistencies in the narrative, ') that
this account is a compilation. In the Book of Ihe Himyarites ChapterXIII,
and probably Ch.pter XVIII, told of similar events; possibly Chapter

t) Sce p. 21", 8. U. 21b.20. 22b.IO. 26a, 8. 21. 28b, J. 'S. 39",20. 44b, 88'.
'.I) Acta S..ncfol'UnI Odobris, T. X, p. 762 n.
3) Cf. also below p. xxx ff.
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XXIII contained some analogies to what is related in § 9 about the
death of tbe women. Perbaps also, if the fulI text of the Book of
tbe Himyarites were placed before us, we could discover particulars
from these paragraphs of tbe Acta also in otber chapters of the Book.
Still there are unmistakably certain differences between the narratives
of the two works in tbe sections in question. The Acta telIs of a pyre
on which certain martyrs were burnt; in tbe Book of the Himyarites
tbey perished in tbe flames of the churcbes or, in one case, of a house.
Still there is in the narrative of the Book of the Himyarites at least
a partial equivalent in two de6nite cases in wbicb the executioners
tbrew fuel on tbe burning ruins to feed the 6re. Oaher differences
certainly are due to tbe character of the narrative of the Acta as a
compilation. Tbe Letter (p. 503f.), here too, tells of tbe events in the
same explicit manner as the Book.

On the other hand the mutual connection of the two narratives
appears not only in the principal traits but also in details. As already
pointed out, it can not be expected that speeches and dialogues should
be reproduced in the same words in different versions. The narrator,
in most cases, felt justified in making the actors speak just as he him,
seU thought 6t in the situation. It is the more worth noticing, then,
that the remark of the Jewish king (Acta § 6, p. 728 E), namely that
the Romans now realized tbat tbe Cruci6ed was a man, is met with
also in tbe Book of tbe Himyarites (p. 13', 2011.). Unfortunately the text
is interrupted bere so it is doubtful whetber the folIowing words in
tbe Acta, alIuding to the Nestotians, once occurred in the Book of the
Himyarites too. Also the utlerance of the Jewish king in which he
expressed his astonishment at the Christians (Acta § 9, p. 7300) has
its parallel in tbe Book (p. 21 b, 8-12). The remark (§ 7, p. 729A) that
many Christians had escaped and hidden themselves in the mountains
does not occur in the corresponding part of the Book of the Himya'
rites. But something similar is said a little later on in that work
(p. Hb, 181.), and a1Iuded to in p. 54', 91. Even as to phrases and ex,
pressions there are some points of agreement between the two works
(cf. notes on the text of pp. 10', 19', 25 b, 26', 27', 33a).

The paragraphs 10-14 deal with the martyrdom of a rich widow
and her two daughters. This story is nothing but an abridged and
confused reproduction of Chapter XXII of the Book of the Himyarites.
As this is one of the chapters whose text is preserved intact in our
fragments, it is easy here to study the relation between the two
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versions. The clear and natural plan of the narrative of the Book of
the Himyarites is, in the Acta, thrown into confusion not so much by
tbe abridgement but by a careless transposition of an episode. Para'
grapbs 11 and 12 reproduce an address tbat the martyr delivered to
the women of Najran, on her way to the king to be questioned. But
the questioning begins in § 10 and is continued in § 13 and the first
lines of § 13 show that the king has seen and heard nothing of all
that, according to §§ 11 and 12, has just taken place before him. Certain
details are remodelled and exaggerated, obviously to make them, to
the mind of the redactor, more striking. In the narrative of the Book
the widow appears before the king without a veil, for which the
king blames her with the remark that she had let only a few men see
her face before. Tbis in the Acta leads to the statement tbat "the
sun never before had seen her face" and that therefore the king's men,
wben bringing her out to be questioned, took care to protect ber
against its rays by an umbrella, or') by bringing her in a sedan. Later
on, wbile questioning ber, the king orders her to be unveiled. The two
daughters of the widow are in fact, in tbe Book of the Himyarites,
one daughter and one granddaughter. Even in this work, however,
they are twice, for the sake of simplicity, called ber daughters, (see
p. 30 b, 5 and p. 39', 21.) In the Book of the Hlmyarites one of them
spits at the king saying: "This spittle in thy face etc."-in the Acta she
of course really spUs in the king's face.

The martyrdom of this woman is dated in the Acta as "the third
day" (p.731 B). One asks: after which event was it the third day? The
expression may easily be combined with the words "the following day"
at the beginning of the 6 th paragraph. This expression means the day
after Najran had surrendered and the king entered the town. It seems
then that the third day is meant to be the third day after the surrender
of the town. This however is not tbe dating of the Book of tbe
Himyarites. There the martyrdom of this widow, the holy Ruhm,
took place many days after that incident. Still, there too, a period of
three days is mentioned in so far as it is said (p. 38', 5) tbat a daugb,
ter of this same Ruhm had been killed "three days before". That day,
a Monday, was the day of the martyrdom of the freeborn women in
general (see Cbap. XX); Ruhm, because of her high social position,

1) Sic!. the reda'tor not being able to make up his mind which of the alternatives
to choose.
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had been separated from the others and was now treated alone with
the two girls on Wednesday, "the third day" after the martyrdom of the
other freeborn women. Tbe same dating is met with also in the Letter
of Simeon (p. 504, 121.). Hence comes, I think, the 'ij ~f'lpq: ,ij 'p('n

of the Acta.

Paragraphs 15-20 of the Acta describe the martyrdom of the holy
Arethas and the freeborn men of Najran; this again is dated as "the
following day"-obviously the day after the martyrdom of the widow
Ruhm, accounted for in the preceding paragraphs. To take it literally
their death is reported already in § 8 as having happened on the day
before the martyrdom of the widow. Here, again, the Acta have
disarranged the narrative.') In the Book of the Himyarites the death
of the freeborn men in general and that of Harith and 'Arbai (?) are
told of in Chapters XVIII and XIX respectively, and the latter dated
Sunday, i. e. tbe day before that on which the freeborn women were killed.
Unfortunately, of Chapter XVIII nothing remains in the fragments of
the Book of the Himyarites. Of Chapter XIX are preserved the last
lines of the main martyrology and the date (p. 23'), and, besides this, the
description of the interment of the bodies and the list of the names
of the martyrs. These last two portions of the chapter, though of
special interest in themselves, have no equivalents in the Acta and
therefore are of no importance here. The final lines of the main
martyrology contain nothing but the last words of the martyr (Harith
or 'Arbai [?]) and the statement that he was decapitated.

We do not know therefore if the much discussed place.name
'O~t8tav6c (Wadi), given by the Acta (§ 20, p. 736F) to the place where
the marlyrs were put to death, has occurred also in the Book of the
!"limyarites. Still there is obViously some inconsistency between the two
relations as to the localities. In the Acta the men were martyred in this
Place 'O~.8,av6c (I. I.) and it seems to follow from a passage at the
beginning of § 9 (p. 729F) that the women had been killed on the
same spot. They were all interred there, as far as they were interred
at all. In the Book of the Himyarites the women were massacred on
the spot where their men had been killed, a place inside the wall of
the town of N ajran. .But their hodies afterwards were dragged out
of the town and buried in a grave, or in graves, in a "Qandaq" (p. 30', It)

1) The same is the C;\~C with the narrative or §§ 6,8-9; the chid points or iocohcrenrc
;are so obviolls Ihat I do not think it necessary to dwell in detail on them.
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or ,.aaaTDv (p. «', 10) outside the wall, which, I think, in the
idea of the author, was nothing but the moat before the wall. Where
the bodies of the men were interred is not said in the fragments but
most likely, judging by certain indications, it was not in the same
place as the women. Obviously the differences between the two
relations as to the details here treated depend upon the carelessness
of the redactor of the Acla.

Paragraphs 21 and 22 tell the story of a woman, who, with her
little son, was amongst the spectators at the execution of Harith, and
was seized as a victim. The boy at 6rst ran to the king to seek release
for his mother from the executioners, but seeing his mistake he rejected
all the lures 0 f the king, who even proposed to adopt him, bit the
king in the leg to get free a.nd threw himself into the pit 6lled with
6re where his mother was cast. There are no remains of this story
in the fragments of the Book of the Himyarites, and it is not easy
to find out, in the Index, a chapter that reasonably could have told it.
Perhaps onc might suggest Chapter XXVI, if the fragmentary heading
means that the woman there mentioned was present at the death of
Harith. It is all the more unfortunate that we are not able to state
if this episode was told also in the Book of the Himyarites-and
how it was told, if it was - as it is the only instance, in the Christian
traditions of the persecution in Najran, of a pit 61led with 6re, that
could be brought into relation with the famous ),~\ of Sura LXXXV, 4
in the Koran. In the letter of Simeon the woman is beheaded but
the boy is spared. And, later, Joh. of Ephesus ') states that he himself
has frequently met with him in Constantinople.

Before leaving this episode it is to be noted, however, that the
list of martyrs, in ChapterXIX (p.25', 19ff.), speaks of a certain Aswar(?),
son of Nu'man, whom the king would make his adoptive son but
who declined and was killed. And in another conneelion, Chapter XVI
(p. 21', lSIl.), the Book tells of a young man, Abraham, who threw
himself in the flames. But I do not think that these martyrs and their
deeds have much to do with the story of the woman and her little
son, a boy of four or 6ve years of age, as told in the Acta.

Paragraph 23 of the Acta states that all Christian children were
gathered and distributed as slaves amongst the notables of the king.
Further it tells of a prodigy, a mighty glow of a 6re, that was seen

t) See J. S. Asse.ma.oi, Bibliothec.a arial/alls, vo!. I, p.38O.
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on the sky when the Jewish king was to leave Najran. Nothing
corresponding to this is to be found in the fragments of the Book of
the Himyarites. For the ligbt spoken of in p. 20b, Ill. is, though also
of a supernatural origin, not to be compared with this.

Paragraph 24 is a hymn in honour of Najran obviously placed
bere as the closing of the story of tbe Martyrs in conformity with an
estahlished usage in such cases. And, really, it is known that the
Armenian version of the Acta ends with what is bere told in § 23.
Tbis closing hymn certainly has much contributed to the popularity
of the idea that the following portions of the Acta originally did
not belong to this work. In fact these following portions, more poli,
tical and profane, seem rather out of place after that hymn.

But of such a hymn there are not the slightest traces in the Book
of the Himyarites. Moreover, it would obviously contrast with the
idea and plan of that work. So much the more are the following
chapters, telling of the vengeance wrought on the Jews by the Abys.
sinians, appropriate in the Book of the Himyarites. They form together
with tbe first seven chapters of the book the broad frame in whicb
the stories of the martyrs have had their place as episodes, if ever so
significant episodes, of the whole. This fact, now, accounts also for
the corresponding portions of the Acta. They are there, just as
they are in the Book of the Himyarites, and because they arc in the
Book of the Himyarites. St,ll the case is not altogether the same.
The Book of the Himyaritcs is a historical work with the stories of
the martyrs as its central and essential portion. The Acta are acts of
Martyrs with a historical introduction and a historical epilogue of a
marked edificatory character. By this modification of the aim of the
work the poJitico1historicaJ epilogue, which, moreover, is of a consi,
derable length, gives the impcession of something heterogeneous, that
originally did not belong to this work. And this impression is much
intensified by the hymn to Najran in § 24. In fact, the impression made
by these two sorts of epilogue is so stcange that I think the later
and secondary one, i. e. the hymn, cannot have been added but to a
shortened recension of the Acta. such as is known from the Armenian
version just referred to. Once introduced at the end of such an abridged
form the hymn has more ea i1y found its way also into the fuller
reccnsion.

I shall now proceed to compare these last paragraphs of the
Acta with the corresponding portions of the Book of the Himyarites.

J
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Unfortunately not very much remains of these portions of the Book
and what remains is often in a very fragmentary condition.

Paragraphs 25 and 26 of the Acta take us to the camp of the Lakh,
mid Prince Mundhar at Ramla, in the Syrian desert, where we meet
with an embassy from the Emperor in Byzantium, Justinus, witness a
controversy between the members of this embassy, who arc Mono'
physites, on one side, and a Ncstorian, Silas, who also is present there,
on the other side, and hear of the famous letter that the Jewish King
of the Himyarites has just sent to Mundhar. The only equivalent to
this in the fragments of the Book of the Himyarites is the indication
in the Index that Chapter XXV has communicated the contents of a
letter from Masrilq to Mundhar. Nothing remains of that chapter.

The next paragraphs (§§ 27, 28) deal with the measures taken by
the Emperor Justinus and the bishop in Alexandria, Timotbeus, to
induce the King of Abyssinia to hasten to the succour of the Christians
in the land of tbe Himyarites. In spite of the defective state in which
we know the Book of the Himyarites it is fairly sure that that Book
has told nothing of any such measures. Already from the headings
of the chapters in tbe Index it is clear enough tbat the Christian
Himyarites themselves have informed the Abyssinians of the insurrection
of Masrilq. And tbere is every probability, to judge from many indi.
cations, that the Emperor, and perhaps even the Bishop of Alexandria,
were never mentioned in the Book of the Himyarites.

In § 29 the Acta describe how ships were brought together and
other measures taken for tbe war, how the King Elesbaas went to the
church before departing to the war, quoting (§ 30) the prayer that he
said there,') and (§ 31) how he visited a Greek holy man, Zonenos.
It is very improbable that the Book of the Hilny.lfites ever contained
anything of that kind.

It is true that what the headings of the chapters mention as their
contents is not to be taken too rigorously. For instance, Chapter VU
should, according to its rubric, deal with the departure of the Abyssinians
from the land of the Himyarites. Yet the last lines, the only ones
remaining, of this chapter(p. 7') tell how the Jewish rebel by false promises
prevails upon the Abyssinian garrison in Zafar to surrender the town.

t) It is this prayer, in the ElhiopLln version of the Acta, but enlarged by additioos
of Ihe s<lme kind, that is given in <I Ucrlin Gcez Ms. (Petcrm. I1 Nachtr. '11, ff, 1-7) as. a
separate work under lite heading "Prayer of King Killeb:'
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Thus this chapter has dealt not only with the departure of the Abys,
sinians but also with the growing insurrection, and goes on to tell
how Masriiq had collected troops and grown strong enough to take
the chance of an attack upon the chief stronghold of the Abyssinians.

But even if there have been somewhere, for instance in Chapter
XL or XLI, some notices as to the preparations for the war, they have
certainly been rather short, and many particulars in the relation of the
Acta arc entirely incompatible with the spirit of the Book of the
Himyarites. I refer. for instance, to such particulars as those given in
the story of the iron chains with which the Jewish king blocked
up the sea at Bab eI Mandeb. Fantastical constructions of that kind
are unknown to the Book of the Himyarites. Thus, probably, the
Book of the Himyarites has told of the whole of the Abyssinian
expedition in a somewhat different manner. It may be that the two
adresses in Chapters XLI and XLII, that of the Abyssinian king and
that of his general, are to be looked at as indications that the Abys'
sinians landed at two different places on the coast, just as is stated in
Acta (§ 34). But this of course is uncertain. It cannot even be said
with certainty to which chapter the description of the battle preserved
in the fragments XIX and XX (p. 45 f.) properly belongs. I think it
probable that it is a portion of Chapter XLII, but it may very possibly
form part of Chapter XLI, or perhaps of Chapter XXXVIII. It is ob.
vious, however, that the death of the Jewish King has been related in
another way in the Book of the Himyarites than in the Acta. Accord,
ing to the Acta he was made a prisoner and afterwards cut down by
the Abyssinian King. According to the Book of the HiOlyarites he
was slain in the battle by an Abyssinian warrior, and fell (?) into the sea.
Certaioly, in the Book of the HiOlyarites, it came to pass without a
voice from heaven and other such miracles out of the stock-in,trade
of the martyriologies which the Acta cannot dispense with.

Paragraph 38 of the Acta describes how order was restored in the
COuntry and the churches rebuilt. The same is told of in the Book
of the Himyarites, Chap. XLIV, XLVI-XlVlll, in different places, as
e. g. Pp. 49, 53, 56. Even here there is no trace of an application, on
the part of the Abyssinians, to the Emperor Justinus or to the Bishop
of Alexandria. But the Bishop Euprepios of Abyssinia is spoken of
as the highest ecclesiastical authority and Abyssinian priests are
apPointed to the new churches. Nothing is said about a son of Harith
as appointed governor in Najran; the name of the Himyarite made

J'
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king of the land was certainly not Abraham ') (or Abraha), and he
was not already, before his appointment, asthe Acta think, xptanavlY.wn,oc,
but had first to be baptized. N or were, as in the Acta, Abyssinian
troops left behind with the new king and "the holy bishop." Troops
were left, of course, to look after the Abyssinian interests, and Abys.
sinian notables were left with them, but no bishop.

Finally the Acta, in § 39, relate how the victorious King Elesbaas,
having returned to Abyssinia, abdicated the throne and became a
monk so holy that no layman ventured to address him in all his life.
It is scarcely necessary to point out that the Book of the Himyarites
knows nothing of such a legendary abdication.

•

The preceding review of the contents of the Acta as compared
with that of the Book of the Himyarites places beyond doubt that
there is, notwithstanding all di,fferences, a close connection between
the two works. Even just the last portions, where the narratives differ
in nearly every detail as well as in the political orientation, show
perhaps better than anything this connection. The course of the events
is throughout the same in them both and these two works, moreover,
are the only ones known that relate them at all. What differs is the
general view of the writers and the scope of their works. The Acta
are a martyrology and their author knows what ingredients are needed
for a work of that kind. He adopts fwm his source what he thinks
fit for his scope and rejects what he has no use for; the tyrant and
the martyrs he makes speak so as to agree with his idea as to how
the actors in a martyrology ought to speak, in this and similar details
caring very little for exact reproduction of what he has found in his
source. His aim is to glorify his hero and to impress his readers, and
he uses the means he thinks fit for that aim. For this purpose he
exaggerates the data given in his source and adds new ones; he
exercises his imagination to find out new and unheard of cruelties;
miracles manifest the interest that heaven takes in the struggle of the
martyrs, and, finally, by a supernatural intervention, the tyrant is struck
by judgment. The part in the events ascribed to the Emperor seems
to indicale that the author was a Greek, or, at least, influenced by
Creek views.

1) Se:e: bl!low, p.lxij sq.
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Also the author of the Book of the Himyarites was full of zeal
for the church and for the faith, and wrote his work in honour of the
martyrs. But it was not his plan to write a martyrology on a model
already fixed long before, a new variant of a well,known and widely
spread type. He would in no wise fail to derive from the events he
related the moral that could serve to edify his co'religionists and to
strengthen them against trials to come. Chapter XLIX. with its mono.
tonous and insipid exposition, that incessantly follows a model hacb
neyed in Syriac literature and lIsed already in Chap. XLIII, confirms
this sufficiently. It is, however, obvious that, despite all this, his prin,
cipal aim was to give a full historical record of what had happened,
not, in the first place, an edifying tract caring little for the historical
particulars, nor a novel ";n majorem dei gloriam". The more I have
studied the work the more it has given me the impression that lhe
author was anxious to relate what he had heard and found trustworthy,
and believed himself to have really taken place. But in stating this
I have said nothing, yet, as to the objective historical value of the
work. It will be examined later on.
. It is to be added only that, as pointed out already, the Book of
the Himyarites has told nothing, judging from the fragments, about
an influence exercised by the Emperor Justinus and Byzantium upon
the events that it relates. If, then, the difference in aim and tendency
accounts for most of the differences between the two works in plan
and in details, the general agreement between them in both respects
appears the more prominent and points unmistakably to an original
connection. I have already pointed Ollt how this connection is to be
Considered. It does not suffice to state a common source for hoth works;
it is obvious, in my view, that the Book of the Himyarites is the main
SOllrce and that the Acta are composed out of extracts from that work,
more or less altered and adapted for the purpose. 11 is scarcely neces.
sary to state that the relation cannot possibly be the inverse one, that
is to say, the Acta cannot be the original work and the Book of the
Himyarites an amplified and enlarged edition. The internal evidence
is quite conclusive in this respect. The narrative of the Book of the
Himyarites bears in no single point the characteristics of an ampli.
fieation but the Acta show in many Cases-some of which have been
POinted out above-the unmistakeable features of a secondary and rigo.
rously shortened compendium.

It remains to consider the relation that the Book of the Himyarites
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and the Letter of Simron of Beth Arsham hold to each other. The
close agreement as to the contenls between this Letter and the Acta
is generally admitled; it is this agreement that has made many scholars
think the Letter to be the principal source of the first, rnartyrological,
part of the Acta. Thus it is a matler of course, after what has just
been explained, that the contents of the Letler are to be found. in so
far as they concern the incidents in Yaman, also in the Book of the
Himyarites, and indeed the two works agree closely as to these facts.
It is not necessary, therefore to dwell longer on this agreement nor is
there any special interest in the cases where the Acta differ from both
the Letler and the Book. As a rule the explanation of such cases will
be found in the freedom wherewith the authnr, or rather the compiler.
of the Acta deals with his source or sources. remodelling them and
adding to them what he thinks 6t to add. By far more interesting are
cases where a disagreement between the two works, the Book and the
Letter. can be viewed as evidence of their being independent the one
of the other. Such cases are, however, rare and not very conclusive.
The following are worthy of notice:

1. In the Letler (p. 502. 20) the Jewish king declares that he ha~

made the church in Zafar a synagogue; in the Book it is burnt
down.

2. The speech that the rich widow, in the Letter named ).>0" and ....." ')
adresses to the women nf Najran agrees in tbe version given in
the Letter fairly well with that related in the Acta. but not with
the version in the Book. A manifest coincidence between the two
first. mentioned versions against the Book is the passage speaking
of the wedding.day as the day of rejoicing for a woman (see
Letter, p.50H.• Acta, § IJ, p.732D).

3. Another coincidence between the Letter and the Acta against the
Book is the notice (Letter, p. 506. 12-1}, Acta, § 11. p. 732 D)
that the king ordered the widows' hair to be disbevelled. In the
Book this detail is not found and the woman herself lets down
her hair immediately before Ihe execution.

4. In the Letter (p. 506 at the botlom), as in Acta § 14 (p. 733B), the
king having ordered tbis woman and her daughters to be executed
expressed his regret. considering the extraordinary beauty of these
women, at being forced to this step. In the Book of the Himyarites

I) Cf. Guidi 01'. cit., p. 493. nolt 3.
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this detail is lacking and the beauty of the widow, even if mentioned,
is not made nearly so much of as in the other works.

5. The little girl, according to the Letter, as in the Acta (cf. above
p. xxx), spits in the face of the king, and not only, as in the
Book, towards the king.
Of the story of l:farith (Arethas) hardly anything remains in the

fragments and it is therefore impossible to know if it was told there
in the same manner os in the Letter. As to the name of the place where
he was executed, the \Vadj, sce above (p. xxxi). In the Letter (p. 509,
I. 19) /:I"dth says before the king that Najr"n certainly had been in
the position to endure a siege, "for there was no want of anything at
all." But when the men of Najr"n, in the Book of the Hjmyarites
(p. lOb), discuss the answer to be given to Masruq. when he had sum,
moned them to surrender, it is taken for granted that the town, if it
should come to a siege, would succumb for want of food. It is obvious
however that these two statements, even if seemingly contradictory, by
no means necessarily imply that the two works told the events in a
contradictory way, the general situation being quite different in the
two cases.

As already stated above (p. xxxii) it is uncertain if the Book of the
Himyarites has ever told the story of the woman whose little son
first applied to the tyrant king for help, and afterwards bit him
in the leg to get free, and threw himself into the fire where his mother
had just been cast. Still it is worlh observing in this connection that
the Letter, which tells the story, says nothing of the pit filled with fire
(cf. above 1. 1.).

These few particulars, materially insignificant as they are, certainly
do not suffice to establish the Letter's literary independence of the Book.
They arc more interesting in another respect as showing, by the agree'
ment of the Act., with the Letter against the Book, that the Letter also
is to be reckoned amongst the sources of the Acta along with the Book.
As to the literary relation between the Letter and the Book, the differ'
ence iu plan and composition affords evidence that I consider more
conclusive.

The composition of the Letter must, from a literary point of view,
be characterized as a rather miserable one. It was the plan of the writer
first to reproduce a letter from the Jewish king in the land of the
Himyarites to Mnndhar in I:lirtha d'Na'm"n, that related the incidents
that had just taken place in Najr"n, and then to amplify this relation
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by adding the information he himself had gathered. This plan would
make the same incidents to be related in two diHerent places of the
author's composition. But unfortunately the author has not carried out
even this plan with the consistency required. He has not resisted the
temptation, even in the alleged writing from the Jewish king, to insert
part of the information that he had gathered himself from other soucces.
In this way he has succeeded in presenting, as a letter from the king, a
writing that no one could easily accept as authentic. It does the author
credit perhaps, when he states, in the course of the writing he pretends
to reproduce, that such or such a detail, that has just been told of, in
reality was not found in that writing, but is added by himself. But it
contributes very Iillle to the clearness and the plan of his composition,
which was already poorly enough equipped in that respect.

This peculiar plan, or rather this want of plao, makes it ilIlPossible
to think that the Leller was dependent on the Book of the Himyarites.
No one, however poor a writer he was, could succeed in composing
such a confused account while using the clear and explicit Book of
the Himyarites as his basis. Indeed this strange and seemingly careless
composition finds a natural explanation only if we assume, with Noldeke
and Guidi, that the Leller really is what it pretends to be, a hasty
account, composed under the fresh influence of agitating news, with the
practical aim of stimulating public opinion to set out for the relief of
the oppressed Christians in Yaman.

On the other hand it would be unreasonable to suppose the Book
of the Himyarites to be dependent on the Letter. The Book disposes
of much more detailed and, ill all respects, much fuller matter than the
Letter does. Thus it would explain nothing, to suggest that the authoc
of the Book had gathered his knowledge of the very incidents told of
in the Leller from the Leller and all the remaining similar matter from
another, and unknown, source.

This being the case the agreement between the Letter and the
Book of the Himyarites finds its explanation only if we suppose
them to have used as chief source the same oral account. From this
oral account, then, the author of the Letter I,as chosen out some few
significant particulars and incorporated them in the message that he
hastened to send out to draw the attention of Christendom to the
persecution that was going on in South Arabia. Again the author of
the Book of the Himyarites has gathered all the information within
reach in this way, and afterwards amplified it by fnrther inquiry in order
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to put his narrative of the persecution and of the deeds of the martyrs
in its proper historical connections, and to work it out in a literary
way. The author of the Letter knows nothing of what happened
after the death of the martyrs, the author of the Book is well informed
also as to the Abyssinian expedition that brought punishment on
the persecutors about two years latec. The aim of the author of
the Letter is, by an immediate protest, to call for help on behalf of his
oppressed co'religionists, while the author of the Book writes after
the settlement of the tcoubles, for the information and edification of
his readers.

THE PROFANE TRADITION

The relation between the Letter of Simeon and tbe Book of tbe
Himyarites is characterized by the preceding exposition. As to the
Acta it is evident, J think, that their principal source was the Book
of the Himyarites, although the Letter of Simeon also bas exercised a
certain influence. perhaps a determinative one. upon their representation
of the main martyrdoms. Still these two do not constitute the only
sources of the Acta. Neither of them has ascribed to the Emperor
Justinus, as do the Act." any influence upon the events. And whence
come to the Acta (§ 29) the particulars that point to an intimate
acquaintance with ports and navigation on the Red Sea? And how
is it that the Acta call the two adversaries Elesbaas and Dunaas, while
the Book of the Himyarites knows them under the names Kaleb and
Masruq, and the Lelter mentions them without names?

To these questions no full and definite answer can be given. The
very source from wbich the Acta bave derived tbose particulars is
not known and probably exists no more. Still there can be but little
doubt as to the direction in whicb it should be sought for. The
Byzantine historiographers, Procopios, Cosmas Indicopleustes, Malalas,
and later compilers, know, too, of religious ttoubles in South Arabia
and of war or wars between tbe Abyssinians and tbe Himyariles in
tbe 6 1b century. In their relations we now, in fact, see the Emperor
of Byzantium intervening in tbe troubles of tbose remote tracts, and
we are informed, on very plausible grounds, wby be did so. Cosmas,
himself, once slayed in Adulis, and s>w Ihere the preparations for an
Abyssinian expedition to the land of the Himyarites. Procopios is
well informed .s to the Red Sea and the navigation there, and Nonosos,
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•

once sent by the Emperor as his legate to the King of Abyssinia, likewise
furnishes information about these parts of the world for which we
should search in vain in Abyssinian or Syrian authors. According to
Cosmas the name of the Abyssinian king is 'EnarC~~a, simpliHed by
Malalas to 'Ehia~oo, and obviously the same as the 'E1,.a~<i, or ·El.ta~o~v

of the Acta. Possibly the same name is meant by the form ·En~aa.aio,

of Procopios.
These somewhat vague indications are the only answer that can

be given to the questions just raised. For, while, for instance, the
works mentioned can account for the name of the Abyssinian king in
the Acta, they cannot do so for the name of his adversary, the Himyarite
600va~" Neither Cosmas nor Procopios mentions him at all. In Malalas
we meet, though in another connexion, a I-limyaritic king al!LvQ;, whom
John of Asia calls Dimiun ('.......1) and Theophanes 6ol'-la,6" but it
would be a very risky thing to identify this name with the name
600va6, of the Acta. It would be the more so, as the Abyssinian king
mentioned in connexion with this Dimnos is not Elesb.as but
another, nameless in Malalas, Aidug in John of Asia, Ad.ld in
Theophanes.

. It is obvious then that we can point out no definite Greek work
as the source from which the compiler of the Acta has derived those
particulars of his work which he has not gathered from the Book of
the Himyarites nor from the Letter of Simeon. Still there is little
doubt that such a source has influenced his work. It has been based
chiefly upon the Book of the I-1imyarites; the Letter has been of use
specially in selecting and shortening the properly martyrological portions;
while a Greek tradition, parallel, partially at least, with the Syriac
tradition has furnished him with certain supplementary information,
and nlade him change the names of tbe two kings, Kaleb and Masrilq,
for names morc current amongst the Greeks.

Nowadays we know that Kaleb was really the name of the
Abyssinian king Ella.A~bel)a (flesbaas).') And as to the name Masrilg
it was long ago known as a name for the persecutor by its occurrence
in the introductory note to tbe we!J,known hymn of John PsaItes, th.t
is to be dated about A. 0.600.') As long as it stood in th.t note

I) K"lcb therefore is his n.lmc "Iso in the Gccr Iro1nsl;1!ion of the Acta; sce fLllthu
W. fell in ZDMG \'01. 35 (1881). p. 19, .lnd F. M. E Vcrcir3. Jli:stori.l dos IIIMlyrcs de
Nitgmn (Lisbo.l 1899). p. XLV sqq.

2) Sec P.ltro/ogi" Oricnt.,lis 1,'01. VI, p. 5. vol. XIV, p. 299 "nd B,llllTlsbrk in Oriells
chdsll.1'llIS, N. S. I, p. 33,1.
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alone. one was certainly compelled to doubt its authenticity, or simply
aSSume it to be a mistake. It received afterwards a noteworthy
confirmation from a highly interesting notice in the Histoire Nesto'
rienne published by Msgr. Addai Scher. ') By the discovery of the
Book of the Himyarites, finally, it has attained a real importance.
Of course the hymn with its introductory note is too short to justify
a decisive conclusion as to its dependence on, or independence of, the
Book of the Himyarites. The probability is. however, judging from
the names Harith and Masruq.') that it depends on the Book. Cer,
tainly, at all events, it is not dependent on the Acta.

THE MU~IA~I~IADA TRADITION

The distinction made above between the ecclesiastical and the
profane traditions of the Abyssinian,Himyaritic struggles will. under
a close examination. turn out to be a distinction. broadly speaking,
between (originally) Syriac and (originally) Greek tradition. Along
with these ranks the Arabic (Muhammadan) tradition as, so it seems
at the first glance, something of its own. It remains to consider the
relation the Book of the Himyarites bears to this tradition. Under
a critical examinalion the peculiar character of the Muhammedan tra·
dition will show itself to consist especially in the vivid, often. it is
true, rather fantastic description. and in the confidence with which it
reports without hesitation on all particulars and-of course-tells yon
the names of most of the characters and often also of their fathers
and grandfathers and other relations. All these details and embellish'
tnents, which in themselves, of course, deserve no credit, stripped off,
the oldest Arabic tradition on the persecution in Yaman and the first
Abyssinian occupation of that land, as told by lbn lshaq and preserved
by Ibn Hisham and Tabari, ') consists chiefly of the following facts,
to which parallels can be found in the contents of the Book of the
Himyarites.

Christianity was introduced in N ajran by a stranger, Faimiun,
or by Abdallah b. ath,Thamir. who had received it from a stranger.
The last king of the Himyarites was Dhu,Nuwas, who had, together
with his people, adopted ]udaism. He is said to have assumed the name--

I) P.1frologi.1 Orien,.llis, \'01. V, p.330 sq., cL belC'\lo" p. xlix.
1) Sec below, p lx, and cf. 31so p. b:ii note I).
J) Ste ..bove, p. xxv.
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Joseph. This king, whose capital was San'a, went with his army
against Najran and called upon its inhabitants to adopt Judaism. As
they refused "he digged for them the trench" ()-'~'11, see above, p. xxxii),
burned them, slew them with the sword and mutilated them, and
killed in all nearly 20,000 of them. Amongst these was also, according
to onc version, Abdallah b. ath,Thamir; according to another he had
been put to death previously. A man, Daus Dhu.Tha'laban by name
(according to others bearing the name !:Iayyan or ]abbar b. Fai"),
escaped, betook himself to the Emperor in Byzantium and implored
his help against Dhu.Nuwas. The distance not allowing the Emperor
to intervene directly, the man was sent with the recommendation of the
Emperor to the King of Abyssinia who dispatched an army under Ariaj
the famousAbrahaAshram too went with thearmy-againstthe Himyarites,
who were beaten. Thereupon Dhu.Nuw.s threw himself on horseback
into the sea. Aria! laid waste everything in the land in which he
remained as governor. \Vhat thereafter happened is without interest here.

Another version, given by the famous Ibn aJ,Kalbi '), presents certain,
though not very important, variants. Dhu,Nuwas marched, it is true,
against Najran out of zeal for Judaism. But the cause was an nutrage
by the Christians there upon a Jew, whose name was Daus b. Tha'.
laban. A man, not mentioned by name, lied from Najr'n directly to
the King of Abyssinia and implored his help. The King was willing
to come to the assistance of the Christians but could do nothing till
the Emperor had sent the number of ships required for the transport
of the troops. By an artifice Dhu.Nuwas succeded in cutting down
the victorious Abyssinians, whose leader is not named, but a fresh
army was sent out under two leaders, onc of whom was the famous
Abraha Ashram. The Himyarites were beaten, Dhu,Nuwas threw
himself into the sea, and Abraha remained as king in San'a. Aria!
makes his first appearance on a subsequent occasion.

Tbese Arabic narratives have enjoyed a certain credit amongst tbe
scholars. I, for my part, must confess not to be able to see in them
anything that suggests an independent Muhamm.ldan tradition of
historical value. The]ewish King, the Cbristians in Najr'n, the Emperor
and the King of Abyssinia, the sbips, the war, or the wars, against the
Himyarites, the defeat of the Jewish King and his death, the devastation
and conquest of Yaman-all these points are owed, in my opinion, to a

I) Tabari loco 'Aud.. inserted in tbe: former relation, viz. pp. 'rO,19-'IIr1,11. 'r',15
'~·.foI.
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relation already well known-that of the Acta. One single point suggests
the narrative of the Book of the Himyarites, viz. the death of the
Jewish King in the sea. ') In the Muhammadan tradition his death in
the sea is the more striking as the battle is not spoken of as taking
place on the sea, or on the sea,shore. In one version, that of Ibn ab
Kalb!, the battle is fought by San'a and from there (I) tbe king takes tbe
long way to the coast in order to throw himself into the waves. In the
Acta he is killed by the Abyssinian King after having been captured.
A variant of the death in the sea is met with also in the 6nal note of
the Lelter of Simeon in the edition of Guidi (p.5l5). Nothing in all
this seems to me original and independent, apart from the names given
to the characters, and the anachronism which makes San'. the capital
of the Himyarites instead of :?:afar, which was the capital according to
the Acta, in accordance with the Book.

Professor Guidi (loc. laud., p. 476 sg.) has well observed that the
Muhammadan historians gathered, as a rule, their knowledge of
Christianity and Byzantium in pre,Muhammadan times from Syriac
sources, or, through Syrians, from Greek authors. Much the same, no
doubt, holds true in the case of the early Christianity in South Arabia.
The tradition of the Syriac and Greek churches has furnished the
Muhammadan story, tellers with the principal fealures of their narrative;
confusion with other legends and free,working imagination have done
the rest. In fact even in the traditions just accounted for there are
features that possibly are to be explained as marks of such legends.
It is remarkable that the name J:Iayyan should be met with in one of
those traditions. According to one tradition, current i" the old Syriac
church, I:J,ayyan was the name of a tradesman from Najran, who first in:!'
troduced Christianity in the land of the Himyarites (see below, p. xlixsg.).
If it is not by mere chance, therefore, that this name occurs here the
reason for its doing so may possibly be that very circumstance. It is
of no importance in this case tbat in the Islamic tradition the name
is not given to the actual man who introduced Christianity in Najran.
In the life of legends it is a common feature that the names of the
different actors are interchanged; an instance at hand presents the .name
Daus, in itself a good South,Arabian name, that occurs in the one
tradition as the name of a Christian who lIed to the Emperor for help,

I) Another is perhaps the n.tJllC Kaleb, preserved as the. name of an Abyssilli.m
general in rhe COltllllcnt<\f'f On the I-Jimy;uilic Qasidah, d. C. COllti Rossifli, RSa
vol. ix, p. '!29.
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in the other as the name of a Jew whose sons were slain by the Chris.
tians, the very incident which provoked the persecutions.

In the tradition of Ibn al.Kalhi, according to which the King of
Ahyssinia sends to the Emperor for ships, it is told that the Najr"nite
who went to the King for help hrought with him a hook, containing
the Gospels, that had heen damaged by 6re. It is, of course, to be
understood that the damage was caused hy the Jewish persecutors, the
hook thus serving as an ohvious evidence of the persecution. ') The King
in his turn, sent the book to the Emperor. I doubt whether this parti.
cular is of Muhammadan, not to say South~Arabian. origin; it seems
to me much more prohable that it is derived from some ecclesiastical
legend. Another instance is a legend of the death of AbdaIlah b. ath,
Th"mir. According to this legend the king of Najr"n wished to kill
Ahdallah, but, as AhdaIlah, himself, had foretold, he was not ahle to do
so, either by precipitating him from a high mountain, or by throwing
him into a lake. But when the king himself had pronounced the con.
fession of AhdaIlah he easily killed him with a stick he had in his hand.
It is true he died himself also in the same moment. This story shows, in
my opinion, too close aD af6nity with stories known from the later
martyrological literature not to be in fact derived from such a source. ')

The later Muhammadan historians gathered new information even
from sources unknown to us. But there is nothing that makes it probable
that they ever had at their disposal an indigenous and authentic tradition.
More interesting and more important would be the famous verses in
the Koran (Sura LXXXV, 4 sq.) on the people of the pit, if these verses
really allude to the events in Najran. In this case they would constitute
a very remarkable proof that a legend out of the Martyrology of the
Najr"nians was known in Arabia already at the heginning of the 7th

century. It is, however, by no means beyond douht that this is their
bearing. It has been observed already (cf. above, p. xxxii) that a pit filled
with fire is no very prominent feature in the narrative of the Acta, and
perhaps had no place at all in the Book of the Himyarites. Further.

I) Kitab .1/."ghJlIi (vol. J6. p. VI, cf. vol. 20, I). A). speaking of Dhij.Nuwas, c:'1prcssly

st,lc, ~'>I .3r-,.
2) Another instance, though 001 strictly belonging hcr~, is the !ltory of the little child

of seven months, th;\! suddenly, by a mir:Lclc, (('uld speak and exhorted its mother 10 throw
herseH in the fire-a story known only in the Muhammadan tr.1dition of the incidents ill
Najran .md from Ihis lradition taken over in the Gecz translation of the A(I.1 There call
not be much doubt as to~its Christi.ll1 char<lcter.
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more tbe Arabic word ,,~I scarcely is, from an etymological point
of view, the exact word that one would have expected for a pit or
hollow. It implies a long trencb, a furrow, and I freely confess that
I should like to find out how to use it in this sense even in tbe pas.
sage in question. I) This, however, is of no great importance here, as
all Muhammadan interpreters agree in the traditional acceptation of
the word. More important is it to observe that even the Muhammadan
interpreters do not agree, at least not unanimously, in referring this pas;ll'
sage to the story of the martyrs in Najran. This, no doubt, is the
interpretation preferred by tbe majority. But at least two others bave
been set forth. "fabari, in his great commentary on tbe Koran,') repro,
duces a tradition according to which these verses allude to an incident
amongst the Parsecs (<J"'~\) and, on the following page, anotber,
according to which they bear on "Daniel and his men" or, rather,
those who cast the men into the furnace. O. Lotb, who has discussed
this question at length in an excellent paper,') sees in other traditions
given by "fabari the influence of the Martyrology of Saint George. Be
that as it may, considering those varying interpretations one can hardly
cite the Koran L)(..'XX, 4 sq. as proving that the story of the martyrs of
Najran was known to Muhammad. Loth thinks that the Muhammadans
had learnt of the persecution in Najran only from the Najranites who
Were exiled to Iraq in Ihe days of Omar. As observed already, I think
more probable that they had all tbeir knowledge in this case from Ihe Greek
or Syriac tradition. If there has been preserved any indigenous South,
Arabian relation at all of the persecution in Najran it has been preserved
in the Book of the Himyarites, not in the Muhammadan tradition.

REMARKS ON THE NARRATIVE OF THE BOOK OF THE
HIMYARITES

The Book of the Himyarites is by far the broadest and most de,
tailed account of the incidents here in question that is known to us.
The preceding examination shows that it is also the oldest one next
to the Letter of Simeon. of which, though dealing with the same
eVents in a nearly identical way, it still is, from a literary point of view,
quite independent. At this result one arrives chiefly by seeing that the
~her representations, for the main part of their narrative, depend on

1) For anothr:r intcrpretJtion cr. E. Glaser. Zwci Inschrijtell. p. 13, note 5.
2) T.lb.lrl, 7:1}'sir al.qor'an (edition llul.lq 1329) vol. 30, p. Af.
') S.. ZDMG '"01. 35 (1881). p. 610-622.
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the Book of the Himyarites. It remains to dwell shortly on the narra.
tive of the Book of the Himyarites itself, especially in such particulars
as have not been embodied in the later literature, the stress being laid,
for obvious reasons, on not strictly martyrological matters.

It has already been observed (see above, p. xxxivf.) that it is not
always possible from the headings of chapters in the Index to form
any idea of the real contents of the chapters, much less even to guess
what interesting information may possibly have found an incidental
place there. A short re.mark made in passing in a martyrology might
easily be more important to us than all the rest of the narrative. But
apart from such chances, the Index in itself shows that an abundance
of information about South,Arabian affairs has been lost with the
missing portions of the Book of the Himyarites.

As to the contents of the Srst chapter we are in doubt owing to
the fragmentary state of its heading in the Index. The heading of the
next cbapter makes it not very probable that the first one treated of the
heathen Himyarites and their religion. It is possible that it was devoted
to the Jews and their beliefs.

The following two chapters (Chap. II and Ill) have dealt respectively
with Judaism and Christianity, which was just beginning, at that time,
to penetrate into the land of the Himyarites. Needless to say, it would
have been of great interest to learn the idea the author had formed on
these subjects. We have got no reliable information on any of them;
even of the traditions as to them that were current in old 'times we
know very little. For the matter of Judaism, to dwell Srst on that
question, the fragments preserved do not give even a hint as to its
first appearance in the land. ') In the narrative of the Book of the
Himyarites the Jews are the ruling part of the people. Jews and heathens
seem to go side by side against the Christians, but the king and other
acting persons are Jews, and the martyrs are urged, not only to deny
Christ, but to become Jews. It is not expressly stated, it is true, in
the heading of Chapter IV, that the persecution there mentioned was

1) The Gee, "tfsiOI1 ef the Acta gives some particulars in Ihis respect tho1ot nol ;ue
to be fount.! in the Greek tut; scc Pereira. Ilistori;l dos Martyres de Nagran. p. SO. It is,
ho .....ever. impossible to say if they arc the author's free constructions or borrowed frorn the
Rook of the IJimyarites. Yet the ducriplion, in this version (loc. laud.), of lhe negligence
of IheJews in mallers of religion is in full harmony with the expression "badness of fheir
faith" of the fragmentary heading of Chapter I (Syri.1C leltt, p. JL. J). which may bear on
the Jews. For olher old traditions as to the intrQduction of Judaism st:c Ibn Ilishoim.
pp. IV f.. Tabid I, pp. 'H ff.
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also conducted by Jews. But when the Martyr l:Iab.a (p. 32 b) before
the Jewish king boasts of her father l:Iayyan having set on fire, in his
day, the synagogue(s) of the Jews, it is a sufficient proof of earlier
conflicts between the two religions. The Christians of course had an
opportunity of outraging inconneclion with the 6rst Abyssinian expedition
told of in Chapter V. But, previously too, such an opportunity may
have offered itself, for instance before the persecution just mentioned.
Were we informed as to the age in which Bishop Thomas, mentioned
in the heading of Chapter IV, lived, we should be able perhaps to fix
approximalivcly the date also of certain other events (see further below,
p. I sq.).

It is the same martyr I:Iab.a who, by the way, helps us to guess
what the Book of the Himyarites may have told its readers about the
first preaching of Christianity in the land of the Himyarites. In the
Passage cited above, she states that a certain l:Iayyan, not her father
this time, but her grandfather, was the person "by whom God first
sowed Christianity in our land." ') In itself this notice does not say
very much. But a lucky cbance aids us to bring it into relief, to a certain
extent. In the Nestorian Chronicle from Saard, ') that has been edited
by Addai Scher ') and was compiled, probably, shortly after the year 1036
of our era, ') is to be found (part I, p. 218 sq.) the following passage:

"Notice on the christening of the people of Najriin.

In the land of N ajran of Yaman there was, in tbe days of Jazdegerd,
a. tradesman, well"known in his country, whose name was I:Iayyan./I)
lie went to Constantinople on business and returned to his country.
Then he planned to go to Persia and passed through aJ,l:Iira. There
he frequented the society of the Christians and learned their religion.
So he was baptized there and remained in that place some time. Then
he returned to his country and exhorted the people to adopt his faith,
and made his family Christians, as well as a number of the people in-

t) The author himself has stat~ this (p. 31 a, IJ $q.) referring to what was said .,lrc.1dy
in the introductory chapters of the: Book, now missing.
• 2) Such was, some years "'go at le.1st, the oHidAI way of spelling the: nO\me, for inst.llnce
ID postnl.llrks. I prefer this to the different efforts made to represent the pronunciation,
Such as Soord, Stcrt <and other$.

3) Scc Pillrologi,l Oricnt.11is \101. IV, V and Vtl .
•) CF. Scybold in ZDMG vol. 66 (19121. p.7H
0) The text has l-fannan which as Prof. Sachatt Ius remarked alrc.lId)·, may .,:-; well

he re.1d I~J"yy~n: cf. E: S.. ch,,~, Zur ;lusbreifflng des Cflrislen/ums ill AsicII (Abh. d. Prcuf,.
Ak. d. Wissel\schaftcn, 1919, Phil..Hist. KI.. No. I). p.68, nolc 2.

·1
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this part of the country. And certain persons attached themselves to
him and aided him to convert to Christianity the people in the Land
of the Himyarites and the adjacent tracts of Abyssinia. In later times
there reigned over this country a Jewish king, whose name was Masriiq.
His mother was a Jewess, of the inhabitants of Nisibis, who had been
made a captive. Then one of the kings of Yaman had bought her and
she had given birth to Masriiq and instructed him in Judaism. He
reigned after his father and killed a number of the Christians. Bar
Sahde has told his history in his Chronicle."

It is obvious that this narrative corresponds very well with the version
in the Book of the Himyarites, so far as we know it. And especially
the name of the Jewish king Masriiq makes it probable that the whole
narrative is simply borrowed from that book. ') It is known that the
Chronicle from Saard to a very large extent is compiled of extracts of
old Syriac historical works, that exist no longer.') The same narrative
is found also, though much abridged, in the Chronicle of Mari, and
as a short notice in the Chronicle of Amr. ')

The date of this I:layyan the elder is indicated by tbe notice
that he went to Constantinople in the days of Jazdegecd I, who reigned
399-420. There is no dif6culty, from a chronological point of view,
in thinking that a grand,daughter of his died as a martyr some hundred
years later. As to the troubles during which the other I:layyan, the
younger one, burnt the synagogues, their date is not at all indicated
in the fragments preserved. Certainly it was somewhere else in the
book. The same undoubtedly was the case concerning the first Abyssi.
nian expedition to Yaman. Now, such a date. approximately of course,
could be derived from the heading of Chapter IV, did wc know the
date of Bishop Thomas. Unfortunately wc do not even know where
he is supposed to have been bishop. If he was bisbop in Najran
and preceded the Bishop Paul, of whom the Book of the Himyarites
and the Letter of Simeon Cas well as the Acta) tell us, then tbe
A byssinian expedition, caused by the report on persecutions in Yaman
which he gave to the king of Abyssinia, cannot easily be the expe.
dition which scholars used to assign to the year 519. For, at the time

I) Cr. above. p. xlii sq., on the: hymn of John Psahe:s.
2) Cf. E. Sachau, op. cif.. p. 13.

3) Sec M:Jr;s, Amri and S1lba~ de P.ltriarc1lis Nestorianllm commtntari.l ed. H. Gismondi.
I. p. 33, H. p. 2.lJ: cf. G. Westphal, Unttrsudulngen ubtr die QueUen uod die Glaubwurdig_
kcit des Palriarchcnchronikcn des Man .. " ~Imr... "nd ~a/ib;1 ..• (Kirchhain J901). p.IS3£.
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of the persecutions related in the Book of the Himyarites, Bishop Paul
had been dead for two years. ') Thus he died in the year 521. But
if this was the case and, on the other hand, his predecessor, Bishop
Thomas, was alive even shortly before 519, one can hardly imagine
how Bishop Paul. after only a few years episcopate, had become such
an important man that the king, after the surrender of Najran, first
of all had to ascertain that he really was dead.

There are, however, two ways, at least. out of this difficulty.
Either Thomas was not bishop of Najran but of another pl"e, or tbe
persecution and the Abyssinian expedition alluded to must be attributed
to a considerably earlier period. As this question cannot be settled defini'
tely with the material at my disposal, for the moment, I will merely
mention the martyrology of the holy Azqir as a testimony, probably,
to a persecution in the times of the king, Shara!)bfil Yakkuf. who
was in power in the year 467.') It is to be observed, however, that
the author, in speaking. in the beginning of Chapter XLIX, of his
Sources, mentions as his informants as to the first expedition of the
Abyssinians "blessed men who were with them" (see p. 56b, 15 sq.).
This, no doubt, indicates that the first expedition in the relation of
the Book of the Himyarites is regarded as being of a comparatively
recent date. Still it is noteworthy that these informants, on the other
hand, are not the same as those cited with reference to the second
expedition. But this, of course. does not necessarily mean that there
Was a long interval between the two expeditions.

To return, for a moment, to the question how and at what time
Christianity was brought to South Arabia, there exists a tradition that
attributes this event to a considerably earlier date. The Greek Philo.
storgios has preserved this often re.narrated story of the holy Theo.
philos. horn Socotra. who was sent by the Emperor Konstantios to
!!.'e court of tbe Himyarites, and there succeeded in converting the king.')

I) This is .lccording 10 Ihe Acta § 5 (p. 714) only. The term (two years) is not pre.
served in the rragments and is wanting in tbe Lelter (see p. 503).

2) Cr. H. Winckle.r, Altoricn/.llisclJe ForschungclI \'01. I. pp. 329-336 and C. Conti
Rossini. UII documen/o suI CrJS(I;1r1t:Sflno nclto femell 011 templ del n' S.m'i{lbil Y.lkkuj
(ill Rcndicollti cJCJl.l rca/c AC.ld. dei Uncei. c/;Isse di scicnzc momti, storic/Je e filo1ogiche,

Scrie QUillt ... , Vol. XIX. pp. 703-750).
J) er. c. Conti Rossilii 0p. cit.. pp. 707 sq. To 01 much c...r1icr epoch has to be ~t1ri.

bUled the first inlroduction or Christi.mity if. itS proposed by Ad. Harn.lck. Mission IInd
Ausbrcitung des Christentums (3 rd edition, \'01. 11. p. 156) South.Arabi.l rC.llly is the cNmlry
lUeant by "Indi,," in the notice of Euscbius. Hist. ~c:cles. V: x. 3, on the: VOY.lgc of Pan,
hellOS about the: yeu 180. This idtntHicJlion, howe:ver. is, OIS pointed out by Professor I..hro
nack bimself (op. cif., p. 152). doublful.

4'
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What ever may be the historical value of this legend in itself, it is
certain that neither history nor legends have preserved any traces
of such a conversion. The Muhammadan legend of the introduction
of Christianity, just alluded to (see above, p. xliii), has preserved no
features of obvious historical value. The foreign name Faimiun given
to the stranger who converted Abdallah b. ath,Thamir (cf. loc. laud.)
seems to indicate that the legend, in this particular, depends on a
story of Greek origin. Other legends, as that of the dispute of the
Bishop Gregentius of Zafar with tbe Jews, refer not to the introduction
of Christianity but to a later time. The same is the case also with a
notice in the Chronicon of Saard already cited, according to which
a number of Monophysites, expelled by Justinus, fled, first to al<l:fira
and from there to N ajran, where they propagated their doctrine. ') It
is the same also in the case of the Azqir,legend in spite of the, as it
seems, considerably earlier date of this legend: Christianity is spoken
of as if it had already got a footing in the country (cf. C. Conti Rossi,
op. cit., p. 717).

If the information as to the introduction of Christianity in South
Arabia is scanty and of problematic value it is still more so regarding
the extent to which Christianity spread. Assemani in his Bibliotheca
Orientalis Ill: 11, p. DCll combines without much criticism several
different legendary reports and states on such a basis that "there
were in the kingdom of the Himyarites four bishoprics viz. in Zafar
(archbishopric), in Aden, in a place at the mouth of the Persian
Gulf (Assemani thought this place was Ormuz) and finally in Najran."
In fact, if the Book of Himyarites can be relied on in this respect,
its informati"n, reflected to a certain extent in the Acta, is the earliest
and hitherto the only genuine information that has reached us on
that subject. The headings of Chapters VIII, XXX, XXXI and XXXII
show that before the persecution of Masruq there were churches not
only i.n Najran but also, at least, in Zafar and lIf:Ia4ramaut", and,
besides this, there were Christians (and probably therefore churches)
in Marib and (Ha)jaren. During the persecution probably all these
churches were destroyed. But the Abyssinians came and "many
churches" (p. 56',7) were again built in the larrd. The view of the
Book of the Himyarites as to this restoration is obviously that Christi'

I) T-listoire Neslorienne (Cltroniqc de Secrl) publicc cl trauuitr: p. Adda'i Seher, It: 1,
p 51 sq. (P<11rologia Or;cIII,l!is, vo!. Vir, 1'.143 sq.)
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anity emerged from the crisis stronger and probably, therefore, with
a greater number of churches than before.

As to the localities just mentioned it is not clear what is the meaning
of \:IacJramaut. One would expect here the name of a town, not
that of a district of such an extent as the valley of \:IacJramaut. It is
possible, of course, that a place in this valley was once designed by
that name, though J could not establish which place it may have
been. ') The principal place of \:IacJramaut in old times is said, on
the authority of Plinius, in this case not very strong, to have been
the town Sabota, which is to be identified with the X<Dn~ of the in'
scription Os. 29,6 and Shabwa of our days.') This place would suit
her< inasmuch as it is not too far from Yaman, being situated only
Some two hundred kilometres east of Marib. Ruins of a Himyaritic
town are to be seen there (see Bury loc. laud. and Handbook loc.
laud.) Several ways lead from Shabwa to Najran and to Marib.')
To judge from an often cited passage from al.I-lamdani (op. cit. p. ",
23 ff.: "Shabwa between Bai!:>an and I:lacJramant'·) one must think
that it did not belong to \:IacJramaut; but Nashwan ') states expressly
that it was "a town of the Himyarites in \:IacJramaut:' Nothing in
our text, however, indicates that this town is meant by the name
J:!acJramaut. It is just as possible that this name is used there only
by a mistake of the Syriac author, who, perhaps, had heard of a town
in l:lacJramaut and had then forgotten the name of the town.

Hajaren, proposed by me for the fragmentary .. jryn of the MS.,
is known as the name of a place in Wadi Doan') in the vicinity of
which the German traveller L. Hirsch (op. cit., pp. 168 and 171 f.) saw
the ruins of an ancient town. To al.I-1amdani and other Muhammadan
authors it is known by the name ,);#\; nowadays it is called
\:Iaj.ren (cf. I-1irsch op. cit., p. 162). Now it is of course a very delicate

I) As to 1.1d~r"'maut a'i a p);'lcelllame sec v. MaltZJll, AdoJp/1 lion l17n·dc's ReisC' in
H"d/lr.lmifut etc., p. 116.

2) cr. E. G1.lser, Skint der Gcschichtc l/Ild Geogr.1pllic AI'abiens tI, pp. 20,88, 9H.
and M_ Ilartmann. Die tlr.lbische Fragc, pp. 171,419. As to the site or this place compare
C. landberg. Ar.lbic~ V (leiden 1898), pp. 245 fT., L. I-lirsch. Reiscn in Sijd.Arilbi~n,
/t'Ichra.Land .llld /-I,ldramut, p. 205, L. \V. C. V.ln der Berg, Il,ldhr.unout, p. 12 and map,
C. Wyman Bury, The Land 0/ Uz (London 1911), pp. 218, 2..7 .md map, A Jl.IIndbook of
Arabia (Admiralty War Staff 1916) Vol. I, p.511.

3) cr. GI"ser ·op. cit., P 94 .md al,I-l.1mdani. j.nir,ll ,l1.'.lr"b (passim).
4) Angaben tic. her.lll5gtgl!ben von' A:pmuddin A~m.ld. "E. J. W. Gibb Memorial" XXI V.

p. O~, 10 r.
:'J Sf!C L. W. C. van den Berg, Le ~ladhr<lmollt. pp. 13. 24 and map.
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question, how it could be ,1I0wable to suppose, form Hajaren, looking
like a vulgu Arabic du,l, to have existed in a MS. of the year 932, or
rather in a work of the 6 th century. It is a matter of course, it is
true, that my reading of the name is nothing but a guess given for
the simple reason that I can propose no better. Still the objection
just based on the vulgar Arabic form of the name is not too serious.
For I do not think that this name originally was, North,Arabic du,1
as in the Muhamm,dan literature. The word itself (hajar) is, as already
al,Hamdani well knew, a South,Arabic word meaning town. And this
language possessed a termination en or in commonly used to form
placemames. ') This termination is often taken by the Arabs as that of
a dual, and so, I think, the learned Muhammadan authors formed a
regular nominative of the du,l, vi •. al,Hajarani, not only with termination
of the N orth,Arabic dual but also with the article of th,t language ')
applied to the South,Arabic word. Thus it is an old vernacular form
Hajaren CHajarin) that I am disposed to seek in the placemame of
which the letters .. jryn (text p. 5) arc the remains. As to the place
itself it may be left an open question whether the ancient town in Wadi
Doan is concerned} or possibly 3nother place bearing the same name.

Christianity maintained itself in these parts, at least in Najran,
till the days of the caliphate of Omar. He is said ') in the year 13
after the Hijra to have ordered the Christians in Najran who still
refused to embrace Islam to be deported to Iraq. The place called
Najran of al,Kufah is thought to derive its origin from this even!.')
If we hear of bishops of the Najranites in later time,') between 846
and 935, it is perhaps these "Najranites" that arc mean!.') As to
Judaism, it is well known, especially since the journey of Halevy,

I) Cf. e. g., G. Kampfmeyer, ZDMG vol. ,H (1900). p. 647f. and C. Brockelmann,
G rundriss dcr vergleic1rf!mten Gr.lmm,ltik efer selllitiSc:/H!IJ Spr.lchell I, p. 393.

'1) Im consequence al.I-lamdiinl (loc laud.) wishes to lIl.lkc us think that the place
r~:llly consisted of tlllO towns.

3) Sec Tab,ni, Annn/es J, p. r1,;".

I) See for instance j/icMs Geogr.1pflisches Wor/erbllclJ cd. Fr. Wustcnfeld, IV, p. vov.
Another Najriin, in J-1auriin, is mentioned by Y.lqlit on the next pagc, and still exists.

~) ChroniC/lie de Michcl de Syrietr cd. J.• n. Chabot. vo1. IV (Paris 1910), p.756-759.
cf. Revue de ('Orient Chrctien vol. 4 (18$9). p.499 (No. 53), p. 502 (No. 30), p. 505 tNo.17)
,1111.1 p. 506 (No. 13).

0) Scc, however, 011 a bishop of Yam,ln ;'lnd ~an'5 ;'Ibout A. D. 835, l'lle Book of
Governors, cd. Budge, I, p. 238 and, on Chrisli.1ns in N ....jrau A. D. 897, C. J\lcndonk,
Dc opkomst 11.1/1 het Z.liditischc 1,",1,"<11 (Leidcl1 1919), J1.12~. 309; cr. C. Conti Rossini,
RSQ \'01. IX, p.429.
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that it is still alive in the country. A deportation of the Jews in Najran
to al,Kufa of which Tabari tells us ') on the authority of al.Wagidi
therefore seems to have been of only temporary effect, if it was
brought about at all. Probably the Jews in Yaman were too numerous
to allow such • proceeding.

As to the Jewish King himsdf, Masrug, the notice in the Nestorian
Chronicle from S.ard, cited above pp. xlix sq., informs us that his mother
was a Jewish slave and his father. king of Yaman. He succeeded
his father on the throne, but he followed his mother in her rdigion,
which obviously was not his father's. We do not learn from the
fragments preserved if this was the version also of the Book of the
Himyarites. Still his descent from a slave would well account for
the remark of the martyr Ruhm (p. 37~, 11 sq.) that not onc of Masruq's
nobles, nor even the King himseU, was worthy to take her to wife.
It is striking, however, that the fragment, speaking (p.43 b) of his
predecessors on the throne and mentioning one of them by name,
does not make a single allusion to the fact that they were also his
ancestors. In the situation pictured in this passage such a reminder
would have been quite appropriate, and one therefore feds tempted to
think that Masruq, according to the Book of the Himyarites, was not
a near relation to his predecessors, even if he was a member of the
same royal family.') I think it, however, more probable, as observed
above, tbat the narrative of the Nestorian Chronicle is simply borrowed
from the Book.

As already pointed out (cf. above, p. xlviii) the Jews are the ruling
fraction of the persecutors and, probably, of the people; in Najran, of
course, the Christians are in power. The heathens stand back in a strange
IDanner, but it is not clear if this was permanently so, owing, perhaps,
to numerical or social inferiority, or only for the short period of the
reign of Masrug, owing to his being a Jew. The political situation,
however, allows, in my opinion, of but one explanation: the Christians
held with the Abyssinians, but the Jews and the heatbens, wbo
certainly formed the bulk of the people, represented the national aspi.
rations and worked for political independence. Amongst tbese, let us
say, nationalists the Jews had probably the advantage of relations abroad,
With their co,religionists (Tiberias is mentioned p. 7"), and perhaps
~so with the Persians. This and the fact of the King being a Jew gave

I) Tab.ui. Ann31es J, p. ral:jQ.
2) Cf. Martin I·brhnann, Die Ar.:Jbische Fr,lge, p.507.
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them the momentary preponderance which in the Book of the Himyarites
with its ecclesiastical character is so strongly emphasized.

The many martyrologies constitute the central part of the Book
of the Himyarites. Of them only some few particulars may be
pointed oul.

A certain number of the martyrs are burnt and it would be of
special interest, in respect of the famous verses in the Koran, Sura LXXXV,
1 sq., to be able to state that, in some cases at least, the fire was made
in a trench or pit. But so far 1 can see this was not the case. The
Book has nothing of that artificial or phantaslical element so often met
with in later martyrologies. The tyrant and his executioners, to be sure,
do their utmost to invent deliberate and deterrent punishments. But
when they are to be carried out it is done in a quite natural and
practical way without affectation and unnecessary apparatus. Marlyrs,
thus, are burnt in the church in :?:afar, where they had repaired, together
with the building itself (pp. 7\ 19'). The same method was practised
also in Najran. But there the fire was fed with fresh fuel hefore the mar'
tyr :?:RWYB(a) was cast into the flames (I'. 18 b , Jf.) and the same thing
was repeated the next day again in the cases of Tahnah and Aumah
(Chapter XV). That this was the case is not said in the heading of
the chapter (nothing more is preserved of it), but it appears from the
little retrospective note that ends (1'.19', 11-26) the preceding part of
the narrative specially devoted to martyrdoms by fire. There we are
given to understand that all these martyrs were burnt in the churches
of :?:afar and Najran respectively, and only the Martyr 1:ladyah alone
in her own house. Of a trench or a pit filled with fire, therefore, there
probably was no use in this work. That it occurs in the Acta has
already been stated above (I'. xxxii). But it is hardly favourable to the
credibility of this story thal such a troublesome arrangement as this
pit of fire should be used only once, for one women and her son.
As to the use of punishments by 6re in Yaman cf. C. Conti Rossini,
01'. cit. p. 744, foot,note (2).

The other martyrs are beheaded, or else killed by the sword or by
ar~ows, £logged to death, or bound to wild camels and dragged out by
them into the deserl.

A noticeable fact is the moderation the work observes as to miracles
and omens. It is of course possible that the missing portions told of
more incidents of that kind but at all events what remains indicates
a moderation that inspires confidence. Chapter IV seems, to judge from
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the heading, to have told of some omen. Besides this, only Cbapter XVI
dwells on miraculous matter as a conclusion to the narrative of marlyrJ'
doms by fire just spoken of. This portion of the chapter seems to have
had its own rubric of which a few words (among these the names
G.,briel (?) and Eliyah) still remain (sce p. 19 10, 13-15). A portion of it
is preserved on p. 20 10• The miracles are described as a gleam of light,
the rumble of a sounding board calling for service, the voices of a
service. an odour, surpassing the finest perfumes. issuing from the spot
where the martyrs had died, a well of water and oil springing up from
the same place-"miracles" most of which could present themselves at
any time and anywhere to excited minds in troubled times.

Even the very utterances of the martyrs to the tyrant show a certain
moderation as compared with what is often met with in the traditional
martyrologies. In response to the command of the tyrant that they
should deny Christ, spit on the cross, dip a finger in a bowl con'
taining blood ') and become Jews, the martyrs reply, as a rule, by shortly
but clearly confessing Christ, blessing the cross and offering thanks to
God for the glory of martyrdom awaiting them. In some cases, it is
true, they manifest the tendency to revile and provoke the tyrant tbat
is so well known in most martyrologies. But even then one misses
with satisfaction the equally common tedious and insipid theological
discussions. The author has succeeded in holding them back till the
speeches in Chapters XLI, XLVI, XLVIII, and till his own concluding
discourse in Chapter XLIX.

The martyrdoms in Najr.n arc, so far as the fragments sbow,
minutely dated. Certainly tbe work has stated the dates of other im,
portant events also. such as the years of the Abyssinian expeditions.
On p. 56' wc learn that on the second expedition of the Abyssinians
the King and the bulk of the army stayed in the country for seven months.

The dates preserved arc the following: ')
1. The week,days Tuesday and Wednesday, (certainly of the sallle

week as the next date viz. the 20 110 and 21.1 of the latter Teshri):
martydoms, related in Chapters XIII-XVI (sce p. 19',21 ,q)

I) On this ceremony and the: use of blood in oaths and covenants sce: \VI. Robertson
Smith, Kins1lip &. Marri.lg~ in earl>, Ar.tbio1 flondon 19(3), pp. 56-61 .lDd J. Wdlhausen,
R~sle ;lrabischen }-f(!idcnlums (2. ediCion), p.128. In the ume way is an episode In the
letter (And Ihe Actol) to be: understood. At the execution of 1.I.lrith (lelter. p. 512 5 f., Acta,
§ 20 sq,) tht Christians rushtd forwa.rd, took of the blood of the f\brlyr, and smeared it
on their own bodies. Jn so doing the)' declared their rea.diness to sl.md or fall with him

2) Puts of lhe single dates not expressl)· given in the text are put in brackets.
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2. Friday (23'd of the latter Teshr;): martyrdoms of the free,born men,
related Chapter XVIII (sce p. 26', 10).

3. Sunday, 25'" of tbe latter Tesbrj: martyrdoms of I;larith and
'Arbai (?). related Chapter XIX (sce p. 23', 20 sq.).

4. Monday (26·h of the latter Tesbrj): AbdaUah b. Af'ii is permitted
to bury the bodies of the martyrs of the preceding days (p. 23',23).

5. The same day: Dhii.Yazan is ordered to coUect and bring out be.
fore Masriiq the wi ves of the martyrs of the preceding Friday
(see p. 25", 26).

6. The same day, 26'h of the latter Teshrj: the women just mentioned
arc put to death on their way out. related Chapter XX (p. 3D', 21 sq.).

7. Tuesday (27''') of the latter Teshri: martyrdom of I:fab~a, related
Chapter XXI (p. 31',28-31 ". I. 36".7 sq.).

8. Wednesday (28 th ) of the latter Teshrj: martyrdom of Ruhm. of her
daughter Aumah and hergrand,daughter Ruhm,related Chapter XXII
(p. 43", 7 sq.).

In these two last cases the week-day and the month are stated. but
not the actual dates. In most of the cases the week-day alone is given,
to which I have added in brackets the proper date in consequence to
the two cases (3 and 6) of full dating. There is. however, as often is
the case both in Syriac and Arabic writings of the Middle Age, some
inconsistency in these dates. For in the year 523 A. D., which, no tloubt,
is the year of these incidents. November 25'" (see above no. 3) feU not
on a Sunday but on a Saturday.

As to this discrepancy, stated already in my preliminary note on
the Book of the Himyarites, Professor F. C. Burkitt kindly wrote to me:
"The weehday is likely to be right, if the work is that of an eyewitness;
it is likely to be wrong, if it is only arrived at by calculation." This
remark, I think. hits the nail on the head. In the present case the
decision is easy. For it is of course not by a mere chance that Saturday,
the Jewish sabbath. is left free. It is the date that is wrong and must
be increased by one in all the cases given above. The neare t years
in which November 25·h really feU on a Sunday would be SI8 and 529.
In the Abyssinian Calendar the day of the Martyrs of Najran is Hedar
26 th , Hedar being the month that, generally speaking, corresponds to
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November, and the 26 th being, as just shown, the rectified date of the
martyrdom of I:Lirith.')

In speaking of tbe martyrdoms it should be observed that the
martyr Ruhm, of course the "Rome" or "Duma" of the Letter of Simeon
and the "widow" of the Acta, is not, in the Book of the Himyarites,
the wife of !:I.rith as is stated in the recensions of the Letter offered
by the works of John of Asia and Zacharias of Mitylene, and in tbe
Abyssinian tradition, the Acta as well as the Synaxarium under Hedar
26 tb• ') This is nothing but a secondary combination which, however, was
taken as an original trait by J. Halevy') and, in connection with other
Similar mistakes, led him to his hypercritical attitude towards the Letter of
Simeon. According to a notice on p. 36 b, 24 Ruhm was a relation of !:I'rith,
not his wife. Her husband, however, wasomongsllhe marlyrs killed during
the last few days before her own death, and his name, tberefore, is
certainly amongst the names of the martyrs given on pp. 24 sqq. though
not specially indicated as the name of her husband. As he was in a
very prominent position it is not impossible that he was actually that
'Arbai (?) who suffered together with !:I'rith on Sunday. A son of
hers is mentioned (p. 25', 10 sq.) as one of the martyrs. Of the two younger
women the one was her daughter, the other her grdllddaughter, whose
mother, 'Amma, however, had been killed already along with the bulk
of the free, born women. As stated above (p. xxx) these two younger
women are, for the sake of brevity, called her daughters (p. 30b and
p.39-), and this expression'i.has misled the author of the Acta to think
that they both reallv were so. The notice (p. 36b, 22 sq.) that Ruhm was
of the family (or tribe?) Jaw, (cf. below, p. lxxiii) is of interest, as also
in general the social position of this woman and her relation to former
kings, to one of whom she lent money.

The martyr !:I'rith in the Letter of Simeon is called l:l.rith b. Ka'b,
~ name that is adopted, though disfigured, also in the Acta. Since

I) I1edOlr 261h c:x.,ctly corresponds to November 22nJ of the Julian Calendar. cr.
J. LUdolf, Ad suam histori.lln .lelhiopic.,m c:ommtnt.lrills, p.39:1: the Abyssini.ll1 Synaxari;r
mention the llIartyrs of Najran under I-fed:u 26th. In the Roman c.lIendJ.r the day of
"Arcthas et socii" is Oct.24rh ami so it is in the c31cnd"r of lhe Syriac Maroniles. but In the
Jacobite i'\cnolosles. edited by N.-m (Pilfrofogi., Oril'llt.llis, vol. X). Dec. 31th, in the Ar_
meniOln Synaxarium. edited by G. Dayan (PO)troloCia Orien/,'1lis, vol. XV). SJ.hmi 11th (L c.
Od. 20th). and In the old Calendn of Jerusalem 3S preserved in two Georgian 111aousc:ripts
(Hc.inr. Goussen, Uber georg. Druc:ke und Handschrijlel1 etc., Miinchen.Gladbach 192),
p J.) Oct. • 'h.

'.I) Set. Fell in ZDMG \'QI. 35 (1881), p. .sS and E. Pereira. op. clt., p. 90 and p 171.
3) See Revue des etudes JuilltS. vo1.1S (1889)1 p 16isq.
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Caussin de Perceval ') observed that this was the name of a South,Arahian
tribe settled in Wadi Najran, it has heen an object for much suspicion
on the part of scholars in its use as the personal name of the martyr.
Most scholars have on this ground rejected the name in that application
as a mistake, and many have heen ready, following also in this in the
footsteps of Caussin de Perceval, to accept the name proposed by the
Muhammadan Iradition, Abdallah b. ath,Thamir, as the true name of
that person. As observed already this Abdallah b. ath,Thamir in the
Muhammadan legend is said to have been the person who, practically
speaking, introduced Christianity into Najran. But tradition is not
unanimous as to the question whether he was put to death in connection
with the persecution of Christians let loose on Najran by the Jewish
king. According to others he had died long before that time.

Now we know that, according to tbe Book of the Himyarites,
I:Lirith was not the person who introduced Christianity into Najran,
but on the other hand he certainly was one of the martyrs there and
the chief of them (cf. p. 36 b,25). Thus there is not very much to support
the identity of this Harith with the Abdallah of the Muhammadan
legend. And the chief reason for identifying them exists no longer.
For in the Book of the Himyarites he is only called Harith, the Kunya,
name being unknown in its narrative. By chance the very passage
seems to be preserved where Harith is introduced into the story, viz.
p. 8',17. Even in that place he is called Harith without any
additional name.') And it cannot, of course, be urged that tbe name
I:!.rith itself was unknown in Wadi N ajran. It can then be left an
open question whether the name of his father really was Ka'b, as in
the letter of Sirneon, or whether this inform'llion is a mistake on
account of the tribal name I;larith b. Ka'b.

It is a pity that nothing is left of the narratives of the persecutions
in other places, Hagramaut, M'rib and (Ha) jaren. Probably, however,
they would not, if preserved, have added very murh to our knowledge
in geographical, ethnographical or archaeological respects. Even what
is told about Najr'n in this ..espect is next to nothing. We under'
stand that the author thinks Najran to be a great fortified town. The
ditch outside the wall, where the bodies of the shot,down women
were cast, is most naturally taken as a moat. It is not without interest
to observe that it is designed by words borrowed from the languages

I) Calls51n de Pcrcev",l, Essai Sur 1'1Iisfoirc des Ar.1bes I, p. 129.
2) It is tbe S<lmc :lIst' in the hymn of John PS.llles. cf. ;Ibovc, p. :xliii.
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of the two great military powers of the epoch, the first time (p. 30', 14)
by the Persian kandaq '), the other time by the Greek cpOG'.'.'. Forti.
fications, it is well known, are not seldom spoken of in the South.
Arabian inscriptions, and even Aelius Gallus, on his famous expe.
dition to Yaman, had to arrange a regular siege of "Marsyaba", a siege,
moreover, that he was soon forced to gi ve up again.

BUildings and dwellings are nowhere described; we only learn
(p. 43', 25) that Masruq, during his stay outside Najran, lived in a dartha
de qai:?c, not considering for the moment whether this means a wooden
house, or possibly a camp protected by a stockade (cf. p. 35', 22, where, at
all events, the camp is spoken of). In the Acta (§ 21) Dunaas, in conse.
quence of this, is said to live in a tent outside the town (cf. above, p. xxviii).

According to the Book of the Himyarites Yaman was in compa'
ratively lively communication with the GreebPersian world.') The way
passed by I:lirtha d' Na'man. Also in the Book Masruq writes to
Mundhar ") in J::Iirtha. In J::Iirtha the ambassador of the King, Af'u,
was baptized, (p. 23 b, 8-14). In Najran stayed two presbyters from
J::Iirtha (p. 14b, 19f.), and also amongst the men of Masruq is a man,
HChristian in name", i. e., probably, a Nestorian, from f:ljrtha. With
this onc may compare the significance of J::Iirtha not only in the
Letter of Simeon and the Acta but also in the passage, cited above,
(P. xlix), from the Chronicle from Sa'ard (vol. I, p. 218 sq.), where
J::Iayyan, going from Najran to Persia, passes by J::Iirtha, as also, finally,
in the record in the same work (vol. n, p. 52), where the Jacobites
expelled from J::Iirtha fled to Najran. The Muhammadan historiography
shows the same thing, as can easily be seen from the excellent work of
G. Rothstein, just cited.

The interjor of Yaman obviously was not, at this time, such an in
accessible and inhospitable country as it has become since. Amongst
the martyrs we meet with, besides I-limyarites and Abyssinians, not
only the two presbyters from J::Iirtha just mentioned, but also two
---

I) Cf.]. Horovit:: in Ocr Isl,1nI, \'01. 12 (1922), p. 179, note 2.
1) Cf. 1-l.utmann, Ar.1bisd,t. Fr.Jgc, p.496.
3) Mundhat in the he3ding of Chapter XXV is ci\lled bar Zaqlqa. The n,lmc of

his mother was ;tccording to Tabari (Anna/es I, p. q.. ) Miiriya, thounh !the was c,dled ~Iso

J'\\a' a$$satnii', t\ccording to Th. Noldeke (Geschiciltc dcr Perscr uncl Ilr.lbe:r, p. 169. note i)
her name was, on the contrary, Saqiqa cf, G, Rothsltin. Die Dyndstic clcr Ld!Jmiden in ,11
(lira, Berlin 1899. (p. 7S sqq), by which name she is known to the ByrOlnline histori~n ..
and, consequenlly ..11so in the Acta (!nlXO(, ~ 2S). Z'-lqif" of my preliminary nOIt:.
p.3., is a misbke. As to its re~1 form iD the Book. Z~qiqa (instead of Sh~qiq~) cf, '"
ZUUX;'t; in Theol>hanes (see Noldeke and Rotbstcio 11. 11.).
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Greeks, the presbyter Sergios and the deacon f:lananya and a Persian
presbyter Abraham (p. 14b, 20 sqq.).

The Himyarites arecharacterized(p. 55 b, 6Sq.)as a barbarian people')
of whom one could expect but little. It is not without humour
that it is an Abyssinian whom the Book makes deliver this both severe
and indulgent verdict. That the Himyarites could not make themselves
understood by the Abyssinians appears from the notice on p. 49b, 18.10.

The Abyssinians are deliverers sent by God. Of the decisive
battle and the death of Masruq one can form no very clear idea from
the fragmentary narrative on pp. 45 sq. The remains are in a condition
to make a reconstruction rather arbitrary. About the continued work
of "liberation", on the other hand, we learn enough to understand that
in many respects it was like other operations of that kind. One easily
realises that it was a hard thing for the country to recover from what
it had now to suffer. The Abyssinians "began to roam through all
the towns in the provinces of the Himyarites, wasting and plundering
to their hearts' content" (p. 49', 2J sqq.). After a sojourn of seven
months during which they "performed all they wished by the power
of their Lord, who was with them, and took there all that their eyes
desired, by the grace that followed them" (p. 56'), they at last returned
to their own land taking with them not only fifty persons of the royal
family, but also many other heathen Himyarites who thus had to go
into an exile, probably in truth not very different from slavery.

Unfortunately an ill chance has obliterated, in the midst of an
otherwise legible text, the name of the Himyarite, of the Royal family,
whom Kaleb made his tributary king in the country. As to the reading
cf. below, the note on the Syriac text of p. 54', 2J. It is, however,
certain that in the Book of the Himyarites this name was not Abraha.
More probably it is to be brought into connexion with the name that
occurs in the final note to the Letter of Shneon as edited by I. Guidi.
There (p.515) that man is called ~..". There is, in the Preussische Staat..
bibliothek, a manuscript (Ms. orient. oct. 1257) that is a carefully written
copy of a manuscript in Diarbekr, of the contents of which an account
is given by Mgr. Addai Scher.') This MS. contains also the letter of

t) A simil",r statement is m,1:dc in the introductory note to the hymn of John PSOl1tes.
2) Journill Asi.1tique l:ric 10, TOlne 10 (1907), p.398-401. J am indcpled to Professor

I ftinrich Gousscn of Bonn for the Information ;u to the exislence of the Berlin copy.
To Ihe authorities of the Staatsbibliothck J am mucb obliged for h~ving placed at my
disposal here in Land, with the wcll,kllown generosity of Ihe Gcnn.1n libraries, this a5 well
as Olhtr cosily manuscripts.
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Simeon in the same recension as that edited by I. Guidi. To judge
from the introductory note, reproduced in journal Asiafique (p. 400,
note I), it is here derived from the church history of Bar Sahde. But,
except that note, nothing suggests this origin '). The text is in full
accordance with the text of Guidi, the variants in no case being of
fundamental consequence. Not seldom the text follows that of Guidi's
MS. P. In this Berlin MS., now, the name of the Himyarite in question
is '1uU.1. Here the name ends, not counting the 1 (of the Syriac termi.
nation?) on the same letter I as in the Book of the Himyarites. Un.
fortunately the obvious resemblance seems to be limited to this. At
all events the name in the Book certainly has not had the ~ that the
name in the Letter of Simeon has in both texts. It is however not
quite impossible that tbe letter after 1in the Book really was ", correspon.
ding, not counting the~, to the ... in the Letter. If, on the contrary, it was a
..., it should be noted here that the name 1....,1 does in fact occur elsewhere
in the Book (p.25, three times) as the name of a martyr. To me it
looks as if the letter preceding the I in the Book must have been a ".

Be that as it may, whether the name in the Book and the corre.
sponding name in the Letter are variants of a common original form
or not, it is obvious, as just stated, that the name in the Book was
not Abraha, as in the Greek tradition, viz. in the Acta, in the narrative of
Procopios-there, it is true, in a different character-in Michael Syrus ')
and, though in somewhat varying connection, in the Muhammadan
tradition that depends on the Greek one. For this reason the Book
of the Himyarites and the Letter of Simeon must be classed by
themselves.

As to this person and his subsequent fate we learn nothing in
the Book. The account has reached its aim in showing how the
divine vengeance befell the persecutors and a new state of things
Was established through Kaleb, the liberator sent by God.

THE SOURCES OF THE BOOK OF THE HIMYARITES AND
ITS AUTHOR

The inquiry as to the relation that the Book of the Himyarites holds
to the works of the Greek and Muh.mmadan traditions has shown that

I) Thus there arc no other c);tracts from the work of Bar Sahde. as onc migbt be
made think from the w.t)' in which the work is mentioned by Baumstolrk. Geschichle der
Syriscllen Litcralur (Boun 1922), p. 135.

2) Sce Ch,-onique ... edUce p.J.fB. Chabol. Book IX, Ch;ap. XVII (voI.IV, p.274).
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it is a source of some of them, but that itself is not dependent upon
any of them. Nor does its author refer to any other written work as
his source. And even in the portions now missing from the work he
can scarcely have done so except, perhaps, in the first three chapters.
The Book of the Himyarites pretends to have been written shortly
after lhe events described and on the basis mainly of oral records of
eye:::wi tnesses.

The author states in the last cbapter (p.56 b), that his object has
been to tell of events that have taken place in the land of the Himy,
aritcs lImany generations ago and even until the coronation of those
victorious ones who have now suffered martyrdom there:' He has
learned of this from believing Himyarites who were eye,witnesses of
the events they have told him of. About tbe first expediHon of the
Abyssinians he bas heard from "blessed men (lci~) who were with
tbem." The history of the second expedition of the Abyssinians is
related by "still other men who went with them to make war" against
the Jews.

It appears from passages such as p. 23'. 25 sq. and 35 b, Ihq. tbat tbe
author somewhere in the first portion of his work has given a detailed
account as to bis informants. To this passage, unfortunately lost, be
refers therefore, when (p. 23', 2J-23o, 11) he introduces one of these
informants, the believing Abdallah b. Afli, recording his attitude to'
wards tbe incidents, mentioning his fatber who, a heathen, was one of
tbe magnates around Masrliq, and telling how Abdallah made use of
bis position to obtain leave to bury the martyrs. To this same passage
he refers also when he (p. 35 b, 11 f.) makes us acquainted witb another
of his informants, the believing Af'li, brother'in'law of the Martyr
!:Iab~a, who had informed him how he had secretly gone out into the
desert for the bodies of this Martyr and the Martyr !:Iayya and buried
them. Abdallah "and those witb him" he refers to also p. It', 26 sqq.
as the ones who had written to him, from memory. the names of ma~
tyrs recorded on p.24°-25 b• In other cases ') he refers to his infor'
mants without mentioning them by name. Once, in establishing the
relation of a miracle (p. 20 b, 5sq.), he makes them confirm by oath the
veracity of their statement.

It is not necessary specially to point to expressions such as (p. 560, 9)
«these victorious ones who have now suffered martyrdom" to prove
tbat ihe author himself pretends to have written his work shortly after

I) See pp. 20 ... , IS (rragmentary), 20b. 5 jq. 22, 2.5b. 23 =q. 30 .... 27 sq., 30b. 27,q.
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the principal incidents pictured in il. But it merits attention that the
narrative of the believing Af'u as to the burial of the martyrs !:Iab~a

and !:Iayya (p. 36', 27 sq.) reveals by itself that it was in fact made up
even before the second expedition of the Abyssinians. For Afu tbere
declares that be had not yel dared to save any of the bones of the
martyrs for fear of the Jews, because it was to risk one's life to be found
to have such relics in onc's possession. The author himself immedia.
tely before has thought necessary by the remark "for the Jews weee
still ruling in the land" to point out that this was no longer the case
at the moment when he wrote his work.

As to the person of tbe author we learn next to nothing in the
fragments. In the final note of the work he was hardly even mentioned
if, as I think is the case, the fragments XXIX and XXX (pp. 60 and 61)
are in unbroken sequence. The last lines of Fragm. XXIX (p. 60), it
is true, are fragmentary, but it is, notwithstanding, obvious that they
have had for subject Ihe retributive justice of God. And the lacuna
at the lop of the foUowing page (Fragm. XXX, p.61) hardly offers
the necessary space for the author 10 be mentioned there. More likely
he was named in Ihe preface immediately before our Fragm. I. The
only notice of him still preserved is the passage (p. 23 b, 8 sq.) where
it is stated that, after the persecution, he baptized with great ceremony
the Himyarite Af'u, father of AbdaUah, in the church of the true be.
lievers (probably tbe Monophysites as opposed to the Neslorians) in
l:Iirtha, "when wc (i. e. the author) still were there."

One cannot abstain from comparing this with Ihe situation pictured
in the Letter of Simeon of Beth Arsham. Tbe embassy with wbich
Simeon came to tbe camp of Mundbar there heard, from tbe Jewish
Side, the first news of Ibe persecution in Najran. Returning to !:Iirtha
they obtained more detailed information. There, for some time, had
been slaying a legation consisting of Cbristian Himyarites, sent Ihere
already by Ihe Christian king of Ihe Himyarites, whose death now had
given Masruq the opportunity of usurping the power. At the rumour
of their king being dead they had sent a person b.ck to their land
to galher information. This person, at this moment, had returned to
l:Iittha where. in consequence, now a certain number of I-limY.lrites
Were informed of what had happened in their land. Simeon only
stayed a short time in !:Iirtha. Some one in Ihe company may have
stayed longer. No doubt refugees from Yaman little by little arrived
in the place. They had found their way there before, and so they did

5
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later (cf. above, p. Ixi). Thereby arose just the situalion in which
the author of the Book of the Himyarites could gather the information
necessary for his work, up to Chapter XXXV inclusively. It is not
necessary to think that he stayed at f:lirtha long enough to learn also
of the second expedition of the Abyssinians. But certainly the con_
version and baptism of Af'u could be most easily explained by assum_
ing Af'u also in his turn to have come there as a fugitive before the
Abyssinian avengers. Be this as it may, the notice (p.23 b) just cited
says expressly that the work was not put on paper in f:ljrtha. Moreover
it is obvious, from the Index as well as from the fragments preserved,
that the material was not nearly so rich for this part of the work as
for the earlier part. The facts are scarce and the edifying meditations
take more place.

About the author we learn, by all this, nothing new. He, of course,
was not necessarily a member of the embassy of lustin mentioned above.
But perhaps there is a hint .s to his name and social position to be
derived from another quarter. For in the Acta (§ 2) we arc informed
that "the land of the Himyarites was as thickly settled and populous as
Rusafa." This Rusafa the learned editor and commentator of the text
in the Acta Sanctorum, Pater Carpentier, identi6ed (p. 726, note z) with
the Syriac town near Rakka, that the Greeks called Sergiopolis. Con.
cluding from this mention of Rusafa, 1. Guidi (op. cit., p. 471, note 3)
suggested that the author of the Acta was a monk or priest of that town,
and very likely the Bishop Sergios (or Georgios) of Rusafa '), mentioned
in the Letter of Simeon (p. 507) as a member of the embassy from the
emperor to the King Mundhar, to which also Simeon belonged. Now,
referring to our inquiry as to the relation that the Acta hold to the
Book of the Himyarites as one of their two Syriac sources, the other
being the Letter of Simean, and taking for granted that the mentioning
of Rusafa must be ascribed to the Syriac, not the Greek, sources it is

I) In the text of Guidi his name Is Serglos, but In Guldl's Ms. P it is Gcorgios, ~nd

so ;also In the Berlin copy of the old Ms. of Diarbc:kr mentioned above. The variant
probably is a mue graphical onc. Otherwise no bishop of Ru~afa of this epoch is known
to me (later on there was both il Scrgios and a Gc:orgios). Still it may be observed tbat.
in an old, now ruined, basilica at Ru~a:b. once rebuilt .lnd restored by a Bishop Sirocon in
the yeu 1092 or 1093. there. occur columns from an older building with capitals of about
the epoch of Justini.tnus. On a number of these capibls the following inscription Is to
b. ,..d, EfII IEPrJOr EfII!KOnOT TOT !TNrENOI! MAPIlNIOT TOr KQPEnlIKonOT
(sec S. Guyu, Ru~a.Jilh in Sarrbl-Ienfeld, Arc:h~ologlsch~ Relse Im Euphrilt_ und Tlgns.G~biet,

vol 11, Berlin 1920, p.15). From this it must thus be concluded thOllt once in the 6th or
foHowing century there was in Ru~~b a Bishop Sergios.
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likely enough that this particular in the Acta should be derived from
the Book of the HimYdrites. Taking up thus the suggestion of Pro.
fessor Guidi in a modified form I think it possible, if not vexy pro.
bable, that the author of the Book of the Himyarites 'was just this
Sergios (or Georgios) of Ru~afa. Professor Noldeke, in his review of
the edition of the Letter by Professor Guidi, rejects this suggestion of
Guidi as to the author of the Acta saying: "Wer mit Simeon in Hira zu.
gegen war, der hatte doch wohl mehr getan, als dessen Erzahlung nur
etwas auszuschmiicken." ') After the preceding account of the Book of
the Himyarites, of its contents and of its relation to the tradition, the
words of Professor Noldeke strike one as nearly prophetic. The author
of the Book of the Himvarites has certainly "mehr getan".

In fact even Professor Guidi has hinted at a modification of his
view. For as he (op. cit., p. 500) illustrates his idea as to the tradition
on the incidents in Yaman by drawing up a sort of tree, he there not
only puts the Acta in their due place, but places on a stage above, as
another and preceding degree, parallel with the Letter of Simeon, the
Bishop Sergios (Georgios) of Ru~afa. If in this place we put, instead
of Sergios (or Georgios), the Book of the Himyarites we have, in my
opinion, gi ven to this work just its due place in the tradition, with
the slight modification only that the hymn of John Psaltes also probably
depends, directly or indirectly, on the Book of the Himyarites.')

Possibly, thus, the Book of the Himyarites was written by Sergios
(or Georgios) of Ru~afa, But this cannot be proved by conclusive
evidence. It would be, besides, of no great importance for the estimation
and understanding of the work. For we know nothing of this person
except this, that he was with Simeon of Both Arsham in Hirtha. We
do not know for certain, as already observed, even what his name was.

THE HISTORICAL VALUE OF THE BOOK
OF THE HIMYARITES

The preceding inquiry has dealt with what the author of the Book
of the Himyarites wishes us to know and think as to the incidents in
Yaman and as to the sources of his own work. The internal value of
this work, its authenticity and its trustworthiness, have not been as yet
discussed. These points bowever decide whether the Book of the Him'

1) Sce Gottmgi.~che Gelehrle AnzeigcII 1882: t, p.206.
2) As to its agc sce above. p. xlii. It formcrly was thought 10 have been compostd

shortly after the persecution.
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yarites has any value other than a literary one, as being a link in the
traditions on the events that it describes, that is to say, if it has
any historical value. We have seen that the Book of the Himyarites
and the Letter of Simeon, though from a strictly Iiterory point of view
independent, are closely akin as to their contents and the situation from
which they proceed. The one is but the earlier pamphlet, hastily written
immediately on the arrival of the first information, with the purpose
of raising the hue and cry against the persecutors; the other is the later,
elaborate, historical record, quietly compiled on the hasis of fuller know'
ledge after the affair had been settled. The question as to the authenticity
of the one, therefore, includes the question also as to the authenticity
of the other. If the Letter of Simeon is genuine, then there is but little
doubt that the Book of the Himvarites also is what it claims to be.

This, however, does not in the least imply that the authenticity of
the Book of the Himyarites deprnds on the authenticity of the Letter.
On the contrary, the discovery of this work has furnished a fresh and,
in my opinion, decisive argument for the authenticity of the Letter of
Simeon. As to the Book, it shows in itself, in its style, in its inner
coherence. in nearly every detail in its narrative, the marks of its own
authenticity.')

I do not doubt, thus, that the Book of the Himyarites is a narra,
tive composed shortly after the second Abyssinian expedition, i. e.,
shortly after A. D. 525, based mainly on oral records delivered, partly
even before that expedition, by persons-whom the author considered
trustworthy-who came from Yaman and proclaimed themselves to
have been eyewitnesses of tbe -events they recounted. With this in'
formation for a basis the author's aim has been to compose a truth,
ful historical record in honour of the martyrs, for the strengthening of
his readers in the confession of Christianity, and with the theme that,
by a mere chance, is alluded to in the very first as well as the last
words preserved of his work, HGod rewards everyone according to
his works."

To a large extent the historical reliability of the work thus depends
on the reliability of the informants. In this respect one can judge
only from interior indications, the possibility or probability of the
relations given, and from their consistency with what is otherwise known
about the same events. From both points of view the Book of the

I) Cf. my notice, cited above, Ihe Book of the /-fimyarites, p. 36 sq.
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Hlmyarites holds its own. But it is necessary. of course. not to expect
too much. The work is of an obviously literary character. It must
not be thought that its many speeches. dialogues. adresses and
such things are meant to exactly reproduce the speeches in reality
delivered on the occasions indicated. And even the account of the
actual facts must be taken cum grano salis. One must not forget that
what the Book gives is a record from agitated times and of agitating
incidents. One person has seen one thing. another another. The im.
pressions of one person bave been confronted and confused with
those of anotber long before tbey reached tbe writer. And together
with him the informants themselves held a definite position. and not
an unprejudiced one. as to what had happened. They all agreed with
One another in the same view as to the incidents, their causes, their
bearing and how to employ them. One must not expect more in the
way of an objective and impartial account than of. say. a first report
in a newspaper now&3:::days about riots in the Ruhrdistrict, or of a
modern govern.ment communique in warltime.

As to the consistency of the account of the Book with what is
otherwise known of the same incidents it must be admitted. it is true.
that the difficulties possibly would be greater if we had. on onc side.
the complete Book. and, on the other. fuller and more detailed infor$
mation from other quarters. \Vhether onc considers tbe Letter of Simeon
as genuine, with Noldeke, Guidi, Dillman. and otbers. or as unauthentic
With]. H. Mordtmann '). if one is only disposed to admit, at least. two
different Abyssinian military expeditions to Yaman. one earlier ') and
one in the year 525. one meets with no difficulty in this question in the
fragments of the Book of the Himyarites. For the account of the first ex.
pedition is. unfortunately. lost and the only remaining particular
belonging to it. the name H YWN' in the heading of Chapter V, is too
uncertain to make any difficulty. If one does not. as does Halevy'),
categorically deny the possibility of a Himyaritic killg (or insurgent,
or champion of liberty) confessing the Jewish religion. Olle must not
think the position of tbe Jews. as pictured in the Book. to be unhisto.
rical. But for a theory like that proposed by !ialevy. who interprets

J) Cf. his article, Di~ himy.lriscll.:ithiopisclum Kriege Iloch eillmal in ZDMG, \'01. 35
(1881). p.693-710.

2) Though later than tbat of the Abyssinian King Afilas susgested by C. Contl Rosslni
in journiJl Asi.1tiqu~. Shie \1. Tome 18 (1921), p. 30 sq.

,) Cf. RevlI~ des ilud~s juives. \'01.18 (1889), p. 173 sqq., 178, Revue scmitlqur. vol. 4
(1896). p.6+. val. 8 (1900). p.9O.
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the Jews of the tradition as "judaizing Christians" i. e. Arians, the
account of the Book certainly makes insuperable difficulties. The mention'
ing of "the Christians in name" among the Jews (p. 7'. 7 sg.), the
"Jewish priests from Tiberias," and all the other unmistakeably Jewish
features allow but one interpretation.

Those llChristians in nameu on the Jewish side are in fact note'
worthy. They seem to bear witness to an alliance of Christians and
Jews that scarcely can be explained but by assuming as motive to
the persecution of the Christians not religious fanaticism but policy,
the rivalry between Persia and Byzantium, as represented by Masrug
and Abyssinia respectively.

There is in the Book of the Himyarites a person of special interest
in this connection, viz. Dhu,Yazan, the right,hand man and willing
servant of MasrUg. We do not know if the Book of the Himy,
arites has described his forlunes under and after the Abyssinian ex'
pedition of punishment. But we know from a brilliant narrative by
Tabari') how Saif b. Dhu,Yazan finally became an instrument for the
definite crushing of the Abyssinian supremacy in South Arabia. Hecame
from his land to al'Hi'a and was introduced by the king of al'Hira to the
Persian court. There he brought it about that an army was sent under a
Persian general to South Arabia by the help of which the Abyssinians
were now definitely cast out. As to this Saif b. Dhij,Yazan, his name
and his family, I refer to Niildeke, GeschicMe der Perser und Araber
zur Zeit der Sasaniden (Leyden 1879), p. 220, note 4, cf. also Martin
Hartmann, Die Arabische Frage (Leipzig 1903), p. 508. 1t suffices, here,
to call attention to this interesting fact, that the Book of the Himyarites,
written already several years before the time of this Saif b. Dhu,Yazan,
knows a member of the same family Dhij,Yazan,') who was also a
leading person on the nationalist Himyaritic side. It is the same
policy in both cases. And perhaps even the real purpose of Masrug
when he sent his embassy to al<Hira was not very different &om
that of Saif b. Dhu,Yazan a generation later on. Perhaps the real
object of this embassy was by this way to obtain the assistance of
the Persians against the reprisals which inevitably tbreatened from the
Abyssinians. That it was not, as Simeon of Beth Arsham wishes to
make us believe, merely to provoke persecutions of Christians, is, I think,
tolerably evident.

t) Ann,ales 1. p. 'u, _ '0".
2) Cf., for inst.aoce. Eduard Glascr. Zwei 1l1scllrijlc.n iiberden DiJmmbruch von M4rib. p.7S.92.
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Particularly difficult are the problems that meet bim wbo tries to
combine the information given by tbe Byzantine historiographers with
the ecclesiastical tradition. The difficulties are of many kinds. A special
obsldcle in this question is, however, the rather fantastic variety in
the names of the acting persons. Owing to this variety nearly every
combination is possible and nearly evcry combination highly problem.
atical. Certainly there is a way out of many an embarrassment if
One can prove a difficult name to be nothing but a variant, a misreading or
a miswriling, of anotber name. But this method, unfortunately, bas
its inconvenience also. For by using Greek, Syriac, Arabic and
Etbiopian letters, one can arrive at almost any result except one that
can be relied upon.

To illustrate the variety of names, and of the ways of deriving one
from anotber, I merely mention here the name of tbe Jewisb king who
in the Book of the Himyarites is called Masruq. In the Acta bis name
is Dunaas and Dunaan, and this name then has been identified with
such names, occurring in other sources. as Djmnos. D.lmnos, Dimion.
Dimianos, Damianos. Dhu,Nuwas. ') Further Aksonodon is said to
be, by the intermediate stage 2"00';" (after the confusion of an original
A in the midst of the word with 11) a mistake for this same Dunaas,
which elsewbere has given rise to the form Pbineas, a deformation
that has been explained in, at least, two different ways. It is by no
means astonishing if such combinations admitted by some scholars
are rejected by others, or if, in return, other combinations are proposed,
such as, for instance, for Aksonoc1on, either AXlIlU or fEw '1\1061 ....
Against such a method one must not make too serious objections in
a single case; but Its application requires the greatest caution. By
indulging in it one does nothing but confuse the issue.')

It is obvious, however, that from a tradition that labours with such
great uncertainty no earnest objections can be made against tbe bistorical
value of the Book of the Himyariles in this special respect. Some of
tbe names offered by this work undoubtedly appear as better forms
for names gl ven elsewhere in the tradition. This is the case with I;Iarilb
as shown above (p.lx), with Ruhm of which the later tradition
has made Rome, Dauma and Demaba, and wilh the name of the father
of tbis woman, Azmi, in the Letter of Simeon called Azmani. In this

1) SC!e above, p. xlii.
2) ]. Hiill~vy, in his OlrtidC!s menlionC!d above, weot far in this respect.
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class I reckon also the name Kaleb for the Abyssinian king (cf. above,
p. xlii). The Book of the Himyarites makes clear now that this name
belongs to the very oldest form of the tradition.

More problematic is perhaps the name of the Jewish king, Masriiq.
As observed already, and well known, this name occurs, for this person,
only in the introductory note to the hymn of Joh. Psaltes, and in the
notice in the Chronicle from Saard referred to above. Now it obviously
cannot be the object of a priori deductions whether the true name of
this king was Masriiq or Dhii,N uwas, which latter is his name in the
Muhammadan tradition and has been thought to be the original form
of the name Dunaas (Dunaan) in the Acta. Also the name Masriiq
occurs as a name of persons in the historical works of the Arabs
treating of just this epoch. Nor can it be shown in a more definite
way, that his real name waS a combination of both, i. c. Masriig (b. ?)
Dbii,Nuwas, tbougb it would make little difficulty to sce in the name
Dhii,Nuwas a familymame of a type wel1 known from names such "'
Dhii.Yazan, Dhii'Jadan, Dhii,Qjfan and many others.') This name
then had to be preceded by a more personal name such as Saif (above,
p.lxx) or, in this case, possibly, Masriig. The name Dhii,Nuwas
strikes one, special1y in the interpretation of M. Hartmann ') as Sabacan
Dhii.Nuas, as being too genuine to be rejected. On the other hand
Masriiq is not only possibly the complement to this name sought for '),
but is, moreover, now, after the recovery of the Book of tbe Himyaritcs,
really supported by the oldest tradition. By no means, obviously, can
a controversy of this kind between the Book of the Himyarites and
the other sources be used as an argument against the historical value
of the Book. ') This value cannot be questioned only on account of
its information being in contradiction to that of other narratives.

In return, what one must expect to find in the Book of the Him'
yarites, if it really has such an origin as it wishes to make us believe

I) Cf. G. Kampfmey~r, Siid.1rabisches in ZDMG. voJ. 54 (1900), p. 62'1 note 2, and the in.
scriptions.

2) Sec: Ar.1bische Fr.1ge. p.292 and. ht-Fore, H. Winklcr. Aftoriellt;lliscJu: Forsdlltngcn.
p.329, d. C. Conti Rossini i.n }01l1'll.11 Asi,ltiqu/!, Ser. IJ, T. 18 (1921), p. 32 and, for an
in!tance, CIS IV, No. 68: 1.

3) As well known. the Muh'lInmadan traditiun gives him the name Zur'a.
4) In thjs connection it should be observed, perhaps, that R. Schrotcr (ZDMG, vol. 31,

1877, p.361 note I) interpreted the name: Masruq as a rendering of the (North.) Arabian
Dhii.Nuwa;s viz. "the man with the locks." The same Interpretation (0£ Dhti.Nuwas) gives
also Nashwan (see Ang.lben, p. '-'. 18) and Kitab al,aghanl. vol. 20, p. "'; another of
Masrliq Glaser, Zwei Jllscllrifien ubcr den D.ltllmbrl1uf. VOll Marib. p. 97.
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itself. is some evidence, at least. of an acquaintance with South.Arabian
conditions that exceeds what an otherwise well'informed Syrian of
that epoch can be thought likely to have possessed.

As to the genera! historical detail we have no means of deciding if
it is based on information that could not be procured but from South
Arabia. Concerning, £udher, the main martyrologies, they of Course
necessarily have a more universal and international character. The conflict
itself is always hetween Christendom and another religion. or the State.
And the methods of martyring human beings. also. little by Iillle have
grown international. A certain local colour perhaps is given to the
martyrdom of !:lab~a and the two !:layya's by the camels employed to
track two of these martyrs out in the desert. This detail, however. seems
too insignificant and too easily invented after well. known models (e.g., the
horses of the martyrdom of Hippolyte and of others) to prove anythiog
as to the origin of the narrative. Certainly, however, the Book bears, in its
martyrological matter. a somewhat peculiar character. but this depends
more on the persecutors being Jews than on the scene being Yaman. ')

More importance, in this respect, must be attributed to the places
and persons. or names of places and persons, met with in the Book.
Even an acquaintance with Zafar. Najran. Marib. !:laqramaut and
(perhaps) Hajarcn was, judging from the Syriac Literature hitherto known.
by no means a commune bonum in the Syriac world in the first half
of 6 th century. Moreover, at that epoch, to find out, in a Syriac monas!'.'
tery, that the name Dhii.Yazan would be a most appropriate name
for a leader of a national and, therefore, anti.Abyssinian (i. e.. anti,
Christian) party of the Himyarites, was far beyond what could be
expected of a Syriac writer. Probably no such writer could thiok it
at all important what name he gave the fictitious hero of a story he
invented. Still more striking is the name Jaw for the family or tribe
of which the Martyr Ruhm was a member (cf. above, p. Iix). Such a
particul.r could be of no interest to the readers of a Syriac legend of
Marlyrs; in the mouth of the Himyarilic informants of our author it
Was another indication as to the rank and social position of that martyr.
To us this name was not known hitherto. as the name of a family or

1) It is worth noticing, howtvu, tb:tt the ceremony or dipping the Hnger In a bowl
tilled with blood (see above. p.l\'ii), has nothing specially to do wilh Judaism, but is in
connection with customs testified 10, in later times at least (cf. Doughty, Tr;wels, \'0]'11, pAl),
as current in Yaruao.
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a tribe. except from the inscriptions'.) As a name of a district (Yamama)
it is well known to the Muhammadan authors.

Highly interesting also is the mentioning of a HimyariHc king of
the predecessors of Masrliq with the name Ma'dikarib.') He had borrow'
ed money from Ruhm, who later on seems to have remitted the debt.
This name also is known from the inscriptions as the name of persons
of royal family, kings or others. E. Glaser, H. Winckler and M. Hart,
mann have supposed. on the perhaps not quite secure basis of a resto,
ration of the inscription Seelzen IV, tbat a certain Ma'dikarib Jan'am,
son of Sharahbi.il Yakkuf, was king of Saba. Raidan etc. about A.D.500,
that is precisely at the time postulated also for the Ma'dikarib of our
text. ') The Muhammadan historiographers know nothing about him
nor, on the whole, anything certain about these early pre'Muham,
madan times. The name Ma'dikarib, however, reached them in various
combinations.

There is no further evidence needed. I think, to prove that the
Book of the Himyarites does, in fact, show a knowledge of South,
Arabian affairs that cannot be explained but as the result of direct in'
formation. Certainly such points as just mentioned cannot possibly be
products of the imagination of a pious teller of legends. The names
of the other characters, moreover, give no opportunity of connecting

- them with facts otherwise witnessed by history or inscriptions. A pecu,
Iiarity, however. of the Book of the Himyarites is the lists of martyrs,
men and women. inserted in Chapters XIX and XX. No assertion
can be made, of course, as to their actual correctness. Still they are
interesting as lists of names of the 6 th century. If they can, besides.
maintain their claim of being lists of Himyaritic names of that epoch.
they are to be considered all the Olore important. In criticizing them
one must bear in mind, of course, just as in the case of the main n~rrajl

tive, that an authentic representation is not necessarily a correct one

I) As to the original appellativc: D\C:ilning or the word cf. E. GI.lser, Alljf!mrnisr:hc
Notchrlchtcn (MuncheD 1908,. p. 105-107, 1'0\. II"rtnunn. Die .1C'dbische Fr.lge, p.365,
N. Rhodokanakis, Studien zur LexikogriJphie 11. Gr.lmmJllk d. AIIsiidilr.lbischen tI, p. 8 sqq.

:I) The name is wriUc:n It\a'dik~rim with In illsteild of b (cf. below, p. xcii). In the
s~me w~y (DlI!\lIlPI",O:) it is rendered by Theophanes (cited in Rothstein, Die Dyn;astie d.
J.~1)midtn in al.l:lira, p. 8~t Moreover ni, not b, is in bet Ihe third udical of the root
(cf. Lidlbuski, Ephcmcris fUr Semitische Epigr.lphik I, p.225).

:J) See E. GIOl5cr, Zwei Inschriflen ubtr den D.1n1mbn.ch van Manb, p. 26f., 86f£.,
H. Winckler, Altorienldfische Forschungen I, p.329, M. lI.artmann, op. cit., p. 48H. ~nd cf•
..ha C. ConU R05Sini, ap. eit. in Rendicontf dell.. AC.1d. dei Llncri, Su.5. \'01. XIX (910),
p.7I81.
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in every detail. Many mistakes arise in writing it down and others
are added in the course of time. Moreover the Syriac script, specially
in rendering foreign names, is a very inadequate one, capable of manis
fold interpretation. And this inconvenience is not reduced by the fact
that the script of the South,Arabian inscriptions, which have to olfer us
the samples for comparison, is not less ambiguous (see below pp.lxxx If.).

Notwithstanding these difficulties it is beyond doubt that a certain
number of the names in the lists are in fact good Himyaritic ones
known from the inscriptions. Others are known from the Muhammadan
historiographers as belonging specially to the ancient traditions of South
Arabia. Others seem to have been current since old times all over
Arabia. finally there remain some names which have resisted till now
my efforts to interpret them. further examination will show if they
can be explained in the form offered by the text or if one must fall
back upon the expedient of conjecture. in this case, more than
usually hazardous. ')

Be that as it may, even these names, in my opinion, are new evid_
ence of the authenticity of the Book. for scarcely would an author of
legends in this epoch have taken it into his head to invent names for
his heroes. And. if he had, for what purpose would he have taken the
trouble to draw up long lists of names without real importance to the
rest of his narrative. And, if he did, he would never have imagined that
the best way to mystify his readers would be the inexpressibly simple
method of repeating two or tbree or more times the same name in his
list. And, if be bad invented tbis easy method of producing endless
lists. wbat an artful idea suddenly to stop and declare, in tbe beading
of chapter XXIV. that he would now pass on to martyrs "tbe names
of whom we have not been able to learn'"

If, on the other hand, the Book could be shown to contain names,
Or facts inconsistent with its pretended age and origin. it would have
to be accepted as evidence in the contrary direction. In a most in'
teresting and elucidating review') of my preliminary note on the Book
of the Himyarites. Professor C. Conti Rossini has pointed out the names
Umayyah and Abdallah as such names, belonging only to the North,
Arabian territory.

Now, it is true, it would not be unduly remarkable, if, amongst
the Syrians. Greeks. Persians, and Abyssinians in YalOan there had

1) Cf. below, pp. Ixxxjff.
2) See Rivist.l drgli Studi orient.11i, vol. IX, p. '.26-30,
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appeared also two Arabs from the Centre or North of the Peninsula.
But the persons here considered are obviously meant, by the author
and his narrative, to be genuine Himyarites. Our knowledge, however,
of the names of the Himyarites is scarcely perfect enough to allow of
categorically denying the occurrence of the name Umayyah amongst
tbem. ') As to the name Abdallah the problem seems more complicated.
For the Himyarites used, as the inscriptions certify, the names Abd'il
CSafamc '111:1)/) and Abd,lat, and it is not very probable that tbey
used, in addition, also the Arabic name Abdallah. Neither is there, in
my eyes, any way of interpreting the Syriac ~~ as Abd.il or Abd,
lat. There occurs, it is true, in the Safaltic and Lihyanic') inscriptions,
in names like ;',:1"', ;"1)/0, a form of tbe word for God C;,') that'
composed with 1:1)/, would give exactly our name ..'>..,.".,.. Unfortwo
nately this ;" probably is nothing but the same Norih,Arabic Allah
and therefore of no help in vindicating a South,Arabic origin to the
name in question. So there remains nothing but, as the last resource,
to think lhat North,Arabic names had gained ground among the
Himyarites at this epoch together with the North,Arabic dialect
(cf. Noldeke in GGA 1899, p.828), or else that the Syriac author
has changed the real name of his informant, "the believing Abdallah",
from its heathen form Abd,il or Abd.\at into a name more familiar in
the parts where he lived. This and similar changes were often repeated
later on in Mubammadan times.')

Whatever may be the true explanation, certainly the evidence of
the name Abdallah must be supported by many otber and more far'
reaching objections before it can seriously menace the authenticity and
the historical value of the Book of the Himyarites.

As to the chief historical features of the narrative they do not
differ very much from those given in the Acta. It is a pity, however,
that the remains of the Book of the Himyarites do not allow us to
establish, in a definite way, the date of the first Abyssinian expedition
to Yaman related in Chapters V-VH.

As to tbe persecution it is often thought that the description given
by the Acta is highly exaggerated. As regards the number of the

I) In F. Wiistcnft.ld, Gene.,1ogische 1:1bdJen cIcr 1I.r.lbischcn St.'irnme uncI FilmiIien,
the name occurs frequently also almong the South~ArabiaD tribes.

2) Sce OUSSJud et Mader I Mission, p. 62+, D. H. Muller, Ep;gr,'plliscltt! Denkmaler,
p. 19 f. •

3) See for instances J. \Vc.Jlbausen, Resit Al',lbischen Heidentul1ls. 2. edition, p.32 and
below, p.lxxxii.
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victims it is impossible to state now whether the figure given by the
Acta (more than 40(0) is in conformity with the figures once given in
the Book. It is of no very great imporlance, however, whether, in
reality, the victims were 500 or 5(J(X). In a much more important re>
spect the Book of the Himyarites teaches us that the ecclesiastical
tradition did anything but exaggerate. For it shows us that the
persecution was by no means restricted to Najran, as that tradition
makes us think, but that, on the contrary, it extended widely over
Yaman and l:la<!ramaut.

This, again, is of importance as indicating a correspondingly wide
spread of Christianity in these parts at that epoch. During the follow>
ing Abyssinian rule Christianity, of course, could but increase all
over the land. This is of interest for the conception it gives us of
the state of thought and religion in South Arabia in the century before
Muhammad. Obviously Christianity, as well as Judaism, was at that
time in force there, the old paganism meanwhile, prohably, losing
more and more ground. If such was the case it is not impossible that
it is to the South of Arabia we have to look out for the suggestions
and influences which stirred up the Arabian prophet to his preaching.
For, although the route toward civilisation, from N ajriin and from
Yaman as a whole, went through al'f:!ira, there certainly was another
way that passed by Mecca and Medina. ')

The close rclations which, according to the Book of the Himy'
arites, prevailed between the Christians of Yaman and tbe Abyssinians
arc of interest too. They make us understand better how it was that
Muhammad sought a refuge for his followers in Abyssinia. In this
policy Muhammad did nothing but follow a well,trodden path.

In these and many other respects, the Book of the Himyarites
throws light upon the South of Arabia of the 6 th ' century. In this I
See the main importance of its discovet y.

I) Too I.lte to be used in the preceaing inquiry I received t.....o works healing, pOlrtly,
On the problems here discussed, viz. D. S. l\brgoliouth, The Relations bl'tween Arabs and
Israelites prior to the l<ise of [slam (London' 1924) ~nd Tot AndrOle, Ocr Ursprung des
Islams Ilnd (/;]s Christenturn (K)/rkohistorisk Arsskrift, voL 23, Uppsala 1924, pp. 149-206).
The views of Dr. Andrae arc, as ~ whole, more in conFormity with my own th2n those
or Prorc.slor Margollouth (op. cit., pp. 57-83) are.



APPENDIX

NAMES OF PERSONS AND PLACES

a) Prefatory remarks on the Personal Names.

The actors in the narrative of the Book of the Himyarites are not
very many and their names alone could not produce a very long
list. The great majority of the names registered below are from the
two lists of martyrs given on pp. 24b-25 b and p. 3Ob, and containing
names of men and names of women respecti vel y.

These names of persons are of special interest and present special
difficulties. There are amongst them no names characteristic of the
Christian Syrians except a few biblical names ascribed to foreign
clerics stayiog in Najran. A great many of the names may by
identified as Arabic e. g. 'Amr, Umayyah, Jarir, Muawiya and others,
but not a few of them are known as specially used in South Arabia,
such as Jadan, Dhii,Yazan, Haufa'amm, Mauhaba, Ma'dikarib. Marthad,
whilst others are, as far as I am aware, hitherto unknown. The oc,
currence of genuine South,Arabian names in the text, as well as the
claim of the Book of the Himyarites itself to be based on direct and
authentical information from the land of the Himyarites. makes it
likely that even these unknown names are to be interpreted as being
of South,Arabian origin.

Thus. in the following list, wherever the text does not expressly
give a name as belonging to a foreigner (non,Himyarite). I have done
my best to find in the Sabaean inscriptions a name with which that
name may be compared. if not as to its actual form, at least as to its
root. Such names are noted in the following list in Sabaean charac,
ters, ') If I failed there I fell back upon the Lihyanic and Safaltic, etc.
inscriptions, giving, in the list. the result in Hebrew characters. Lastly
I have given equivalents from Arabic literature using the Indices to

1) It should be: obst:rvcd that it seems of no intcr~t, in this CiIISC, to distinguish
between inscriptions in different South.Arablan dialects, nor have I limited the compuison
to strictly personal nillmes. 1\ n.ame known illS the n.amc of " tribe or place may C:.JsUy
.JppUr elsewhere ,U, or in, the name of ill person.
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Ibn Hishiim, Tabari, Kitiib al.agbiini, !:Iamiisa and other works, ') but
specially tbose of a!.Hamdiini, Nasbwiin and Ibn Duraid which treat
of the Soutb.Arabian traditions.')

Unfortunately there are many stumbling.blocks in the way. First
there is the question of the Syriac representation of those foreign names.

Silbiiiseht IXnlcmiilrr ..:IUS

Wlsstnschdftt:II Bd. 33,

l\',Jehrichtcn

StudiC"t

Hartmann, .Ar~b. Fr"};t

I-l.lmdoinl

GIOlser. D"mmbrueh

Ibn Durald

GIOlser,
Gla5er,

Hommtl, Chrutom"thft:
Hommc:l, Alifsatzt

lidI.barski, EJlh~lIlC'rls

MUller, cpfgr. funlcm.

Rbodokanakis, Studltn

MordtmOlnn, Bt:ifr:igt

Jaussen et Savlgna,

I) for rumes of women sec "Iso E. Gr.lt:I, Dit <ltr<lr.lbiKhtn FrOlutnnOlmtn (I.cipz:ig 1906).
J) 1 use the: following abbrc,'iations:

AgIYn; lndicrs for r~btu.lphiJbitiqutsduKjfJbAl.A;JnrridighspI. Guidi (Le:ide 1900).
Dussaud et Mader for B. DusSoJud et f. l\'hder. Rdpport sal' UIU" ml6Sion sritnUfiqut thns

Its r~gions dis<rtiquts dt: td Syrit: moyC'nnt' (Paris 1902). If refe:r.
ence: to a page is nor given the word may be found by htlp
of the Glossary (pp. 608-639).

for Edu.lrd Gtascr, Zu.·t:i lruchri(ltn iibtr dC'n Dotmmbrut"h \'on NSrib (Nif_

tt:ilungt:n dt'r Vordt:r"si<ltlseht:n Gnt:lIKh..ft. 1897. 6).
for Eduard Glasu, A/tjt:mtn/scht' NoKhrlehftn (M,uncben 1908).
for Eduard Glasu, .tlltjrmt:nlKht: Studitn. NOIIeh drm Todr du Vrr

j,Jssrrs ht'r,Jusgc-gt:bt:n I'on Otto Weber (I, Leipzig 1923).
for Al.HilmdJni's Gt:o&r.tphlt: dt:r Ar..bisrhC'n Hillblnst'i ht:r<lwgtgrbtn "on

D. H. MUlier (Le:iden 1884).
for M. Hartmann, lJt'r 1s1dmlscht' Orit'nt. B,md If, Ott Ar"bischt:Er,Jgt:

(Leip,lg 1909).
for F. J-Iommel, Sjjd.Ar"bischt Chrutom.llhlt (MuncbeD 1893).
for F. Hommel. Aufsafu und Abh.lndfunSl'n Mabistisehosemltologi$ehrn

Inh..lts (MUncheo 1892).

for Ibn.Dordtl's grntdfDgisch.ttymotogiscllt:S H.1ndbuch htrdusg. von
F. WOstenfeld (Gottingen 185'1).

for Jausscn et Savignac, flllsslon drcM%gfqUf ell ArAb/t: (Paris 1909,
1914).

for 1\1. lidzbalskl, fplltmlerisjjjr Stmitisehe E,1ismpllik 1-111 (Gicsscn
1902-1915).

for E. Littmann, ZlIr E'l/zifftrung dt:r $;tfl.lnsehrl/tt:n (Leipzig 1901).
for E. liUm,mn, Stmitlc Inscriptions (P"rt IV of thr Publlc"uons o/,m

Amrrlco1n .:Irchile10gfcitl r:CPC'dltfon to Syrl,J /899-/900, New.Yo,k lOO}).
for D. H. Mordtmann, &ltrJge zur Mln:lischt:fl Ep(guphlk (&rni_

listische S/ud{en 12, Weimar 1896).
Mordtmann und MlUler for J. H. MordtmaDn und D. H . .Muller,

JlrAb(tn (Dt'nl::5chrlftrn dtr Akoldtmlr drr
Wien188J).

for D. H. Miillu, Eplgraphl.schr lkn1cmi't:r illlS Ar.bit:n (lhnkschriftrn
dt'r Ak"demlr dl'r Wi.sst:nsch.fjlt'n Bd. 37, Wicn 1889).,

for Oil' ..u/ Siidu<lbiC'n bt':iiB/lchrn Ang.abtn N"k,,sn's (m S.ams ,11.'ulOm

hcuusg. von 'A;imuddin ~mild ("E. J. \V. Gibb Memorial,"
vol. :!Xiv).

for N. Rbodok~n~kis. Studlrn zur uxlJcoguphfr lIRa Gr,lmm"tik Ut:s

AltsiidJlr"biKh~n (Sltzungsbuichtt dt:r Abd~mi(' dcr Wlu~ruch4~tn.

Wien 1915. 1917).

for O. Weber, Stlldit:n zur S{jd"r"b{sch~n .tlltC'rll/mskundt: 1-111 (/lW ..

tt:ilungt:n Jtr Vordt:r<lsl,Jti.scht'n Gt:S~lISChAft 1901. 19(7).
Abbreviations such as eIS, Rsa, WZKM, ZD/tlG lleed no aplarution.

[iltmann, E'ntz(ffC'rllng

Littmann, Inscriptions

Weber, S'"dl('n
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Tbe Syriac alpbabet not being specially suited for the phonology of
tbe South,Arabian language. some letters are necessarily used in an
ambiguous way; thus ! is not only d but also dh (e. g. ,"'!. ~!).

1 is t and th (e. g. 1..... ~1) ..... is ' and gh (e. g. ",-).... is !' and

kh (e. g. ~). J is ~ and <! (e. g. QJ). -I. is t (e. g. b"b") and. (e.g.
..-.6). As to tbe vowels Syriac is. it is true. a little better than Sabaean
itself. as. at least. the vowel u. ii is generally expressed by a • and
tbe vowel i. j may be written -. An a is expressed only at the end
of the word. In two instances our MS. sets an I for a within tbe
word. viz. in ",. and .,.4.. If this should be an imitation of the
Arabic mode of writinl!. as I really think it must be. ') then it can
certainly be accounted for in our MS.• dated the year 932 A. D .• but
it cannot belong to the original work of tbe 6 th century as tbe ortbo
graphy of Arabic literature did not exist at that time.

Notwithstanding this ability of the Syriac language to express
vowels. tbe ambiguity of most names remains just as puzzling in Syriac
transcriptions as in the South.Arabian originals. It is impossible to
say if .,.,.. means 'Amr or 'Amir or 'Ammar. and I do not think that
the various ways of punctuating this word met witb in the fragments
afford any reliable help in ftxing its pronunciation. Similarly ,,'""'
can be read Jabrah. Jabarah. Jabirah. Jabirah Cl.brah). Jabb.rah or
Jibrah and so on. It is of course the same with the names in the

Sabaean inscriptions. This fact is well illustrated by the name n1'.J:l
cited below. p.lxxxvii. As remarked there. it corresponds. with regard to
its form. just as well to QI., in the Syriac script as to ~!. This is to
be borne in mind when reading my transcription of the names in the
following list. as well as in the translation of the text. Strictly speaking
it is not absolutely certain tbat <U. is K.Ieb and 1.... l:Iaritb. mucb
less tbat I am in the right in all the interpretations of names otberwise
proposed. They are not to be taken too rigorously. In many cases
they are likely to be correct. in otbers tbey are chosen according to
a certain probability only to avoid too many transcriptions like Z'WNS.
which often. it is true. are more safe and perhaps more correct but
always more unpractical tban the others.

Special attention is due to some endings. Tbe feminine termination
(Sabaean X. Ar. i) is written eitber. as its Syriac equivalent. I (e. g.

I) Qlher instances arc ~~I with two umadhs.~ and J,..-.:::... without 0

after tbe first letter (cf. below, p. Ixxxli).
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.I>··A.) or " (or ..) as in " ......., 00&&...... As to the lalter writing cf.
Noldeke in ZA, vol. xii, p.179f., Gal/. Gel. Anz. 1899, p.827, and
Dussaud et Macler, Mission, p. 532 f. Another termination is _. It
OCcurs in words as ..... (masc.), ~;.aJ (masc.), _~ (masc.), _,..... (masc.),
..... (fern.), ..".,.. (masc.), -Ir (masc.), , (fem.), ~.1 (fem.),
......1 (masc.). But this _ certainly does not mean the same termination
in all these cases. In ..... it represents the vowel i, in ...... and
.....". probably, in the mind of the writer, the Greek ~, in ~ol
the suffix I. p. sing. (.;). In the other cases it might be the termination
lai of a feminine word, or the termination ::ai common in hypocoristks,
or, finally, it may mean the ending ,j (-:5) of the "nomina relativa."
The ending 1 is not only the termination of a feminine; in other cases
it stands for the Arabic ending .1', e. g. Jb. (cf.•Jb.), J>oa>I, J.b-.>,
or possibly for Arabic ...s'. In addition to the inadaequacy of the
Syriac writing here referred to, other difficulties arise from the uncer'
tainty as to the correclness of the present text. This text in other
respects inspires a high degree of confidence. Still onc must realize
not only how easily a mistake can arise in Syriac script out of the
many similar letters, especially in copying such long lists, where the
meaning fails to hold the altention of the scribe, but, also, that no
words are more liable in themselves to be disfigured than foreign
proper names. If, then, many names remain not only ambiguous
as to their forms but unexplained as to their very roots, wc may seek
the explanation of that fact not only in our insufficient knowledge of
the old South.Arabian dialects, but also, sometimes, in an incorrect
rendering of the names themselves.

There are different cases to be considered here. First a rather
trifling but obvious one. Amongst the names there is onc, -. ~I,

compounded with the Arabic ""I (Abu), and several compounded in
the same way with the Arabic .....1 (Ummu; cf. List of names). But
instead of names with Arabic .xl we meet in our text only two names
compounded with Syriac ""': 0J "'" and ).0..,.... ""'. There cannot be any
doubt here that the Syriac author (or scribe) has changed Arabic Ibn
into Syriac Bar. It is, besides, not without interest to meet here with
the case.endings ii and u, respectively, in the words ...1 and .....1. The
last word is once written without that vowel: ~.I, another time
without the first 0: ~.... I.

There are cases of a certain inconsistency as to the use of • for
6
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the vowel (I or in the diphtong a(l. Thus finding, in addition to Ihe cases
just spoken of, the names"""" (Busr), ;,..,. (Mundhar),l-","", (Mu'awiya),
~ (Nu'man?) without. and,..... .. beside ,........ onc feels tempted to
compare also such instances as C1t~ .. and ~Oot, 'i~ and IJtU.., perhaps also
1.»1 and .....1. By extending this, onc might perhaps even take such names
as f~~, ~, ~. and others as diminutives and pronounce them

Judaida, Kulail. Shulaim. and so 00.

Some names of women afford another instance. It is somewhat
puzzling to come across such forms, amongst the names of women, as
"""'1, .autl', ~, ,~\,~, There is, however. an easy solution of this
difficolty if we suppose that ..... / has dropped out by mistake before
these names, and therefore read ~l Ut.I. ~ cue.f, and so on. In an
analogous way onc could, if necessary, remodel names by adding be.

fore them such words as ~ Or '" though I see no reason for
doing so except. possibly, in onc case. The name I have in mind is

,..1, which occurs three times (p.30 b) as a name for women. It is common
in the South,Arabian inscriptions as the name of a god in such corn,
pounds as Sa'd,Aum, Wahb,Aum, and others. Now a god's name is not
seldom applied to a man, but in this case, as already stated, ,..1 stands
for a woman, and therefore it would, in my opinion. be not impro~

bable that a form of a word as /1>.>01 (X~1'I) maid should be restored

before it. Perhaps the missing word has been intentionally suppressed,
the name of the saint martyrs in this case being too obviously a heathen
name. A much easier way is, however, to connect this ,,01 with the:

foUowing name and read not """, ,..1. as has the MS. (p.30, 17), but
~ 0.»0', as has just been proposed for another reason. In this case
one must, of course, also read ~"- .....1 (p. 30b,24) and )l..w. .....1
(I. 26).

The Mxt step is to go further in conjectural corrections of the
actual forms of the names. Thus it requires only a very slight change
of the name ....,. which I cannot think correct, but which is clearly so

written in the MS., to make it the weU,known name 0'" that occurS
several times in the same list. It would be quite as easy to change
the name ,,,,,,I. unknown elsewhere, into ,,,,,,I. a well,known Arabic
name. Even less is required to make the two now different names
..\, and .,~ into two instances of one name.
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A somewhat different case is presented by the name ~" (p.24·).
It is preceded. as are most of the names in the lists. by the COn'
junction.. Now we are not entitled, perhaps, to say that there could
not have been such a name in use in Yaman at the epoch in question.
But on the other hand it requires no great amount of imagination to
guess that the. just spoken of in reality is a haplography. and that
we should read not ~... but ~.... "and \V.hb" and so produce a
name that counts among the most common of all names in South
Arabia. The conjunction (.) is omitted in a few other cases in this
list (sce pp. 24 b, 6. 3O b, 20.23).

o doubt it will in many cases prove quite reasonable and even
necessary to undertake such corrections as those here proposed. and
even some others involving greater alterations. For the present, however,
in editing for the first time the remains of the Book of the Himy.rites,
I think it better not to meddle with the names given in the text but
to reproduce them just as they are, inviting the special students of
Sabaean, and other interested. to examine them and decide how to
interpret or correct them.

Of a special class are the names ~, ~, ~, ~, and
perhaps also ".... anel 4.1. As to the four first mentioned it can
scarcely be doubted that they are to be connected with ~, ;;. •.:.l.,."
~ (from the root represented also in the list by the names~
and ).>o~), and .;J ... w. The original (Semitic) s.sound of the roots of
these names is known to be s (sh) which in Arabic as well as in Sabaean
and Ethiopic has become s. Still there seems, at least in Sabaean. to have
been some difference between this s (from Semitic s) and the original
(Semitic) s still retained in the language. This is proved by the attempt
made in some inscriptions to distinguish this latter (original) s by a
special letter J( from the other (corresponding to Semitic s). ') The

fact. however. that there are in the inscriptions but few instances of
the use of that new letter. the two s.sounds. notwithstanding their
different origin, being written, as a rule, by the same letter (rIJ). seems
10 indicate that the difference in their pronunciation was only a dia,
lectical one and restricted within narrow limils. Now I can suggest no
other explanation of the sh in the names here spoken of than that
the dialect in which these names were hrought to the ears of the writer

I) See Brockelmillnn, Grundriss der vugl. Gr.Jmm. d. Semitischt.n Spr.Jchen I, p. 130.

0'
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retained some pecu!arity in the pronunciation of s that made him take
it for a sh. Cf. SafaHic c'"u, Dussaud et Macler, Mission, p. 497
(No. 68). Be this as it may, if the names ..,..~. etc. are in fact but
variants for~ etc., the same might be the case with~ (for "...,), ')
and perhaps also with jr.aol for ~n<D1'. (Lidzbarski, Eplremeris n, pp. 383,
390). In the case of ~ one may compare the name n'VtII in a
Thamudene grafSto in ]aussen et Savignac, Mission 11, p. 624 (No. M3).
In the Nabataean inscriptions the name is well known to be written
,VtII; cf. Brockelmann I. I. and the inscriptions in ]aussen et Savignac
and Littmann.

b) List of Names of Persons and Places. ')

l",,~1 'B'BWT (or l"" ).,,1 Abbl BWT?), 7b, I. I, cf, I. 7; seems to
be the name or title of the commander of the Abyssinians
in ;r:afar. An n':lH (?) in GI. 154811549 I. 2 see Glaser,
Nachrichten, pp. 77 and 81.

~ ""I AbLi 'A/r, 24 b ; see under ;.a:>. •

.-=1 'BYS!-] (Abyash?), 24b (twice).

~ ....,.I Abraham a) Persian deacon, 14b, 25'(?); b) "Young man"
martyred, 21', 25 '(?).

..~I Abraq, 25'; cf. ~~>n (CIS IV 282 and note on I. I) and
Safa'itic lP':lH (E. Littmann, Inscriptions, pp.127,155, No. 92,
and Dussaud et Macler, p. 6OOf.; Palmyrene p11:lH is
uncertain, Littmann, op. cit., pp. 66f.).

,I Add, 24 b; see Littmann, op. cit., p. 104 (No. 107), and Ent-

ai//erung, p.49 CV. 197").
J.u,1 'DKY', 25'.
~,I 'D'., fem., 5b•

,.01 Aum (Umm, Awwam?) fern., 30b (three times); cf. the

name of the god Jl<D1'., common in composite personal
names, and the name CN in the SafaWc inscriptions,

.Dussaud et Macler; but see above, p.lxxxii.

I) The: n'llne ~, however, by a slight alteratioLl could be changed in ~. a name
that Is better known from Sabaean inscriptions.

1) This list does not include names of biblical persons. Reference has been made
to every column where a name oc(tUS and if it occurs more tb'ln once in the column this
Js indicated. In tbe: case of names which occur very frequently, e. g. Masrliq, only some
of the Rrst and bst instances are given. N .. llIes of women art indicated by "fcm. H.
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~.I Umm(ll} BllSr, fem. 30b, I. 24; cf. ~ ""'/, ibidem, 1.13, both
incorrect for ,o..,m.:. QJlIClIl; see ~ .

...../ All~lOh(?), (Ummah, Awwamah?), fem., (4 b), 5', 21', 30b

(three times), 36b, 37 b, 38', «, (twice); cf. above, ,..1.
)...,. "",.1 Ummll Bagga (?), fem., 3Ob•

Jb.... <.....1> IUmmll] Jaba/a, fem., 30 b ; see Jb-.
.".,.. <"",.1> IUmmll/ 'Amr. fern., 30 b ; see ~.
)l.u.. <.....1> /Umnw] Sha/sha/a. fem., 3O b; see )l.u...

~.I Umagya, fem., 3O b ; cf. Ar. ~I (fern.).

.......1 Umagyah, 6' (twice); cf. Ar. ;;.;.\ (mask.) and ~

"';'1, and Ihamudene n'OK, Jaussen et SavignaclI, p.568
(No. 324); but see C. Conti Rossini, in RSa, vo!. IX,
p.427, and see above, pp. Ixxv f.

"".1 AilS. 25'; UnCD;r, of the inscriptions, and SafaItic OK, cf.
Dussalld et Macler, and Littman, Enlzifjerllng, p. 60.

.....1 Ellprepias, 6' (twice), SS', 55 b ; Abyssinian bishop.
4.1 Ushana(?}. fem., 3O b ; cf. (perhaps?) ~nCD;r, and see above,

pp. Ixxxiii f.
.,...,l Azmam, 25~.

"»JI Azma', 4 b, 25', 26 b, ••. 43 b ; cf. ~)>'\ in names of
Yamanite tribes, Ibn Doraid, p. ro', Nashwan, Angaben,

s. vv. y4".1;>, .t.)\, 0'T-.
>",1 Azjar, 25'; cf. below _..J and (perhaps?) U?~X't' of the

inscriptions, one of "the eight families."
.."I Azraq. 25', 25 b ; cf. Ar. ..}))>'\.

,......1 A!mwm. 25'; cf. J.-......
, ..I 'YZD (Ayzad?), 24 b ; cf. (perhaps?) ~nX;r, (e. g. CIS

I V, 1 and passim).
JLI 'Yb, fern., 30b ; Ar. 6..C!~ is the mallnlain-goal, but I do not

know it as a woman's name; or miswriting for Jl.I.,Ar.illl,?

,~ A/han, fern. 3Ob ; cf. ~Y1;r, (name of a tribe, of a place,
and of men) and see Dussaud et Mader, p. SDI, note on
No. %, Ar. 04,.11.

)...:>., E/iya, a) a presbyter from Hirtha dh' Na'man, I4 b, and b)
the same, or the prophet of the Old Iest., 19b•

~\ E/ishba' (Elisabeth), fern., deaconess, 4b, 22' (twice).

!->ol Ama, fern., 30 b (three times); Xlln of the inscriptions, cf.
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SafaHic nr.lll Dussaud et Macler, Liltmann, ElllziffcrulIg.
p. 48 f. and Ar.....1 as a woman's name (or cf....../?
see p. Ixxxii).

~ o.»l Ummu BusT, fern., 3O b; see above ,..m.:u.. 1.

,...,' Asad, 24b ; (D)ll/nn of the inscriptions.

0_1 Ashab(?), 25 '.

1&>10/ Aswar(?}. a) marlyrs 25' (twice). 25 b, and (possibly) b) the
tributary king appointed by the Abyssinians. 54', I. 23
(text very doubtful. see note on p. 54',2J); cf. "0 LiUmann,
Elllzifferllllg, p, 40. But the name might be a mistake
(in Syriae script) for ,&>101, cf. Safailic "Oll, DlISS<lud et
Macler, Ar. >r\.

~I Asmii' (or Usama?). felD., 30 b (three times); cf. Xllr'.n
(mase.) Lidzbarski, Ephcmeris I, p. 222 ( ....l.->I) and
Ar.•L..-oI (mase. and fern.) .

....,1 Asfar. 25 '; or cf. Ar. yl.i....>\ (?).

..".1 AJ'ii, a) heathen magnate of the party of Masrug, 23',
23 b (twice), 24'; b) a Christian, 35 b (twice), 36' (four
times); cf. Ar. u .... l, used as a title or name of renowned
judges in Najran (d~ u"'1. Ibn Duraid. p. rlA, 2, Tabarl
r, p. 11.\ f.• and olhers) and again Lii:lyanie ;'T)I!)1l (Muller.
Epigr. Dellkm. No. I. t, pp, 58 'eg.• Jaussen et Savignac
H, p. 441. Lii:lyanic No. 77).

~I Aqtam(?}, fern .• 30 b (twice).
...." Arqas(?}. fern., 3Ob•

I~ Baddii, 24 b, 25'; cf. Ar.•\~ (Soutl"Arabian, e. g. al.
Hamdani, pp. hO. AA).

,l....:. see ~ cuool.

.-,> (.-".) Busr, 24 b, 25' (twice), 25 b ; see ;'M',,' and AI. r, if the
point over ~ (in two cases) does not mean Bosir.

J.A,./""" ~ see ~J-"".

'::»J ~ see '::»J.

'P-.,.}abala [fern.?, see p.lxxxii and 'P-.,. ""'1. 30b ; cf. X1nl
in Gl. 618,91 f. (C/~ IV 541) and Ar.~ (masc.).

""""'" Jabr (Jabir?, or Jabbar?), 24b (twice), 25 b; cf. 1:l) (Dussaud

et Macler) and Ar. ~, r.~, )~.
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...,...". jabrah(?) f.m .• 3O b ; cf. the preceding name; ..oding not
quite certain, see note on the text.

'r'~ jadida (Judaida?), fem., 30b (twice); cf. Ar. :;:.~ and

v'4·
,_ jadall, 25 '; ll,~l, wdl,known nam., mostly with H or

CD~n. of one of "tbe .ight families" or of a tribe, but also
as a p<rsonal name. cf. CIS IV I, J, 241, I. 314, J, 348, J seq.

and notes; or Ar. 0\4·

...... jaw. family or tribe, 36 b
; CDl not only a geographical

name, see C. Landb<rg, ArabicalV(Leyden 1897),pp,43-46,
but also name of a family or tribe, see Hartmann,
Arab. Frag•• p.365, and(conside..d as an appellative) Glaser.
Nachrichtell, pp. 104-107. N. Rhodokanakis in SBWAW.

vo!' 177.2. p.41 and vo!' 185, J, pp. 8-10. Web<r. Studien
I, p. 54, and cf. WZKM, vo!. 31 (1924), p.37, note 3. It
should be noted, however, that a name 1)1 GI-lW occurs
in the SafaHic inscriptions, see Littmann, Entzilfenmg.

p.29.
"': ';

........... jaushallah. fem., 30 b
; cf. Ar. ~~ (masc.), Nashwan

Angabell. p. ri, also Aghani Indices.

~ Ghallalll (Ghanim, Ghanam), 24 b • 25'; llll,l1 (fem.) CIS

IV 450, I seg. and note, cf. the tribe llll,l1 CDL,n ibid.

340,2 and note, Safiitic C}} Dussaud et Macler, Ar. ~,
~IO, and ,W, sce also Wellhausen. Reste arab. Heidentums,
p.66.

"" .... jarlr. 25' (twice), 25 b
; cf. Ar. rp'

01., Dhu(w)ab(?). 25 b ; cf. Arab. ~\" and ~\,). As to tbe name
nn'" sce above, p. lxxx, and under 0., in this list; cf.
Dussaud et Macler. p.486.

"-"" DhuM, 24b (three times), 25' (twice), 25"; cf. SafaWc ~."

Liltmann, Elltriflerung, p. 12, and Ar. j.A> i.

,.." Dllwaid(?). 25', 25 b
; probably diminutive of ~~ (but ac.

cording to Ibn Duraid. p. "'rI, ~,' is diminutive of ,,,);
cf. ~.,' y-!, a Soulh.Arabian tribe, see al.Hamdani. p.
"\ 16. DO'Uid is less probable. There is also an Ar. ~,,).

, ...., Dhu-YauIII. 25 b-28 b, 29 b, 3D', 44 b ; tbe well,known name



~l'.XY~ of one of "the eight families", in Arabic
literature written '-'.T.. ,>.

"', Dhib, 24b ; n1J,~ in the inscriptions (e, g, Hal. 233,3, Hal.
630-631), cf, Mordtmann in ZDMG, vol. 52, p. 394 f. and
specially p. 400; very common in Safai'tic inscriptions,
s<e Dussaud et Macler, p.486. Cf. next name.

~, Dhiba, fern., 5 b ; obviously fern. of the preceding name, cc.
SafaWc nJII' (a man's name), Dussaud et Macler, p. 582,
Ar. :.:..jJJI. Amongst poems on the war between the
Himyarites and the Abyssinians communicated by Tabari
(Annales I, p. ,'") is one ascribed to a certain ';:":'JJ\ dol.

~, DY' (or D'?), 25"; ~l, though clearly so writlen in the MS.,
easily might be a mistake for "', in another MS., cf. above,
p. Ixxxii.

"', Durrah(?}. fern., 30b
; cf. Ar.~, or », but also .." of this

list.
"'.. HB, 25'; cf. "'...... and Lil:>yanic nJn, D. H. Miiller, Epigr.

Denkma1er 68, J, and Safa"itic n:li1 Littm3nn, Entziffenmg,

p. 38. Or the preceding partide • might be a haplo.
graphy for ••, cf. above, p.lxxxiii.

,_" Habira, 25'; cf. Ar. iir,:-:-'"
......... Hajaren; so possibly to read p. 5 b, I. 11 where the letters

~.t4t.. are the remains of a place~name. See above, p. Jiii.
~ HWLH, fern., 30 b ; cf. below, ~...

~ Humama, fern., 30b ; cf. SafaHic oon Dussaud et Macler,

p. 547, and Ar. r~ V :~ and ~ :.'~).

~... Haufa'amm. 24b
; llO~<DY in the inscriptions, see Glaser,

Studien. pp. 2l c., cf.~...
~... HLH, fern., JOb; cf. ~....

~.. Hint (HN7,: 1), fern., 5b
, 30" (four times), 49"; one is tempted

to compare Ar.~, but I cannot explain the -/, for , .

..... Hani. 25', 25"; U1J,L,Y, a name well,known in the in'
scriptions and the literature, e. g. CIS IV 6,2 (cf. note,
p. 17) and 594 bis. cf. Dussaud et Mader, p. 573.

~... Haufo'omm. 25~; see ,...::a..a....

'\..1. JVcj'i1, 25', 25 b ; 1111J,<D, cf. CIS IV, ii, p. 126 (note On GI.

Ixxxviii The Book of tbe Himyarites
,
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1081, I. 9-10), common in the Safaltic inscriptions, see
Dussaud et Macler. As to the spelling (with I) cf. above,
p.lxxx.

.. ,. If/adda". fem., 3O b ; Xr:l<D in the inscription langer 13,
ZDMG. vol. 37, p. 391.

Q". see under QClt •

...... " Z'WNS, 6', Abyssinian general; in RSa. vol. IX, p.429,
Conti Rossini points at the strange fact that this doubtful
name contains almost exactly the letters of the name
Dhu,Nuwas, missing in the Book of the Himyarites but
of so great an importance in the ecclesiastical tradition.
1, for my part, would prefer, in an analogous way, to
bring the name into connection with the name of the monk
ZUl'l£VO, of Acta § 31. -,-.-J ZFRY (Zufra?), 25 b; cf. .-/1 and AI'. j).

/.A..o, Zaqiqa. fem., 5'; see above, p. Ixi.
""""" ~IBB, fern., 30"; cf. nn'Y (!:Iabib or !:Iabab?). name of a

place and a tribe, see Hartmann, Amb. Frage, p. 313 f., CIS

IV, ii, p. 60, note on GI. 891,17, and :l:lM, name of persons
in Safaltic (Dussaud et Macler) and in Lihyanic (Jaussen et
SavignacII, p.401, 523), Ar.<-JL..:- and the next three names.. .

~ Habib. 25'; cf. Ar.~.. . _.
J->.=.- /:fobibo, fern., 30" and

....., .. /:fabibo". fern., 30"; the feminine form of ~ in two
spellings, cf. Safaltic n:l:lM Dussaud et Macler, p. 593, and
Ar.~.

'r-- /:fab·1o(7}. fem., 4 b, 31'-36"; the form here given is al"
bitrary, tbe root ambiguous, JoJ representing lfJ as well as
"I and J :i. as well as B, not to consider the many
sound'changes possible.

....... /:fodya" (7). fern., 4 b, 19', 21' (twice); form and root am'
biguous.

~.... /:fllbba(7}. fem., 30 b and

""ON /:fllbball(7}, fem., 30b ; variants of the same name. cf. Safaltic

M:lM Dussaud et Macler, p. 598, and AI'. ;;.::;..

4.,.... /:fllzaiqa(?, or miswriting for AI'. ~ji.?} 24"; as to the
form cf. Mordtmann and Muller, Sobiiisc"e Dellkmiiler. p. 54.
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_~~ !:fuldai. 25 b; cf. Safaitic I,'m Dussaud et Macler, p. 605.
and Nabataean ,,~n Jaussen et Savignac n, p.200.

J.>o»~ !:fumama, 2i b, 25'; cf. JlJIJI41, Gl. 1081,8 and note in CIS

IV, ii, p. 126. Ar. ~ and ~~, see also Wellhausen,
Reste ar. Heidentums. p. 65, and above, the name ~I.

~ !:fittiin(?). 25 b; cf. Saf.itic tltln Dussaud et Macler, p.58O,

and Ar. .;;~.

J.- !:fayya. fern., <lb{twice}, 5b, 3Ob-3l b
, 3<1', 35'-36b; cf. JI<DY41

{masc.} and SafaHic 'n {masc.} Dussaud et Macler, and Ar....
~.

~...... tIYWN', 3b, Abyssinian king or general; the name is pro,
bably disfigured, Ar. .;;IY.:"'" being out of question in
this case.

.... !:fa!JiJan, 31' (twice), 32 b {three times}; the name ,Y41
occurs Hal. 88 and Gl. 265,3{?), cf. CIS IV, i, p. 297,
and is also Safai·tic and Arabic.

)If.AN f:lYRM, 25 bj unknown n3me, cf., on one side, names as
Milk,ram, Il,ram, On the other side names as !:Iayy,
'atht and !:Iayy,il, and compare the name :J"n Jaussen
et Savignac H, p. 320 (Minaean No. 64).

",""", 11..... 5', 7', Hb and

~I ..1~ 23 b /:fir/ha dht No'man .. town, cf. G. Rothstein, Die Dg1loslie

d. Lahmiden ;u al-!:fira. p. 12-17.
~ Klla/Ua(?). fern., 30 b; cf. Ihe well,known name 11"iJ:l (e. g.

Gl. 618,(6) of one of "the eight families" and Safaitic"n Dussaud et Macler, or At.~ .
........ !:famdall (!:Iammada?), fern., 30b (twice); cf. JI~Jl41 (fern.)

in GI. 136 eCIS IV 179 and note) and Ar. >t.:"..; see below,
the name I,.........

....... !:fannah, 25'; cf. Ar. ~ and Saf.itic In Dussaud et
Macler, ~K"pn Littmann, Enlziflerung. p. 57.

4I.u> !:fananya, I<l b; a Greek deacon.

~ !:fasana(?), fem., 30b (twice); cf. Ar. ;;.: .,.,., (and?) llm in
a Thamudene graffito Jaussen et Savignac I, p. 287
(No. 138).

llUe~.r'" /:Iagramaut. 5b (twice). name of a "town", cf. abov~. p. liii.
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•

I.... !fa,ith. a) the head of the Christians in Najr"n, 4 b• 5', 8',

36b, 49'(?); b) eight other martyrs, 24 b-25"; 1I&>1Jl of
the inscriptions.

11 .... /ju,itha. 25"; cf. Ar. ;i.;')k...

""'-I. TB~I Cfaibah ?),fem., 30 b
; probably a miswriting for~ q. v.

",l~ ?WRBN (or TWRBN), 24"; Hommel (Ch,eslamathie. p. 132,
Au!siitze. p. 203) cites ,n>,\' as name of a tower; cf. below,

the name J."...~, and the root n>,\' Hal. 359, see CIS
IV, ii, p. 232 (note on I. 2), and C. Conti Rossini in RSa,
vol. IX. p. 601 f., and Ar. name ,,",,}>JI.

~ 7'aibah, fern. 30"; cf. the appellative mm Mordtmann und
Miiller, Sob. Denkm., p.84, CIS IV 308, I. { and note
(p. 326 f.), N. Rhodokanakis, Studien,l, p. 4, Glaser, Studien

I, pp. 38 (GI. 1083, 4 f.), 62 (GI. 1076',4),73, and Ar. :>..::.;1
and q; see above ""'-I..,

..m~~ Tiberias, 7~; town in Palestine.

~ Za!u" 14'] 7' (bis), 7", 8b , 19·'; >O,\' of the inscriptions,
capital of the Himyaritic kings.

)..o..,.~ ZRWYba? (orTRWYba?, ?arwiba?), fern., 4', 16', 17'-18",
21'; cf. above, under the name ",.~.

~.... YHWbah. fem., 30".
....... YHy.h, fern., 30".
..... )ona", 14"; Abyssinian deacon.
;.AG.o see ",G.o ~.

~" Yazid, 25' (twice); common in the inscriptions, cf. CIS
IV, ii, p.287 (note on GI. 618,10-11).

~ Kabsha, fern., 30"; as to X:{nfl see CIS, loco laud., cf. Ar.
~

.... Kah! (or K.hif or Kahaf), 25"; cf. ~;':l as a personal name
in a Thamudene graflito in Janssen et Savignac 11, p. 636
(No. 736).

~\lU Kuraib. 24 b
; cf. ~~ and numerous Himy.1rites with the

name ~;S in Tabari and other authors.
_La Abyssinia. 6~, 6b.

p.bu.a KYTWL', 25'; cf. 1I1Xfl (n. pr.) Lid.barski, Epheme,is 11,
p. 103 (after Derenbourg).

~ Kaleb. 6' ... 50'-51', 52'; cf. above, p. xlii.
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~ Kalit(?, Kulail?). 25'. 25"; d.1l11f'1~n" CIS IV. i. pp. 16£..
Ar. JW "'~. common in the tradition on South Arabia.

....... Kt. 24"; possibly miswriling for ......, q. v.
"' ... Karib. 25 h

; n~f'1. Ar. ....,.,~. Nashwan. Angaben. p, ". and d.
above, ..:L.icu.

~ LYL. 25'; perhaps a short form. or a clerical error, for the
next name, or for ~.

",UA LYLWB. 24"; cf. preceding name,
~ ...... Maa/wba 7'; cf. llnYCDll Gl. 1606,2.5. Glaser, Nac"ric"le/l,

p. 167; here a person from I:lirtha.
)... .... Mawiya, felD .• 30" (twice); Ar. ~.,L.. In the inscription of

~i!;On Gburab occurs Mawiyat as a place~name.

~...... Moses, Hb. 15'. (19"?); priest from I:lirtha dh' Noman,
,'" Mazi/l, 25'; ll~Xll Gl. 618.21, cf, CIS IV, ii. p. 288. lltl

Dussaud et Macler, p. 563. Littmann, Inscriptio/ls, p. 124.
'1lld Ar. .;;)...

......... Mf:lWYN, 25'.
~[_]..,. Mf:! .. a, fern. 5'; cf. note on p. 5'. 16.

I,.,...... Mll(lfnida(?, Moliammada?). fem.• 30"; cf. ll~llllljlll and
~llljlll CIS IV 353.1. 420,1 and notes; see .."..... above.

...... Mllyyah, felD .• 30"; d. Al'. ....;. .

. '.' ~ MKR . .. , 25 b
; sce next name.

_I.'" MKRDY, 25'.
~ Molik (Mulaik?), 24 b• 25"; d. Ar.~ and next name.
i>-» Molik, 25' (three times); d. llf'1111 CIS IV 3.2 and 434,16

and notes; see above, p. lxxx.
,,.,. Mlnd""r,5'; seeZeilschri/tj.Semilistik, vol.I. p.197, vol.Il. p.%.

.......... Mosriiq, 4,' (three times) ... 46'; cf. Ar. Ji,r-" and
above. pp. xli; f., lxxii, note 4.

~ ....!,,-'" Mll'dikal'im, 43"; n~f'1~"Jl of the inscriptions, d. above.
p.lxxiv.

)...u.o ( .....,.,.) Mu'owiya, 24" (twice), 25' (three times), 25" (twice);
Ar. ~.,lA-..

4>.->0 Ma'na, fem .• 30b ; cf. Ar. O"A and .;;lA-. (masc.) and Naba,
taean IOVtl Jaussen et Savignac I, p.226 (No. 96).

01... Morib, (Marib?) town, 5"; in the inscriptions m>ll; on the
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spelling cf. J \-I. Mordtmann in ZDMG, vo!' 30, p.323:
"ein bis jetzt noch nicht aufgefundenes JIl'O".

)..;.» Miiriya, fem., 30b ; cf. X1'.~~ \-Ial. 190, Minaean nll"o
Miiller,Epigr. Denkm. XIII, 4, and nll'o laussen et Savignac
Il, p. 290, No. 26, Ar. ~)L..

,1;.» Marlhad, 25 b
; the most common name I1~X~I1.. -

,~ Najrcl/I, town, 4· and passim.

..... Nau/. 25'; I1~<D~ of the inscriptions, cf. Ar. 0,,;.
~ Namlah. fem.,30 b; cf. Ar. 6J...j and d:,1:.i (masc.).

....... Namirah (?, or Nammarah?), 25'; cf. ~>I1~ CIS IV, i,
pp. 169, 225, and ZDMG, vol. 54, p. 645 f., Lihyanic ;"0)

laussen et Savignac Il, p.5oo (No. 261), as well as Ar.

r" iir> and ii}'::,;; see also " ...... below.
~ Nu'mon, 24 b (twice), 25' (seven times). 25 b ; cf. the place.

name ~I1o~ (see CIS IV, i, p. 57, note on GI. 301,4, .1Ild

Glaser, Sludien I, p. 30), also with 1:1 or lII~n as a name
of a family or a tribe; as a man's name it is common in
the Safiitic inscriptions, see Dussaud et Macler; cf. ZDMG,
vol. 54. p.247, and ahove, p. Ix"xii; see as to the Arabic
form Zeilschrif/ f. Semitislik, vol. I, p. 197, vol. 11, p.96.

-~ N·M.rah 25 01
; cf........

;/- Sor (?, or Sa'ir?), 24b; cf. (?) ~>on (a family or tribe) and
see CIS IV, i, p. 289 (note on Drake 4. I), or Safailic 'C
Littmann, Inscriptians, p. 128; cf. Ar. ii)Lw .

•ml •• ~ ... Slephanas (Son of Mattai), }', 61'; the scribe of the MS.
J.»~ SLWma, fem., JOb; cf. the following names.
~ a) Salima, 24 b ; cf. ~~1n, Safa'itic no,c and Duss.ud et

Mader, p.599, and Ar. ;;....;.... (or L)Lw), and see under
~.

b) Salmo, fem.,30 b ; cf. Y~1n (fem.), laussen et Savignac Il,
p.286, (Minaean No. 24) and note; Ar.~ .

.......... Samurah. 24b ; cf. Ar. iir->' as to the form see Ibn Duraid,
p.O., 11 seg.

,..... Sa'd, 24 b ; ~on of the inscriptions; cf. below, under ~,
and see above, p. Ixx"ii;,

__- Sergias, ab (Greek presbyter), 24 b (the same?).
"'...... SRHB. 25'; fem., 3Ob ; cf. (?) 0 ...
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...~ 'Amir, 25'; cf, r"~' common in South Arabia (see Nashwan,
Angaben); as to the Arabic spelling see above, p.lxxx.

~ 'Abd, 24 b, 25', 25 b ; Sab. lltmo (as a personal name).

""-I~, ~'~, ""-~ 'Abdallii", a) informant of the author, 23'-24 b

(eigbt times); b) ten m>rtyrs, 24 b-25'; as to this name
see above, p. Ixxv f.

..... ~ 'Abd YWFR, 24"; with ..... one feels tempted to compare
Sab. O?~Y? (Tuhafri'), name of a person and of a tribe
(cf. Hartmann, Arab. Frage, p. 273); after ~, however,
one must exspect the name of a god, Cf. also Ar. j.A!.
and ),AA!. and see under .a>..

"~ 'Auda (?, 'Oda?, 'Udda?), fern. 30 b ; form and root ambi.
guous, Cf. Xl:!o in the inscription ElIting 55,1 (Jaussen
et Savignac 1I, p. 286), or Safa'itic, Minaean and Thamlldene
'V (Dussaud et Macler, p.487, No. 14, and ]allssen et
Savignac n, p.677), or SafaHic iV (Dussaud et Macler)
and Ar. >:>' or ):>" There is in the inscription GI. 618,37
a name Yl:!<Do (cf. CIS IV, ii. p. 288, and Glaser, Dnmm

bruc" , p. 94), but the final Yprevents its being compared
here; see, however, Lidzbarski, Ephemerh; [, p. 218.

)..a,~ 'WZfa CUzafa?), fern., 30"
...~ 'Au!, 24b, 25', 25 b ; cf. Ar. ....;~,.

IJ~ 'Au.1a (Au<)a), fern., 3O b ; cf. 'r and(?) SafaHie \~V (Dussaud
et Macler, p.577), and Ar. j>y as a name of a god,
Robertson Smith, Kinship & Marriuge, pp. 59ff., ]. Well,

hausen, Reste ar. Heidentums, p. 66; a modern j:o;~ J1
see C. Landberg, Arabicn V (Leyden 1898), p.41.

jb. 'Ala (7). 25'; cf. next name.

• jb. 'Alii'" (7), 25 b ; see preceding name and cf. Ar. ,>GJ\ (in ai,
Hamdani, p. lor,3, a man from Hadramaut).

t.->. 'Ammn(7), fern., a) martyr, daughter of Ruhm, 30b , 38", 44';
b) another Christian woman,S", 49 b ; cf. the name of the
Qatabanian god Uo, frequently used in composite personal
names (see, for instance, Diellef Nielsen, Der dreieinige Goll,

pp. 132, 147), Safai'tic CV (Dussaud et Macler), and sce next
name.
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...... ·Ammai(?). fem., 'l b, (22'); cf. preceding name and Lidzb>rski,
Ephemeris Ill, pp. 208 (I. 4) and 211.

....,.. 'Amr (?, or 'Amir or 'Ammar), a) 5b, 24 b (three time<), 25' (five
times), 25" 49 b (cf. 11>110 Lidzbarski, Ephemeris I, p.222,
and see above, p. Ixxx), (b) fern.?, see p. Ixxxii and
....,.. "",.1] 30b•

....,.. ·Afr. 24 b ; the root meets in tbe name >001 (GI. 554,1, cf.
CIS IV, ii, p. 269) and y.:i-" (of tbe family Dbii,Y,uan

•in Ibn Duraid, p. r-'·,19ff.); cf. also Ar. ~,)Li., and see
above, under ~~ ~.

I~ '~a ('U~a?), fern., 30 b (twice); perhaps variant for Ij~ q. v.
-;~ 'SRY (,PRY?), 25 b•

,...,. (or ...,.) 'QO (or 'QR), 25"; sce note on Ihe passage.

"""'" 'Arbai ('Arabi?), 4 b , 24b ; cf. IIn>o (CIS IV, 572, I. 1 and
note), Lil)yanic M:l'V Jaussen et Savignac Il, p. 512 (No.302),
and Ar. ~\}•.

""""'" 'RJ,IB. 25".

~... Paulos, 22'; bisbop.

I .. ·•• Fiitima. fem., 30b ; cf. LII)y,lIlic C~!) (maSt.) Muller, Epigr.

Denkm., p.86 (No. 69) and p. 82 (No. 52 =), Jaussen et
Savignac H, p. 419 (No. 70).

~ Fa'man(?). 24b ; cf. (?) ~~1'I0YI:l Hal. 489 and others, sce
J. H. Mordtmann, Bdtriige, p.50, and H,utmann, Arab.
Frage, p. 250, Minaean lON!):; Jaussen et Savignac H, p. 286
(No. 24) and passim (also without '1), and (?) Safi,tic Ion!)
Littmann, Semitic Inscriptions, p. 128, and AT. ~.

"'j /?abb. 5b, 24" (twice), 25 b, 49 b ; cf.Saf"'tic:l~Dussaud etMader,

Littmann, Inscriptions. pp. lOO, 127f., and Ar."';:""O; sec next
name,

~j /?abbah, fern., 3O b
; Ar. ~, sce preceding name.

...... Qais. 25', 25 b •

~ Qa'ban, 24"; cf. PVP in a Tbamudene graffito Janssen et
Savignac I, p.285 (No. 114).

"'~.... Qaryaten, the village where tbe MS. was written, sec above,
p. xxi.

~. Rabi'a, 25'.
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.,' RDli. fern., JOb; see above, under ,.;}.

~...; fern., 5', 25', the first time (in a rubric) for the younger,
the second time for the elder marlyr of Chapter XXII, in
both cases a miswriting for )IJ"O' q. v.

"""...; fem., 4 b, 36 b , the elder martyr of Chapter XXII; miswri.
ting (in two rubrics) for nexl name.

~...l Ruhm, fem., a) ...,.,1 1~, tbe elder martyr of Chapter XXII
(cf.~...; and """'''1), (26')26 b, 3O b, 36 b, 37', 38', 38 b, 39', 39 b,

41',41 b, 42', 43 b, 44' (seve..l times in most of the columns);
b) ~ ),p, the younger martyr of Chapler XXII (cf.

~...l and """'1), 38', 41 b, 44' (twice);

c) two olber martyrs, 3O b•

Cf. N. ~; as the name of a woman; as to its etymology

see Ibn Duraid, p. '~', 18. Its diminutive is ~;, cf.
Loth in ZDMG, vo!. 35, p. 620, and Noldeke in Gait. Gel.
Anz. 1882: I, p.212.

....... fern., 36 lJ ; miswriting (in a rubric) for ~...; q. v.

,...4 Sholim (Shulaim?), 24 b ;. cf. llllY1n Hal.581 (cf. Mordt.
mann und Muller, Sob. Denkm.. p. 54, Muller, Epigr. Denkm.

LXXI), Ar. /'"<5.~, Mordtmann, Beilriige. p.62, and see
above, pp. Ixxxii ff.

j ...,. Sholimo (Shulaima?). 25'; cf. preceding name.
~ Slwlimoh, 25 b (twice); cf. ~ and sec above, p.lxxxiii.
)LW. Shilshilo [fern.?, see p.lxxxii and~.......1]. 30b ; cf.Ar.';:1 ..·Lw

and cl .,,1 .., (fem., Aghiini Indices) and see above, pp.lxxxiiff.

~ Silo'd, 25 b ; cf. !"""" and see above, pp. Ixxxiii.
.....1 THNah or THHN.h (Tahoah ?). fem., 4b (twice), 21'.

~.I Thummolik/(?), fem., 5b, 30b (two times, cf.....~I); I sce
in this name a compound formed of Thfill. th~ wcll$'known
name of a deity, and moliki. meaning "Thun is my king."
Thun is very common in compounds such as ~Q)glll'.

"Amath<thun" (for Amabthun) and similar names; see, for
instance, Weber, StudienIlI, p.I9, note I; a specimen of this
type (though not recognized by the editors) is obviously
also 1,f\'n Jaussen et Savignac n, p. 319 (No. 60). In our
case the Nun of the name is assimilated to the following
Mim, and Tbun.maliki thus has become Tbummaliki.
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,...1 Taim, 25'; lIYX, as name of a god very common in com.

pounds, occurs as a man's name (lIl1YX) e. g. in GI. 105
(CIS IV, 126, p. 191), very commonly in Safaltic in.
scriptions (On, Dussaud et Mader), and in Arabic (..;;);
see next name.

.....1 Taimai(?}, 25 b ; cf. preceding name and Palmyrene 'o'n,
Lillmann, Inscrip/ions, pp. 58 f., 9.1"'~, ]..B. Cbabot,
Index . . des Inscriptions . .. pub!iees par Waddington, Paris 1897.

,.....1 Tamim, 24\ 25 b ; cf. Ar.~.
~u..1 fem., 30b (twice); miswriting for ~ol q. v.

J,..,ol TMNya, fem., 3Ob; there is a place,name ~~X, see CIS IV,
375 and note (p. 27).

~I Tlw'laba, 24 b, 25'; the welj,known name :LJ:.i.

7





TRANSLATION





(Preface) .
. . . . . . rewards everyone according to his works; He who in the p. 3.

ncean of His ~race may grant peace to His church in every land, and
draw near in His mercy those of her members who are far away, and
gather in His pity her dispersed (children), and turn again in His
grace her shepherds, and gather within her in His bounty her spiritual
sheep, and have pity on all who have become and are believers, and
also, in the bottomless ocean of His mercy, on the humble one who
has composed this book recording the inspiring martyrdom of those
victorious servants of God. And may He forgive him who has written
it and him who has read it and is reading it, those as well as their
departed, and grant to them, and to their spiritual brethren and their
brethren in the flesh, in that hour of judgement, remission by the Lord
and forgiveness of sins and inheritance of the new life in s<"ifa seeu'
forum, by the prayers of those victorious ones, and of all who have
been, or are, well pleasing to His Divinity in Heaven and on eartb,
for ever and ever, Amen and Amen. And on Stephanos, alas, for
himl be mercy, [Amenl Amen and Amen. May the Lord forgive his
departed ones, Amen, and all departed, Amen.

[Index of accounts] p.3b

[I. Account] telling briefly [of the Jews and of] the badness
of their faith . . . . . . ..

[11. Account] telling of the Himyarites, who they are
and whence they first reI ceived] Judaism.

Ill. Account telling how ChrisltianityI began to be sown in
the land of the [Himyarites].

IV. Account telling how Bishop Thomas went to the Abyssi.
nians and informed them that the Himyarites were perse.
cuting the Christians.

V. Account telling of the first coming of I:fYWN' and the
Abyssinians.

VI. Account telling of the amazing sign which the Lord showed
the Himyarites in the ranks of the Abyssinians.
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VII. Account telling of the Hrst departure of the Abyssinians
from the land of the Himyarites.

p. •• VIII. Account tdling of the beginning of the persecution by
[Masriiq, the cruciHer, and of the burning of tbe church
in the town of ;:':af.r, and of the massacreI of the Abyssinians
in it.

IX, Account telling [of the co]ming of Masriiq[, tbe cruciHer,1
to the town of Najr.n [and of the attack] against it.

X. [Accoun]t telling of [tbe siege] of the town of Najr.n.
[XI.] The martyrdom of the believing ... h, who was the Hrst

to suffer in Najr.n at this time, when he was coming on
the road.

[XII.] Account telling how the pure brethren of the boly order
went out [to] Masruq.

XIII. [Accou]nt telling of the [bu]rning of the church and of the
brethren of the holy order of the town of Najr.n, and of
the others who were burnt there.

p. .. XIV. The martyrdom of coronation by Hre of the pure and
blessed ZRWYba.

XV. Account of the martyrdom of coronation by fire [of the
freeborn Tahnah and of Aumah,l her handmaid.

XVI. The martyrdom of the freeborn l:ladyah, daughter of the
martyr Tahnah, who also suffered martyrdom by fire in
her house.

XVII. The martyrdom of Elishba', the deaconess, and of 'Ammai,
sister of the holy order.

XV'". The martyrdom of coronation in the Lord of the freeborn
men of Najr.n.

XIX. The martyrdom of the freeborn l:l.rith and 'Arbai, who
were crowned in the Lord.

XX. Account of the confession first, and further of the martyr.
dom of coronation in the Lord of the freeborn women of
the town of Najr.n, and of their young cbildren togetber
with [them.]

XXI. Account telling of the confession first, and further of the
martyrdom in the Lord of the freeborn l:lab~a and l:layya,
and another l:layya.

XXII. Account of the martyrdom in 'the Lord of the freeborn
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Ruhm, daughter of Azma', and of Aumah, her daughter, P' 50

and of Ruhm, her granddaughter.
XXIII. Other martyrdom of many freeborn women from the town

of Najran.
XXIV. The martyrdom of believing men from the town of Najran,

who won the crown by being killed for the sake of Christ,
their Lord, but the names of whom we have not been able
to learn.

XXV. Account telling of the contents of the letter that Masriiq
wrote to Mundbar bar Zaqiqa, the king of f:lirtha dh'
N aman, against the Christians.

XX[VI.) Tbe martyrdom of the blessed Mf:lCS?)a, the handmaid of
God, who was also from the town of Nairan. And
she . . . . . amongst the people on the occasion when
the .... of the freeborn man and Martyr f:larith took place.

XXVII. Account telling [of the depar)ture of Masriiq, when [he
went forth from) the town [of Nairan.)

XXVIII. [Account telling of the coro)nation of .
(probably three lines missing)

IXXIX.) The martyrdom of His holy martyrs who suffered in the p 5b

town of f:la4ramaut.
XXX. Account telling of the burning of the boly church, and of

the martydom of those who suffered in the town of
f:la4ramaut.

XXXI. The martyrdom of the holy martyrs who suffered in the
town of Marib of the land of the Himyarites.

XXXII. Tbe martyrdom of the holy martyrs who suffered in the
town of [Hali.ren.

XXXIII. The martyrdom of 'D'., sister of the holy order, and
Tbummaliki, the lay woman, who suffered in the town of
Nairan after the departure of Masriiq.

XXXIV. The martyrdom of Dhiba and of f:layya, who suffered in
the town of N ajran.

XXXV. Narrative telling of Hint and 'Amma from Nairan, who
were seized to suffer martyrdom.

XXXVI. Account telling of pabb and of 'Amr, the Nairanites, who
were also apprehended to suffer martyrdom, and were kept
in custody till the Abyssinians came and liberated tbem
also.
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[XXXVII. Account of} ....................•.... , •.

(probably two lines missing)

p. 6. IXXXVIII.) ... how God speedily rennged the blood of His servants,
which had been shed by the Jewish crucifiers, through the
arrival of the Abyssinians in the land of the Himyarites.

XXXIX. Account telling how the freeborn Umayyah came to Abys.
sinia out of zeal for God, and informed the holy Bishop
Euprepios and Kaleb, the believing King of Abyssinia, of
all that Masriiq, the crucifier, had done to the Christians.

XL. The petition that was brought by the believing Himyarite
Umayyah to the holy Bishop Euprepios and to Kaleb,
the King of the Abyssinians. as from the church in the
land of Himyar.

XLI. Account telling of the arrival of the King Kaleb with his
army in the land of the Himyarites to make war.

XLII. The address that the commander.in.chief Z'WNS made to
his army, when he arrived by sea in the land of the
Himyarites.

XLIII, The exhortation to gratitude unto God that the Christ<
loving King Kaleb addressed to his army in the land of
the Himyarites, after the victory.

p. 6b XLIV. Account telling of the confessors who were released from
Najran, and of the sign of the cross that the Himyarites
showed on their hands.

XLV. The petition that was brought to the believing King Kaleb
by people from among the Christians who had de[niedJ but
repented, and turned and came to do penance.

XLVI. The address of rebuke that the believing Kaleb made to
those Christians after they had denied, but repented and
turned.

XLVII. Account telling that the King of Abyssinia by his own
power appointed a king in the land of the Himyarites.

XLVIII. The second address that the believing King Kaleb made to
those who turned [after] having denied.

XLIX. Conclusion of this book after the return of the believing
Kaleb, King of the Abyssinians, from the land of the
Himyarites .

(great lacuna embracing one or more quires)
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(Chapter VII) .
And when he saw tbat be could not prevail over them in battle, p. 7,

he sent to them Jewish priests, who were from Tiberias. with a man
from [the town] anotber, whose name was , [son
of] Maubaba. who was from Hirtba dh' Na'man, and these were
Christians in name. And tbis tyrant Masriiq sent with them a letter
with terrible oaths, swearing by Adonai, and by the Ark, and by the
Thora: "No harm shall befall you if ye will come out to me willingly
and [surrenIder the town of Zafar, but I will send you back to your
country to your king in peace."

VUI. Account telling of the lirst persecution by Masriiq, the
crucilier, and of the burning of the church in the town of Zafar,

and the massacre of all who were in it.

When the Abyssinians received from him a letter of this nature
through those who were sent, and moreover the words of his mes
sengers supported his oaths. they, in the simplicity of their souls. did
rely upon his oaths and went out to him, 'B'Bwr. their leader p. 7b

with three hundred [lighting men,] who were with him. And Masriiq
received them [without reserve] and showed [them], , ..... , ... ,

(one line missing)
[their leader 'B' ...] .... , . , , . saying that everyone of [the Jews]
should slay the Abyssinians [in that night], and in the morning [their
bodies should be fo]und in one place. [And] those [servants] of un_
righteousness did as [he had commanded them I. and at the dawn the
bodies of the servants [of God were fo]und [there] cast upon each
other, [And then he sent] men to the t[own] of Zafar [and they set
On fire] the church [in] which the Abyssinians [were]. and two hundred
[and eighty men], who were left by the Abyssinians, [were burnt] in
the church. [And he also sent] messengers with the priests, and with
them [letters] to tbe provinces [of the Himyarites,) by wbich he gave
command that [all] Christians [should be killed I unless they [would
deny Christ] and be (Jews) .

(one line missing)
!that everyone who was flound concealing a Christian, his house should p. 8,

be [set on fire] and all his property [destroyed]. And immediately
Was drawn out (the sword in the whole people] of the Himyarites . , ,

(two lines missing)
[shedd]er of blood [had killed] by the sword and [had burnt] that
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church. Then he grew enraged [and became Ii]ke a wild beast [in
his fury and] used all his cunning that was in him to
try to [exterminate the Chri Istians, who were in the [whole] land [of
the HimyarJites. And nrst [he wrote a letterJ and sent to a man of
[the freeborn who] lived in the town of Najran, I:Iarith [by name,]
and he was la Christian], saying to him as follows: "[When thou recei]_
vest [this] our letter [be careful to levy] speedily [all] the Christian
[nghting]men [of] the town of Najran, [not leaving aJ single one of
them, and send [them] to me, [for w]ar is nigh to breaking out against

h . I ..us . . . . . . . now aye risen up . . . . . . . unc ean . . . . . . . ...
p. 8b Masriiq, his master, he made every effort and assembled all the

Christian nghting men who were in the town of Najran, and spoke with
them just as [the wicked Masriiq had instructed himJ by his order.
And those believers went on the road in the innocence of their hearts,
since, on account of the great distance of their town, they had not
yet heard of what that king of unrighteousness had done, letters an,
nouncing the wickedness having not yet reached their town, and they
being not aware of the treachery that was planned against them by
the wicked Masriiq. But when in their journey they were not far
from the place where the shedder of blood Masriiq stayed, and when
they heard from persons and received information of the treachery of
that foe of righteousness against them, and that he had sent for them
to destroy them, and learned also what he had done with those
Abyssinians who were in the town of Zafar and in the church there,
namely that he had slain and destroyed them, they immediately turned
away from that place .

(three leaves missing)

p. 9. to the town of Najran, those cruciners asked him: .

(one line missing)

And they said to him: "Art thou a Christian?" He answered them:
"If I am worthy I am Christian." These unclean ones said to him:
"If thou art a Christian stretch thy hand up." And he immediately
stretched up his right band, and a man swiftly drrw his sword, smote
him, and cut it off, Again he said to him: "If thou art a Christian
stretch up the other." And immediately with joy he stretched up the
left one also, and then that cruciner smote and cut off that as well.
Again they asked him and said to him: "Art thou still a Christian?"
And he said to them': "In life and in death I am a Christian, and
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praise be to God, our Lord Jesus Christ, who has deemed me worthy
of this." When they heard this, those foes of righteousness be'
came angry and smote his feet also from behind and cut them both
off from p. 9b

(two lines missing)

IX. Account tel[ling of the coming] of Masruq to the town
of Najran.

Now when the foes [of God] who besieged the [town1 saw that
[many di]ed every day in warfare and that they were [not] able to
sei[ze it], then [they wrote] to their wicked king: "[If] thou [comest
not] we are not able to [fight) with Najran because as [often as wc
attack] it we are defeated. For [they will be intimidated] by thee and
not at all [set themselves against] thee." [When] the unclean [Masru]q
received this letter [he became agitated] and much disturbed and
[anxious] in his mind, and in [great] uge ordered that [all the cbiefs)
of [his] army should come together, and that not a single one of all
[the chiefs should dare not to comeI to bim . . . . . . . . . . . . .
of tbe great town bundred and anytbing p. 10. •

(three lines missing)
how . . . . . . that they have been . . . . that they should destroy that
court and he asked the chiefs of bis army of tbem
that be might conquer Najran. And in tbis way, in tbe anlxiety] of
his bitterness, he also ventured to (6gbt] witb them but he [was
sha]mefully conquered more than his [generals] before bim. So be
coiled as [a serpent] in meditating [how to conquer] the believing
town. [And also] tbis Masrliq [the shedder of innocent blood] planned
by himself and took ..... of his mind bow by treacherous stratagems,
as he was accustomed, [to creep in] amidst the Najranites and overcome
them. And he wrote la letter to the N]ajra[nites] and sent it by
la messenger] . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . swearing by the great p. lOb

Merciful God (Ra~mana) and by the Law of Moses: "If ye are going
out to me from the town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(one line missing)

with you a lawsuit regarding that because of which ye have rebelled
against me. And if ye have been found guilty according to the sen'
tence of judges who rightly administer justice between us, then I will
line you. But if ye will not obey me and come out to me and submit
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•

to me as your king, then I will not remove from this town until 1
have broken down its wall and scaltered it to all the winds, and buried
its citizens in it, making it a ruin over them." When now the be'
lieving Najranites had received this lelter they thought to themselves
and said to each other: "What is now to be done, brethren, for this
is for us a great and serious distress on every side. For if we now
obey this unclean one and go out to him, perhaps he will destroy us.
And if we do not go out to him, the town will perish for want of

p. 11. food. But even this wicked man cannot seize it by force, as long as
the people .

(one line missing)
onr lives to the Lord. But we will let this unclean one see that we
have obeyed his oath and have gone out. And if he, as he has sworn,
will go to law witb us, then, if we are condemned to pay him gold,
it is belter for us that we lose our property than that our town should
be destroyed". Since this opinion prevailed amongst the Najranites,
there went out from them to that shedder of innocent blood, Masruq,
about one hundred and fifty notables. And he received them without
reserve, showing the first day no perfidy. But he spoke with them in
the same way as he had written to them, saying: "Why have ye
rebelled against me? Ye must know, that I am your king and that ye
are not able to perform that which ye had in view. But because I
have given you my oath I will not break it and truth against
you in my heart. We will appoint to us .

(two columns missing)
p. 12h and he began to speak with them with much boasting, and imperiously ....

(one line missing)
ye r[ebelledl against me. And when I bade you that ye should come
to me, why did ye turn away from the road and dishonour me and
not come to me, and what did ye rely upon, when ye (ventured] to
close your town to my command and to the chiefs of my army, that
J sent to you? Did ye not know that ye are my servants and that
no one can save you from my hands? And now, although ye have
deserved death, I will not slay you, unless I shall again find that ye
have dealt treacherously with me. But immediately each of you shall
send and bring to me all his silver and gold, while the rest of your
property shall remain yours. But take heed that ye do not try to de.
ceive me by subtracting from your silver and gold and not bringing
it to me, else are ye dead men:' And these freeborn men said to
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him: "We had given thee oUl' silver and gold even without this shame,
if the first day [thou badst asked for it} .

(three leaves missing)

(Chapter XIII) ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Were sbameless enough to carry out his order. And again he ordered p. 13>

and they brought before him speedily all .
(one line missing)

they brought to bim a cross and tbrew it on tbe ground before bim.
And this incarnate Satan, Masriiq, answered and said to the blessed
ones: "May it be enough for you that ye have cried out that ye
would rebel against me, but have failed. And consider at least now
your reputation and listen to my words and deny Jesus Christ, the
son of Mary, because he was of mankind and a mortal as all men;
and spit upon this cross and be Jews with us, and ye shall live. But
if ye will not obey my words, by Adonai, God, I will let you suffer
torment by fire and your lives shall be consumed by it, because ye
worship a mortal man, wbo, being of mankind, yet said about bim.
self, that be was the son of God, the Merciful (Ra!).mana). And in
tbis very time his false doctrine has been manifest, and all lands
understand that he was a man and not God. And especially the land
of tbe Romans, who first erred concerning him, they now belter than
any .........,............................. ..

(two columns missing)
wbo will make him endure evil for the sake of our Lord Jesus Cbrist, p. 140

our God, He who became man for us [by His manifestation in the
lIesb) and in His grace .

(one line missing)
and rose as God, and, by His passion and death, saved us &om the
second deatb that is reserved for you, that ye may die for ever by it,
together with Satan, your fatber. So, then, now thou hast seen our
belief, do all that thou wisbest, and do not delay us from our way to
our Lord."

But because tbis foe of trutb, Masriiq, bad learned secretly, that
subjects of foreign countries were amongst tbe blessed ones, be sat
and inquired about eacb of them, and asked what was his name, and
who he was, and whence was the origin of his family. So he learned
of the presbyters Moses and Eliya, that they were from Hirtha dh
No1'man, of the presbyter Sergios and the deo1con l:hno1nyo1, tho1t they
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were Romans, of the presbyter Abraham, that he was a Persian, and
of the deacon Jonan, that he was an Abyssinian. And he said to the
servants of God: "Verily it is not enough for you, that ye are going
astray . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(one leaf missing)
p. 15. and by Him thou hast sworn to us and said: "If ye will not deny

Christ and say that he is not God but a man, by fire .
(one line missing)

and I will not deny but confess Him, that He is God, Son of God
indeed. But if thou fearest my family, that they will exact vengeance
for me, if I am put to death, do not think of it, separating me from
my brethren. For if thou doest that, thy treachery will be manifest
to all people". But when this sheddtr of innocent blood, Masriiq,
heard that from the presbyter Moses, he waxed exceeding wroth and
gave command, and immediately they brought him before him, and
he said to him; "Now, 0 deceiver, thou hast imagined, that I hesitated
in pUlling thee to death. And because I would have mercy upon
thee to let thee live, thou hast imagined that I, as in consideration to
thy family, would not slay thee together with thy fellows. On this
account thou hast been arrogant and contemned us. But thou shalt
learn that I not will be false on thy behalf, and straightway thy life
shall flee from thy body in the vehement flame, as also the lives of
thy bold fellows, and if a death more dreadful than ')

XIV. [The martyrdlom [of coronation in the Lord by bur)ning
[in fire of the pure blessed ZRjWYba.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
p. 16 b of truth; such was her manner of life. As now this excellent ZRWYba

entirely .... Masruq said ..... about that holy church that bumt,
and about the holy bones of the martyrs of God, those whom these
unclean men had brought up from different places and out before the
murderer Masruq, and that over them were burnt and crowned enn
all the brethren of the holy order, together with the women who, of
their own accord. had followed them, htr mind became filled with
zeal for the Lord, and she grew exceeding sad. So she was no longer
able to hold out in her seclusion. but at once she went out and came
to the church. weeping and crying out in her prayer: "a Lord, God

I Of the nnt t~o colums (l5b ;;lnd 16a) only the heading of f;bapter XIV caD be
reconstructed.
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of my falbers. separate me not from Thy servants, which have suffered
martyrdom on behalf of Thy holy name, but let even me. a sinner,
join them in martyrdom for Tby sake." And wben she arrived at the
boly cburch sbe fell on ber face to the earth outside the 6re and p. 17.

prayed amid tears and said: "I bow myself in reverence before you,
my lords and fathers, I bow myself in reverence before you. elected
of God, and I beg you to make petition for me, tbat I may not be
separated from you. but that I may speedily come and reach you by
martyrdom for the sake of our Lord, and come, even I, miserable one,
witb you to Him." Some of the Jews. who saw her, ran hastily in
their hatred and informed the impious Masriiq about her. And when
Ihis murderer beard it he commanded, and tbey speedily brought her
before him. When she now stood before him he said to her: "Who
art thou that, weeping as if insane, thou runnest in the town to stir
up tumult? And what is that language I hear that thou art proffering
on account of those who willingly have been burnt because of their
insolence, as they also deserved?" The blessed ZRWYba answered
and said: "In tbe pain of my heart in order that I should go .....

(one line missing)
I to them." But Masriiq. the cruci6er, [said to- herl: "Thus thou p. 17.

weepest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(one line missing)

Because [this deceiver wasI a man [and not God], and be alive and
do not [die as a lunatic''J. But the blessed one [said 10 him: "God
forbidl, and this will not be, [eitber with me or with anyone) of the
Christians. [tbat we should deny our Lord] and our God and our
Creator. [Jesus Christ], or that we should spit upon [His worsbipped
Cross). by which He has saved us [from all error) and delivered us
from [eternal] death. But I abjure [thee, Jew, cruci6erl, and all wbo
agree [wilh thee and deny] Him". Then tbis serpent, [Masriiq], said
to her: " .......• thou insolent, wbo of Ihy own
accord " The blessed one sai[d: "I praise my Lord] and my
God, Jes[us Christ, and as to) thy demand [that I should deny Himl•
. . . what .

(one line missing)
and thou shalt burn , ... 0, miserable". [The blessed ZR)WYba p. 18.

said: "So now not this voice .
(two lines missing)

the blessed ..... a more biller death than ..... must not .... tbat
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thou wast seeking ..... because its pain is bitter, not .....
that I not sbould make thy will [in the f}ire, that
tbou lovest, thy life will be consumed [speedily] away from [this
world,] thou insolent. evil one". [And he ordered her speed]ily to be
brought and [thrown. like the] others on tbe burlning church}. and
there they should burn her [above tbe bones) of tbose who were
burnt [there. And immediately tbey hu}rried witb [the blessed one
to the] burning nre her mouth for her, but praised

p. 18b and said: It • ••••• me, my Lord, ..... on Thee. Praise be to Thee,
my Lord, who hast not separated me from my lords, my fatbers, who
have suffered for Thy name:' When she arrived at the holy church.
the servants of unrighteousness speedily threw on wood and made a
flame above the nre that was above the bones of the blessed ones.
But tbe blessed one kn.eeled down and worshipped. and stood up and
sealed herself with the sign of the Cross and said: "Our Lord. turn
not away from Tby servants wbo confess Thee. but bumiliate Thy
cruciners and grant peace to Thy cburch and confirm tbis town in the
true faith. And receive my spirit by Thy mercy as a sacrince acceptable
before Thee:' When this excellent woman had spoken so far. swiftly
the servants of unrighteousness seized her by her hands and ber feet
and hurled and tbrew her into the flame of the nre and so this glorious
ZRWYba was crowned by a good confession of Christ. God. But
when [this blessed ZRWYba] had given up her life the servants of
unrighteousness [went away] from there.

(four leaves missing)

(Cbapter XVI) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

p. 19, (abjure you] and your king and all who agree with you, ye. Jews.
who crucify your Lord". But wben those impious ones heard this.
they were tbrown into a violent rage and brought wood and in'
creased that fire. and immediately they threw the blessed l:Iadyah into
the flame. And so her soul departed from her body and tbe gloriOUS
l:Iadyah was crowned by a good confession before her Lord. Besides
tbis blessed l:Iadyab, then. who suffered martyrdom by nre in her
house, and besides those Abyssinians, who burned in tbe church that
was in tbe town of Zafar. all those about wbom we bave subsequently
written above were bumt in tbe burning of tbe boly churcb in
the town of Najran. And these also were burnt witbin two days.
namely on tbe Tuesday and on tbe Wednesday. on the date that we
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have writ1en above, above the holy bones of the marlvrs of God
whom they assembled and brought into the church and .

(two columns missing)
they found nothing. But again when they looked from afar they saw p. 20b

that light as they had done before. And again they have told us
attesting the statement by their oaths, that at every time of service,
by night or by day, when those holy ones were accustomed to per,
form their service when they were in the life of the body, at that
time they heard the rumble of the sounding,board as before and it
was perceived also in all the town. And after the rumble of the
sounding,board had been heard they heard also the voice of tbe
service loudly ringing .nd then another voice crying out and saying:
"Let us kneel down and pray" and again afterwards another voice
saying: "Let us stand up in the power of God." And again they
told us this also, that on the spot within the church where these
glorious martyrs were crowned their odour spread abroad, surpassing
the 6nest perfumes. And from th.t blessing of water and oil which p. 21.

,prang up, the believers took that issued on tbe place of
coronation of the holy martyrs of God. But when those servants of
sin, after having burnt the blessed I:\adyah, went out from the town,
they learned from Jews, their fellows, .bout two sisters of the holy
order who were hidden in the town for fear of the Jews. And when
they went out to the wicked Masruq, they told him of all that they
had done and seen, how the blessed ZRWYba with great joy took
upon herself tbat she sbould be burnt in 6re, .nd of the youth
Abrabam, brother of the holy order, with what fortitude crying "I
am a Christian and for the sake of Christ I will die," he threw him,
self willingly on the flames, and again of the tbree blessed ones,
Tahnah and Aumah and I:\adyah, how they with a wilfulnes not
concealed from anyone, crying "Christians we are and abjure .... . p. 2l b

(one line missing)
tbe crucifiers..... And then she gave up [her soul). But when the blood,
shedder [M.sruq! lea[rned] this [from the servants} of unrighteousness,
he wondered [greatly and said! to the Jews and heatbens who were
ar[ound him: "I wonder] at a people like this [seeing] how tbey take
Upon [themselves tortures} with joy because of [this] error. But I will
[bring it about if) possible tbat no [one may remain] but they all [must
deny Cbrist]. When [now those] servants of perdition saw tbat ....
of Masruq all that that he bad said about tbey rose

8
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earl y in the morning
bles[sed women] ....

and [wentl to the town and seclluding! the
. them . . . . . . . . . and . . . . . . .

p. 22. XVII. IThe martyrdom of Elish]b., the deaconess, land of
'Ammai, the sister of the holy orlder.

(two lines missing)
and by means of torments for years [mar.
tyr)dom for the sake of Christ gloriously. And another .....
who performed the duties of deaconess whose name was Elishb•.. ,
these blessed women who dwelled together, ..... they had
in the house they were. The [holy] bones of the bishop
Paulos [he who wa]s and by the purity of Ithe Holy] Ghost
[and by a con]duct of the highest virtue .... always the 6rst ones ....
this cruei6er Masruq were the holy bones of [those servants)
of God who were and some of were them
(the women) , .

p 22' And they shut them up in the house and gagged them and con.
strained them by great oaths not to make themselves known .

(onc line missing)
against the people of the Christians. But when these wicked men had
sought them eagerly and (6nally) got hold of them, they seized these
lambs of Christ like rapacious wolves and brought them out before
the son of perdition Masriiq. And when they stood before him, he
began to speak to them in the bitterness of his soul: "Lo, ye have
heard, and mayhap ye have also seen, all that has befallen those who
have not denied Christ and confessed with us that he was a mortal
man like evety onc, that, 10, their lives were consumed and passed
away by 6re, as they merited. So I am convinced that ye, knOWing in
this way what has been, have no need that I say many words to you
but will now confess, as we do, that Christ was not God .

(Great lacuna, probably ten leaves missing)

(Chapter XJX) .
p. 2J. that thou hast deemed me worthy to,day to suffer martyrdom for Thy

sake. Grant peace, 0 Lord, to Thy church in every land and seal its
children with Thy victorious Cross. And bring low the horn of ]udaism,
that crucilied Thee, and reward Masrilq, the crucilier, for all that he has
done to Thy temples and Thy servants. And pardon me all that I have
sinned against Thee and receive in peace my spirit as well as theirs."



,
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•

When he had said this he sealed himsdf and bending down and
worshipping towards tbe east be said: "Peace be witb you, my beloved
brethren, and blessed be our Lord, who will crown you .

(four lines missing)
!the murderer] struck him witb his sword and cut off his head. And in
this way he was crowned by a good confession for the s.ke of Christ
and joined witb his brethren in the spirit and in the flesh on this day,
Sunday, the 25 th of Tesbrin Il.

But on the next day, that was Monday, tbe believing 'Abdallab,
son of Af'u, one of tbose of whom we have written above that they I'. 23 b

told us of the confession of these glorious ones-he was present at all
the deeds, at all that took place in Najran and with everyone of its
people wbo suffered martyrdom, because tbat Af'u, his father, was one
of tbe leading notables and because tbat he was at that time a heathen-
but afterwards, by tbe help of our Lord, who deemed him worthy, we
baptized him into the churcb of the true believers tbat is in Hirtha
dh' Na'man with great pomp, wben we still were tbere,-this bonour>
able old man and leading notable, wbo bad been also an ambassador
between the kings . . . . . . Af'u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(three lines missing)
that impious Masrug a man from his-tbis young man then, 'Abdallah,
being a believer, said to some of the notables among his relations that
they should ask Masrug to give order that the bodies of these freeborn
men tbat bad been sl.in should be collected and buried. But those
notables dared not say anything on this subject because they feared
Masrug. Then this young man 'Abdallah in the fervour of zeal of bis p. 24

faith encouraged himself and approached tbe crucilier Masrug and asked
him that he might go and collect and bury them. And immediately
our Lord gave His command in the soul of the wicked one and,
without doing any harm to him, or even being angry witb the young
'Abdallah, he said to him: "For the sake of Af'u, thy Father, go, make
a gra ve and bury tbem." So 'Abdallah went out from him with great
joy after having received this command. But when he was gone.
little distance from him, this Masrug again called him and said to
b· "B. I.m: tcaus~.................·.................

(two lines missing)
go and bury them:' And this young man 'Abdallah prepared forty men
from bis family and from his friends and took them with him by night
and tbey went and he digged graves .nd collected all tbe bodies of the

" S"
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servants of God, the glorious martyrs, and buried them. And this
'AbdaUah placed on each of their burial places a sign in order that it
might be recognized afterwards, And when this 'Abdallah and those

p, 24' who were with him told us about the blessed ones, they also wrote
for us the few names which they did remember of the glorious, namely
as follows:

Names of the glorious freeborn men who suffered martyrdom
at Najran.

!:Iarith, !:Iumama and 'Amr, Iamjm and Add and Jabr and !:Iarith,
his brother, Tha')aba, their nephew and Ghanam and 'Abdallah and
pabb, he who was for a time a judge and a persecutor but afterwards
became a true Christian and was deemed worthy even to the stage of
martyedom for the sake of our Lord, and 'Amr and Jabr and Bar
pabb and ZWRBN and 'AbdaUah and Malik and S ..... , ....

(four lines missing)
and Abu 'Air and Bar !:Iuzaiqa and Nu'man and Sa'd and !:Iarith and
'Auf and Sergios and Mu'awiya and 'YZD and Badda and 'BYSh and
Busr and 'Abd YWFR and 'BYSh and Mu'awiya and Q;i'ban and Dhuhl,
his son, and Dhib and Haufa'amm and Shalim and Dhuhl, his son, and
'Abdallah and Salima and Asad, the son of his sister, and LYLWB
and Fa'man and 'Amr and Dhuhl, his brother, and 'Arbai and Sar and
'Abdallah and Samurah and Kuraib and 'Abd and Nu'man and KF

p. 25> and KYIWL', his brother, and Asfae and 'Auf and I:lumama, his
brolher, and 'Abdallah and Habira, his son, and Malik and 'Abd and
Jadan and N'Mrah and Azmam and HB and Ashab and Mazin, his
brother, and Nu'man and Yazid and Nu'man and Jarir and 'AbdaUah
and 'AbdaUah and Malik and Nu'man and 'Amr, brethren, and !:Iarith
and Iaim and 'Amr, brethren, and Nauf and Ghanam and Azfar, his
sons, and Nu'man, son of Ruhm, daughter of Azma', and Azraq and
Abraq and Shalima and Qais, his brother, and !:Iarith and Nu'man,
brethren, and 'Amr and !:Iabib and 'Amir, his brother, and Duwaid
and Kalil and !:Iarith and 'QD and !:Iarith. brethreD, and Nu'man and
'Abdallah and his little baby. brother. whom he carried on his shoulder
and who was killed, and Nu'man and Aswar. his son, he to whom
the king said: "Ueny and I will make thee my son," but he would
not and was killed in a good confession, and Aswar and 'Amr and Busr,
his son, and 'AbdaUah and AJ:>mam and' DKY' and M!:IWYN and
Abraham and Hani and MKRDY and Mu'awiya and Dhuhl and Busr•

•
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his son, and 'Abdalliih and MU'iiwiya, his son, and Wa'iland Mu'awiya
and Dhuhl and BaddI and 'Amr, his brother, and Haufa'amm and
Namirah and Aus and Malik and Rabi'a and 'Ala ... rand SRHB
and Jarir and Yazid and Kalil and 'Amr and 'A1ii'u and Kahf and ZfRY p. 25b

and Nu'man and 'Auf and l:Iaritb. and Hiini and l:IYRM and Aswar
and Azraq and Taimai and Qais and l:Iuldai and 'L .. a and 'Abd
and Duwaid and Jarir and M ... and LYL and Tamim and
Shalimah and Mu'awiyah and , .. YN and Busr and '~RY and
Dhuwab and Mu'awiyah and WO'il and Tha'laba and Karib and
MKR[DYI and Marthad and J:?abb and DY' and Dhuhl and Sha'd
and lU;1 Band Malik and Jabr and Shalimah and l:Iaritha and l:Iannah
and l:Iitlan.

These are the names that they could remember of those freeborn
men who were crowned, about whom those who buried them told us.

And again, when this murderous dragon Masriiq Saw that he had
shed his gall and destroyed, as was his wish, the nobles of N ajran and
had done all that he had desired, he even so was still raging and in'
creased on every occasion his impiety against the servants of God, the
Christians there, without pity. For, when these freeborn men were killed,
of whose names we have noted above a few, in as much as the believing
men who have told us this record did remember them, he, on this same
day, Monday, called in one of his generals, whose name was Dhii.Yazan,
who had been , this, with his brethren, Masriiq had sent p. 26.

before, at Hrst, against N ajran to go and make war against it and conquer
it before that impious Masriiq went against it himself. To this Dhii.
Yazan then the cruciHer Masriiq sent and said to him: "Go and enter
Najran and bring together the wives of those rebels who were killed
on Friday and bid them deny Jesus, son of Mary, whom the Christians
call Christ. And those who deny shall be Jews with us and be alive,
but those who do not deny shall die as bitterly as their husbands.

XX. Account that tells of the confession Hrst and further
of the martyrdom of coronation in the Lord of the free'
born women of the town of Najran and of their young

children with them.
When this wicked Dhii.Yazan had entered the town of Najran, he

gave orders to them who were with him and tbey brought togetber to
him tbe believing freeborn women of Najran wbom they found, one
hundred and seventy seven in number. And they brought with tbem
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also many children whom they carried. And the.. was amongst them
p. 26" also [Ruhm1, daughter of Azma', an important woman, more wealthy

than all the women there. Now when Dhii<Yazan saw Ruhm, he sent
the vicious Masriiq word concerning her saying: "Lo, I have brought
togeth<r all the freeborn Christian women of Najran I have found,
and with them is also Ruhm, daughter of Azma'. So let me know what
is thy will as to them and I will do it." But Ihis crucilier sent to him:
"Dismiss immediately Ruhm, daughter of Azma', that she may go to her
house until I reflect quietly what 10 do with her. BUI, as to the other
women, ask them as their husbands were asked. And those who deny
Jesus Christ must be Jews and live, but for those who do not deny
must be devised tbe same fate as for their husbands. But separate those
who do not deny from those who deny and give me notice of them:'
When this wicked Dhii,Yazan received this command, he imme.
diately dismissed Ruhm .

(one line missing)
p. 270 The other women he commanded to be imprisoned in the house of one

of the notables, who had suffered martyrdom. And this wicked Dhii'
Yazan went to them and stood and spoke with Ihem and said to them:
"Now, indeed, what have your husbands benefited, who insisted in this
rebellious opinion and did not obey the king and do his will and live?
And, 10, because they did not obey, they have died by the sword, not
in war, but as evildoers. Do not, therefore, even ye also imitate their
folly, lest ye perish suddenly, ye also, as they have perished, but care
as wise women for your lives and choose life for yourselves alld reject
that death which your husbands did choose for themselves in their
madness. So deny Ihen Jesus, son of Mary, whom ye say is Christ.
For he is a mortal man as everyolle, and will not bellelit you in any'
Ihing, just as he did not bene lit your busbands. And spit on his cross
and become Jews with us and live and do not die, so may ye go ill
peace to your houses and there will not fail amongst the freeborn men
who will be husbands to you . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(one or more lines missing)
p. 27" immediately and they said to him everyone: "God forbid that we

should deny our Lord and our God, Jesus Christ. For He is God and
the Maker of all things, and He has saved us from eternal death. And
God forbid that we should spit on His Cross or that we should Ireat it with
contempt, for by it He has prepared for us redemption from all error.
But we abjure thy king and thyself and all who agree with you, ye
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Jews, cru<iliers of your Lord. And we pray tbat, as our busbands
died, we may be deemed wortby to die, we also, for tbe sake of
Cbrist, God."

When tbis cru<iller Dbii,Yazan saw tbat tbey all contended against
bim and cried tbus, be found a defence sucb as this not sufficient, but
as a rapacious hawk, afflicted witb hunger, sits at the opening of the
nest of barmless pigeons to try to destroy those which are coming out,
so he sat at the door outside the house, threw a cross before him, and
gave command tbat those freeborn women should go out one by one
in order and approach him. His order was carried out. And when each
one of them .

(one or more lines missing)
again indefatigably he required them to deny. But these believing women p. 28.

not only did not deny, but, by the help of Christ, God, who was with
them, each one of them despised him, bravely giving him answer for
the sake of truth, and confessed, that Christ is God, and abjured him
and his king and all who agreed witb them. When this unclean Dhii'
Yazan saw tbat he could not at all, not even in a single one of them,
find the weakness of denial, and not only that, but also that they ab,
jured his king and himself and all who agreed with them, he imme,
diately sent word to the impious Masriiq, his king, and said:
"Among the women that we have brought together, I have not found
even a single one that denies Christ, but tbey insist shamelessly, even
more than their husbands, in their rebellious opinion, saying that Christ
is God, Creator, Son of the Merciful (Ra1)mana), and they abjure thee
and all who agree with thee. But all that thou shalt determine con'
cerning them, let me know, tbat I may carry it out."

And tbis cru<iller Masriiq sent to him: "As they, though they are
women, persist in such a rebellious opinion as tbeir husbands did, they
too must come here before me to die a cruel death even as their p. 28b

husbands."
Immediately this wicked Dhii,Yazan ordered that they should go

out, as his impious king had bidden, and he let men keep guard around
them lest one of them should be left behind the others. When they,
after their going out, had arrived at the place where the freeborn men
had been brought together and while they spoke about their deeds
there, suddenly there arrived and reached them mounted men sent from
Masriiq, by whom he sent commandment to Dhii,Yazan: "As not a
single one of them has weakened to deny and S.lVe her life, so kill them
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on the spot by a painful death more cruel than that of their husbands,
that the rest of the inhabitants of Najran also may see it and be
frightened. When this murderer illii'Yazan received this command, he
placed around them a troop of men of the Jewish crucifiers, that not
one of them should escape, and bade that even the gates of the town
sbould be shut before them, because this place was nigh to the gates

1'. 29. of the town. Thereafter he commanded those Jews who were with him
that they should first pierce them with arrows. And immediately they
began, these shameless men, to shoot at them and their children as a
man shoots and the arrow strikes and [splits] without pity. When now
the arrows were fl ying continuously in a dense shower from every side
and were piercing them, just as a cloud that pours down hail over a
vineyard, these handmaids of Christ lifted up their hands towards heaven
saying: "Christ, God, come to our help. 0, our Lord, Jesus Christ,
behold our oppression in this moment and turn not away from us, but
grant in us the power to accomplish this our way by martyrdom for
Thy sake, that we also may go and reach our brethren who died for
Thy sake. And forgive us our sins and accept the sacrifice of our lives
as acceptable before Thee." But those women who had with them little
children, set them down on the earth and covered them with their
garments and stood themselves, spreading out their hands to heaven,
till suddenly [onel of them was overpowered by the violence of the

p. 29b heavy pains of the numerous wounds of arrows and feU to the ground
as a tree, the roots of which are cut off with axes at the foot, faUs to,
the ground.

As now the bitterness of this impious Dhii,Yazan was not satisfied,
even when he saw that there was not one of these handmaids of Christ
who stood on her feet but they were all thrown to the ground, wounded
by the arrows without pity, and though he further saw the blood of
them, and of their little children too, flowing before them, and heard the
sound of their wailing and of their childrens', which was heard at a great
distance, he afterwards commanded those shameless ones wbo were with
him, saying: "Lest some of them may be alive, if they are not slain
with swords, and may escape, go ye immediately out and make away
with them and with their evil children by swords, that they may not live,
neither the ones nor the others." Then these murderers who were with
him immediately, as it was commanded them, began to slay them with
swords without mercy like reapers who cut down the ears without
sparing. When they had now killed these women by the pains of a
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cruel death and saw that not a single one of them nor a single child p. 30.

remained alive, they rejoiced and exulted like reapers when they 6nish
their 6eld.

Now this wicked Dhli,Yazan gave command to open the gates of
the town, and the men that were with him brought together boys and
men, all they found, and caused them to come before Dhli,Yazan. And
this cruci6er commanded that they should drag all these bodies and
take them out of the town lest they should stink. So they dragged them
according to his command and took them out and threw them into a
moat outside the wall of the town. And again this wicked one gave
command that they should make a grave and bury all these bodies
under the earth.

So then these handmaids of God were crowned by a good con,
fession through these pitiless sufferings which they endured for the sake
of Christ, their Lord, because of their great love to Him, on this same
day, Monday, the twenty sixth of Teshrin II. And they lay to rest in
peace from the anxiety of this world of woes, these glorious women.
And those men who told us of their wondrous martyrdom mentioned
also to us a few of their names out of many. And also [they wrote p. 30h

these for us, as many) as they remembered.

Names of the holy women who suffered martyrdom in
the town of N ajran.

Humama and Ruhm and Arqas and Thummal(i)ki and Ruhm and
her three daughters and Ama and Jabrah and Aumah and her daughter,
and Ruhm and Ushana, her sister, and their mother, and J:layya and
Aumah and her four sisters, and t:lubba and 'Uzafa and Aqtam and
Waddah and her daughter, and SRHB and Aqtam and Salma and 'Yla
and her three daugbters, and SL\Vma and 'Au~a and Mana and TMNya
and Taibah and t:lamdah and 'Auda and Ummu Busr and Taib.h and
YHWbah and t:labibah and 'Au~a and Durrah and 'Amma and HBB
and Hint and J:lubbah and ThummaJ(i)ki and Ama and Mariya and
Asma' and Ummu 'Amr and Asma' and Mawiya and Jadida and
Mawiya and t:lasana and t:lint and t:lasana and Khalila and Alhan and
Ummu Bayya and Asma' and Kabsha, HLH and Jaushanah and H\VLH
and Hayya and t:lint and 'Au~a and Durrah and NamJah and Mal]mida
and Mayyah and t:lamdah and pabbah, YHyah and Ummu Busr and
Ummu Jabala and Umayya and Aumah and t:labiba and Jadida and
Ama and Fatima and Ummu Shalshala and Hint·
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These few from the names of the victorious women knew those
who wrote for us their story.

1'. 31. XXI. Account that tells Hrst of the confession and further
afterwards also of the martyrdom in the Lord of the freebom

women l:Iabsa and l:Iayya and another .\:Iayya,

There was in Najran amongst the other believing freeborn women,
those who were not yet seized by the Jews that they should deny, one
freeborn woman also, the name of whom was l:Iabsa, of the family of
l:Iayyan, son of l:Iayyan, the teacher, him by the care of whom it is
written above in the beginning of this book that Christianity was sown
in the town of Najran and in the land of the Himyarites, When then
this excellent woman heard about all the harm that was done to the
freeborn women by the Jewish cruciliers on account of their belief in
Christ, our Hope, she grieved exceedingly that she was not amongst
them, and ~o sbe wept and said: "Our Lord, Jesus Christ, regard not
my sins and exclude me not from the rank of martyrdom for Thy sake,
but deem me worthy, 0 my Lord, me also, to be added to the number
of those who have loved Thee and have been put to death for tbe sake
of Thy worshipped name," And on the day that followed that on

1', 31 b which the [other} freeborn women lof Najran] had been crowned, which
was Monday, this believing l:Iabsa rose and took that little cross of
brass she had, sewed it on to her headcloth over its edge, went out
into the street and cried, saying openly: "I am a Christian and 1 worship
Christ," Then there went out to her two other women, freeborn, friends
of hers, the names of whom were as follows: tbe one l:Iayya, and she
was an old woman, and the name of the other was l:Iayya too, and she
was a girl. And many of the Najranites also, men and women, came
together around tbem, And this l:Iabsa looked and beheld among them
a man, her neighbour, who was a Jew, So she called him and said to
him: "a thou, lew and crutilier, 1 abjure you and all who agree with
you, since you deny Christ, saying that He is not God, and abjured
be thy king, that crucilier of his Lord. Go and tell him: "La, l:Iabsa,
daughter of l:Iayyan, is crying out in the street that she is a Christian
and abjures thee and all that agree with thee", That Jew said to her:
"They will not allow me to approach him", But I;Iabsa answered: "Go

I'. 32> and say to him what 1 have said to thee, and if thou wilt not go, thou
mayst know that 1 will say before him that 1 have bidden thee to tell
him but thou hast not done so." This Jew said to her: "I fear to go
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to him." I:lab~. said to him: "Go then and tell it to one of his mag.
nates, that he may tell him". When l:Iab~a said this, that Jew went and
informed one of the magnates of the impious Masruq and that magnate
informed the cruciS<r Masruq concerning l:Iab~a and concerning them
who were with her and concerning what they had said, namely that
they confessed that they worshipped Christ, and before everyone ab.
jured all Jews with a loud voice. When now this shedder of innocent
blood Masruq heard that from this magnate, he was violently disturbed
and enraged against these freeborn women, and commanded that they
should speedily catch them and bring them before him. And it was
quickly done as he had ordered.

When they now stood before him he began to speak to them as
was his arrogant custom saying: "Which of you is l:Iab~a?" And the
freeborn l:Iab~a answered him: "I am l:Iab~a:' This impious Masruq
said to her: "And what are the names of these?" l:Iab~a said to him: p. J2h

"the names of these two are l:Iayya and l:Iayy.:' The impious Masruq
said to her: "Whose daughter art thou?" l:Iab~a said to him: "I am
the daughter of l:Iayyan of the family of l:Iayyan, the teacher, him by
whom our Lord sowed Christianity in our land. But l:Iayyan, my father,
once burned your synagogues:' The crudSer Masruq said to her: "So
then thou holdest the same opinion as thy father. And I think from
thy words that thou too art ready to burn our synagogue just as thy
father burned it." l:Iab~a said to him: "Nay, I will not set it on Sre
in my own person because I am ready speedily to go and join my
brethren in Christ by this way of martyrdom. But we trust in the
justice of Jesus Christ, our Lord and our God, that he will speedily
remove and destroy thy power from among mankind, and break down
thy pride and thy life, and extirpate your synagogues from our land,
and built in it holy churches, and Christianity will increase or rule in it p. JJ.

by the grace of our Lord, and by the prayers of our fathers and brethren,
who died for the sake of Christ, oUr Lord. And thou and the sons of
thy people shaH be a prodigy and a byword for ages to come, because
of all that thou as a man without God and without mercy hast done
to the holy churches and to the worshippers of Christ, God." But the
accursed serpent Masruq breathed out the rage of his heart, as it were,
just as a serpent that seeks to suck the blood of a pigeon, and was
troubled and oppressed because of all that he heard from l:Iab~a, and
planned how to find out a way of death that would suffice to torment
this believing woman that had said to him such words as these. And
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he gave orders and they threw before him a cross, and brought and
placed near him a bowl in which was blood, just as he had done to
those who had suffered martyrdom before her. Then he said to her:
"Lo, now thou hast spoken abundantly all that thou desiredst in thine
effrontery and thou hast let me hear things that not even the men be'
fore thee have said to me. And I highly wonder how thou treatest me

p. 33b with contempt, as thou thinkest, and sayest this in tby boldness. But
since tbou art a woman I must lirst ask thee to turn back from thine
error, but afterwards, if thou bearest me not, J will let thee perisb bitterly
as tbou hast deserved. But deny Christ immediately, and spit on this
cross, and take with thy linger from tbis blood, and say as we that
Christ was a mortal as everyone else, and be thou a lew as we are and
thou shalt live and I will give thee to a freeborn man and forgive thee
all that thou hast spoken:'

l;Iabsa said to him: "Thy mouth, that has blasphemed tby Maker,
sball speedily he shut up from this temporal life, and there will be left
after tbee no offspring to revile its Creator, 0, thou crudlier, wbo hast
hung on the cross thy Lord, thou who hast undertaken to destroy, as
thou thinkest, all the race of the Cbristians tbat is in our land. But
tbou shalt know that not only will I not say that Christ was a man, but
I worship Him and praise Him because of all the benelits He has sbown

1'. 340 me. And I believe that He is God, Maker of all creatures, and I take
refuge in His Cross. Now as tbou knowest tbat I do not shrink from
a single one of thy tortures, do thou invent all the sufferings thou
wishest and bring them upon me."

The crucilier Masruq said to her: "N ow J understand that what I
did desire, that tbou shouldst be exempted from a painful deatb, bas not
succeeded, and so tby blood be upon tby bead. Therefore I shall
speedily so deal witb thee that thou wilt regret in thy mi.nd that-thou
hast not listened to my words:' And this MasruQ said to the freeborn
women tbat were with her: "And ye, wbat think ye about yourselves;
will ye listen to my words, will ye deny Christ or do ye hold by the
insanity of this woman and wish to come to a bitter end with her?"
l;Iayya and !:I.ayya said to him: "All that has been said to thee by
our sister l;Iabsa is said to thee on behalf of us all. And even if
our mouth has not pronounced it our mind agrees witb it. God
forbid then that we sbould separate from eacb otber. No, we are
ready to endure for the sake of the truth that is in us all sufferings.
Bring therefore quickly upon us all the tortures thou wilt, for we
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confess that Christ is God. But thee and all who agree with thee
we abjure."

When the impious Masruq heard this from l;Iayya and l;Iayya he
became more and more agitated and gave command in his wickedness p. J4b

that they should speedily bind their shin,bones to their thighs and tie
them as camels and beat them with rods and strike them with their fists.
The blessed ones prayed and said: "Our Lord, we praise Thee, who
hast deemed us worthy the martyrdom for the sake of Thy name.
Grant peace, 0 Lord, to Thy church and preserve its children from
denial of Thee. And receive us in peace and forgive us all our sins
against Thee."

When now his command was executed there was a loud sound of
their bones which were made to creak and of their joints which were
broken loose the one from the other. They also removed the cross that
was on the head of l;Iab~. and threw it away. And this evil doer said:
"Because thou hast thought that this cross would help thee in that place
where thou hadst sewn it, I will now order thee and thy fellows to be
tormented, and thou shalt understand that it has not only not availed
thee, but has become the cause of ruin for thee and also for those that
have gone mad together with thee." So he gave command and they
were struck in the face without mercy. \Vhile this was done the hand,
maids of God were in great suffering, so that they were not even able
to speak. Moreover this murderer Masriiq gave command that they
should be flogged on their backs like men, without pity. And it was
done as he ordered and these crucifiers that executed the sentence p. 35.

on them said to them jestingly: "Will ye now obey all that the
king says to you or are ye pleased with this death?" But because
these believing ones were not able to speak, they made signs with their
hands meaning: uYes. we wish to die:' Then. in this immense suffering,
the blessed l;Iayya, the elder, yielded up her spirit to the Lord and was
crowned by a good confession for His sake. And when those crucifiers
saw that she was dead, they cried aloud and laughed in their madness
and said: "Excellently has Christ availed this woman that worshipped
him, for he has not saved her from this suffering but, 10, she has died
like an animal. And they removed the body of the blessed l;Iayya and
brought it out and threw it outside the encampment. But in the night
some of the Christians, those who were there in fear, not confessing
themselves to be Christians, went and digged a grave and huried the
good and blrssed l;Iayya. But the handmaids of God, l;Iab~a and the
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p. 3Sb other !:iayya, were thrown into great suffering, not being able to speak
because of the blows with which they were struck without mercy, and
because of their torments. And this crucifier MasrUq commanded that
they should bring wild camels and bind eacb of them to one (of the
camels) and so send them forth into the desert. His command was
quickly carried out and so these hand maids of Got!, being dragged
away by those wild camels, yielded up their spirits to their Lord
and were crowned by this glorious confession that they confessed for
bis sake.

But Af'u, one of the freeborn men of whom we have written above
tbat they wrote to us tbis witness, the same who was also the brother.in.
law of the blessed !:iabsa, tbe husband of her sister, whom we have
also seen and spoken with-he has told us that Af'u and two other men
with him went out on the tracks of those camels on the way where the
blessed ones had been dragged. And when he had gone about twelve
miles, they found the body of the excellent blessed !:iayya, for the
bonds that were fastned on the camel had broken and she was left there

p. 36. though the camel went on. And this Af'u cut off and took in faith as
a blessing the hair of the blessed !:iayya and they digged a grave and
buried her body on the spot. Then they went on and took the track
of the other camel and continued and went by it about fifteen miles and
found also the body of the woman fulfilled with victories, the handmaid
of God, !:iabsa, and the camel lying down. When Af'u saw her, he
noislessly ran on and with his sword cut off those ropes and the camel
rose and went away, but the pure body of the bandmaid of God
remained. So be and those with him took the blessed !:iabsa and buried
her besides the blessed !:iayya. And Af'u cut off and took in faith as
a blessing the hair of the victorious !:iabsa also, and Af'u and those
with him buried togelher the two victorious ones and erecled a sign on
their graves, and relurned for fear of the Jews because Ihey were still
ruling in the land.

Tbis Af'u gave to us a blessing from tbe bair of them both, bUI
when we asked him to give to us also from their bones he said 10

us: "We have not yet for fear of the Jews brought thereof 10

p. 36b our town and we did nol even lake anything from their bones
because Ihe Jews immediately put to death everyone of the believers
who was found wearing anytbing from tbe bones of the victorious
martyrs."

So came to resl by the heroic martyrdom for the sake of their
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Lord those victorious women on Tuesday of the month of Teshrin [I.
And they were a noble example for those who came after them.

XXII. Account telling nf the martyrdom of coronation in the
Lord of the freeborn Ruhm, daughter of Azma', and AlImah.

her daughter, and Ruhm. her granddaughter.

After the murderer Masruq had had the handmaids of God. !;Iabsa.
!;Iayya. and !;Iayya, tormented to death by strucks and blows and
draggings, he was still eager for blood and sent men of his to Ruhm, the
daughter ofAzma', the rich woman from Najran. of whom we have written
above and who belonged to the family that was named Jaw. and she was
akin to the blessed !;Iarith, the venerable old man and head of those who
were crowned, he of whom it has been written before in this book that
he. shortly before, had suffered martyrdnm for the sake of Christ. And
he commanded those men that they should say to her: "Deny Christ p. 37.

and be a Jew. and save thy life, and remain in thy former honour. and
I will give thee to a great and noble man amongst my notables:' When
now these men came and said to her as they were ordered, Ruhm said
to them: "Now since ye have said to me all that ye would, listen
to me. that I also may speak. As to your saying to me that I should
deny Christ, God forbid! that shall never bc, nor will I for my part
deny Him nor any other of them who love Him and worship Him with
an upright heart. For He is God, Son of God, Creator of the worlds.
And as to your saying to me that I should become a Jew. abjured be
your king. the cruci6er of bis Lord, and ye and all Jews, your fellows,
the crllci6ers, and all who agree with you or fear you and deny Christ
as ye do. And as to your saying to me that [ may live after having
denied Christ, my God, God forbid that I should desire to live longer
in this world and abstain from the company of the Martyrs of God.
whom yc have murdered, and who, behold, in the fervour of their
love for their Lord have gone straight to the kingdom of heaven. And
as to your saying to me that I may remain in my former honour-that
would be for me a dishonour .

(one line missing)
For the true honour that brings no dishonour with it. is for me that I, p. 37b

having confessed Christ with heart and mouth that He is God and
Creator of all. may die for the sake of His holy name. And as to your
saying to me that your wicked king will give me to a great man of his
notables, God forbid, after this. that I should cleave unto a mortal
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man and forsake Christ, the heavenly bridegroom, to whom are in
holiness betrothed all tbe souls of His worshippers. And ye know,
yourselves too, that there is no man amongst his notables who is worthy
in his greatness to take me for his wife, not even this impious onc,
your king, is worthy to be my husband. But because that Christ, my
Lord, has mercy upon me and has invited me to a new life, behold,
I will go with you and speak before him all that it behoves me. And
he may bring upon me all the torments he wishes, and I will with great
joy take upon myself to endure them for the sake of the name of our
Lord, Jesus Christ, my Lord and my God."

When the handmaid of God, Ruhm, had spoken thus far, she sealed
herself with the sign of the victorious Cross and she scaled also her

p. JB. daughter, whose name was Aumah, and her granddaughter, who was
a girl of about nine years. But the mother of this little girl, whose name
was 'Amma, daughter of the freehorn Ruhm, had been killed three
days before together with the freeborn women who had suffered for
the sake of Christ, God. After that this Ruhm, her grandmother, took
care of the girl and she did not separate from her. And tbis excellent
Ruhm sealed with the sign of the victorious Cross her house and all
that was there and said: "Our Lord Jesus Cbrist, God of all, save us
and the dwellers in tbis house and all who rear Thy name in every
place from denying Thee. And deem also me, a sinner, and these Thy
handmaids worthy to tread according to Thy will this way of martyr.
dom, of which Thou hast deemed us worthy in Thy mercy. May wc
quickly reach Thy beloved ones, who have been killed for Thy name:'

Then this handmaid of God Ruhm took with her Aumah, her
daughter, and Ruhm, her granddaughter. And when they went out into
the sITeet there also gathered to them, because of the weeping of her
handmaids and servants who followed them, many women of Najran

p. JBb who wept, they also, and related crying the many charitable deeds that
this freeborn Ruhm had done for them. And this excellent woman stood
in the street and said to the women of Najr,n: "Weep not for us,
whom, behold, our Lord has deemed worthy to die for His name, as
those who have gone befqre us bave died for His sake and have found
mercy before Him. But weep for all who have denied or deny Christ,
God, and for all who do not confess that He is God in trutb and tbe
Son of God. And if ye say now that I have done good to you and
to others, I know that even if God has given me greatness in this ~orld

and lavished on me much gold and silver and valuahles and servants
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and handn13ids and great honour. on me as well as on my husband.
all the good I have done of that which I have done. I have done not
in my own strength, but in His. But praise ye God. and pray for us.
and stand by your trnth, all ye who worship Christ, and do ye continue
to worship Him and depart not from Him by denying Him, and pray
for us that we may go and reach our brethren, who, behold. are gone
before us to the new life a little as in a temporary p. 39.

habitation deserted by its dwellers, and all good to those who love Him.
For to us no property shall belong after this but only Christ, our Hope,
and He who raises us from the dead. But in peace shall rest the people
of the Lord. all those who worship Him and continue till the end in
His truth."

When she had said this, the handmaid of God, Ruhm, seized by
the hand her daughter and her granddaughter and they went out. And
the women of Najran wept after them and wailed until the cry reached
even the murdorer Masriiq. at the place where he was. So he imme,
diately sent men to know what the tumult was. \X7hen he heard. he
became fnrious against those who led the freeborn Ruhm and those
with her. And when they came out, those who led her and her
daughters. and stood before him, he would even have put them to death
because they had allowed Ruhm to speak in the street and to cause
such a tumult. But certain men stood up and prevailed upon him to
desist from killing them.

When now the shedder of innocent blood, the wicked Masriig, saw p. 39b

the handmaids of God. Ruhm and her daughters, who with defiance
in their uncovered faces with joy stood before him, he was extremely
amazed and said to Ruhm: "Verily thou art altogether mad who hitherto
hast let thyself be seen only by few men and, when thou hast been
summoned to appear before me, now, behold. thou standest without
shame as a harlot. Or perchance thou desirest to show us that with thy
great riches thou art also very beautiful. Now, care rightly for thy life
as a wise woman and return to thy magnificence as it was before, and
keep not that foolish belief as thy husband did and those others before
thee. For then thou shalt perish. both thou and thy daughters. even
as they did. But deny Christ and say that he was a morlal man. as
everyone else, and spit on this cross and turn back to thy house in
honour and in peace."

But the hand maid of God. Ruhm, said to him: "As to thy insulting
of me as though I were mad because I stand before thee frankly with

9
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open face, and as to thy saying to me that in order to show thee my
greatness and beauty , , , , , , , ' , , , , , ,

(onc line missing)
p, 4{), and also as to thy saying that] have let only few men sec me-all

this thou say«t hut in the perfidy and iniquity that fills thy heart,
Hear now then from mc, who am a woman, concerning what thou hast
said to me: Thou knowest that all those who love wine drink and
become drunken, But when they are drunken they do not know their
former state, and because of this they seem to those who arc not drunken
as though they were mad, So ] am not mad at all, but I am drunken
with the love of our Lord Jesus Christ, my Lord and my God, And
because of that I care not henceforth for my former state, For it is not
so, as thou in thy lasciviousness thinkest, that I desire to show to thee
or anyone else my beauty, for henceforth I hate and despise by the
aid of Christ, my God, all passions of lusts, and I have no other desire
but this, that I may swiftly reach by death my brethren, and go and
sce Christ, my Lord, He who in this world has given me abundantly,
besides the comely beauty of my face, for which thou, as thou thinkest,
hast insulted mc, also great riches and high honour, And ] believe in
Him that He will also in the new world deem me worthy of unspeab

p. 10b able wealth nor am I ashamed to be seen of everyone
how ] am in the life of the flesh, for I with the eyes of my spirit give
heed only to Christ, my Lord. As to what thou hast said to mc, that
] should deny Cbrist, my Lord, and live and not perish as those before
me, I pray that my end may be like theirs, and my lot with them.
And I abjure thee, 0 Jew, crucifier of thy Lord, and all Jews, thy
fellows, and all who agree with thee and obey your words, or fear
and deny Him as ye do. And I believe that because of all that thou
hast inflicted upon His servants, suddenly killing them, He will take
thy life away from this world by the sword of thy enemies and destroy
thy seed. so that nothing will survive of thy cursed stock, and win
humiliate and lay low and depose your Judaism. But now, do thou
torment us, as thou likest"

The shedder of innocent blood, Masriiq, said to her: "] thought
not of thee, that thou wouldest speak this before me, for I hoped that
thou wouldest save the state of the freedom of tby magnificence. But,
behold, thou hast not saved it but hast spoken as one deserving death;
'lIld if a man had spoken such words before me, ] had had no more

p, 1/. patience with him, but because thou art a woman, and because of the
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many great benefits done by thee to many, J exhort thee not to perish
from thy magnificence, but to deny Christ and live and turn back to
thine honour."

The handmaid of God, Ruhm, said to him: "0 thou fool, devoid
of every sense of honour, who dost not understand what thou speakest,
it behoves thee to know that, instead of what thou sayest, that I should
deny .nd live, if I, which may God forbid, should deny, then should I
die the eternal death. But if I deny not, then shall I live that life over
which death has no power. But thou, because thy soul is lost in error
and thou thyself art deprived of God" thou dost not understand this.
But I, who understand this, have said to thee and, behold, even now
say to thee: abjured be thou and all who agree with thee:'

When this handmaid of God, Ruhm, said this, her daughter and
granddaughter cried out: "Abjured be thou, 0 Jew, cmcifier, and all
who agree with thee:' But this murderer looked at them and was in a
ferment and saw that he was put to shame by girls such as these. And
as he was seeking. . . . . , . . . .. something, the girl Ruhm, her
granddaughter, went up to him. and filled her mouth with spittle and p. -11 b

spat at him, and said to him: "This spittle in thy face, 0 unclean Jew,
because thou hast dared to say to my lady that she should deny Christ.
She is more honourable than thou and her family than thine, 0 thou
insolent tyrant, rebelling against God and man."

When this holy girl said this, the wicked Masrug, who was without
mercy, in order to intimidate the Christians who worshipped Christ,
bade that they should threw the excellent Ruhm on her back and
slaughter the girl, her granddaughter, and pour of her blood into the
throat of her grandmother. When this was done, .s he had commanded,
and they had raised up the believing Ruhm on her feet, the murderer
asked the handmaid of God, Ruhm: "How indeed was the taste of the
blood of this insolent one?" Tbe excellent one answered bim: "As a
sacrifice accepted before God:' And Aumah, the daughter of tbe blessed
onc, said to him: "Crucifier, murderer of thy Lord, thou shalt be desti.
tute of the mercy of God, just as thou by this thine own choice hast
depr; ved thyself of the mercy of mankind." \Vhen the destroying Masruq
beard the words of this wonl.n too, .. , he commanded and said: "Do ye p. -11,

also to this insolent wom.n .15 to her fellow." And quickly some of
the servants of unrighteousness again threw the blessed Ruhm on her back
and others killed her daughter and poured of her blood into the throat
of the handmaid of God, Ruhm. And as she stood on her feet this

9"
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murderer, Masruq, said again to her: "Has even this second sacriBce
pleased thee, as thou saidst?" The excellent Ruhm answered him:
"Verily, it has pleased God as it has pleased me. And even if thou
hast alienated thyself from the order of mankind and in thy wicked,
ness surpassed them all, Cbristians, Jews and Heathens, and hast
become like no one but the wild beasts that drink the blood of men
-as they, so even thou slayest men, the vengeance for which will be
preserved for thee in a terrible judgment-yet Christ, my Lord, has
done towards me an unspeakable favour, in so far as these innocent
pigeons have gone before me, so that thou like Satan, thy father, canst
not lure them into apostasy by tbe bait of thine brood .

(one line missing)
p. Hb my Lord, Christ, who has sent them before me as a sacrifice accepted

by Him, and I am going after them, I shall stand before Him in
blessedness and conBdence." And the believing Ruhm praised God
and said: "I praise Thee, my Lord and my God, who hast sustained
me with all good tbings in this world and hast relieved me and made
my heart glad, and who, even now, at the end of my life, hast approved
and received the pure offerings of my innocent daughters. Have mercy
upon me, 0 my Lord, and forgive me all that I have sinned against
Thee in all the days of my life, and impute it not to me as sin that I
have lived these few days after my husband. And see to the oppression
of Tby servants, and have mercy upon all Thy worshippers in every
place and save them from denying Thee, and sustain Thy true religion
in this town until the end. And deem me worthy, together with Thy
servants who died for Thee, and add me to them, me, a sinner."

And, wh~n she had said this, she sealed herself with the sign of
the cross between the eyes and loosened from her head her hair, which

p. H' was plaited, and held it and said to the devouring bear, Masruq: "0
thou cruciBer of thy Lord and slaughterer of the Cbristians, who confess
Christ, behold, I have abjured thee and all who agree with thee, give
command then to kill me, that I may speedily reach my beloved ones."

But the impious Masrug, because of the others who bad received
beneBts from her and who had interceded for her with him, had sougbt
to delay her case, in the hope that she would yield to him. But when
he saw ber Brmness before death and that she ceased not to despise and
abjure him, he gave order and said to the servants of unrighteousness
that were before him: "Take also this woman, wbo hates and despises
the pleasures of this world and its honour and magnificence because
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of the folly that has seized her, and go and cut off her head." So these
unclean s1aughterers took her away from him. And when they had
quickly brought her out a short distance from that enclosure of wooden
palings where he was, the blessed one knelt and bowed herself towards
the east, and sealed herself and said: "Our Lord .

(one or more lines missing)
and immediately that murderer drew nigh and raised her and she p. i3b

stretched forward her head with great joy, and the excecutioner smote
her with his sword and cut it off."

So this handmaid of God, Ruhm, was heroically crowned by a good
confession for the sake of Christ, God, on Wednesday in that same
month, Teshri 11.

When now the unclean MasrUq learned that the head of this
victorious woman had been cut off, he commanded also the bodies
of her daughters to be thrown upon her for a humiliation, and it was
quickly done as he had commanded.

But some of the notables before him came forth and said to him:
"This great wom.n Ruhm, daughter of Azma', has done many good deeds
to maoy, to the kings before thee as well as to the nobles and to the poor
people inasmuch as she once, when Ma'dik.rim, king before thee, was
in straits and asked to borrow from her 12.0IXl dinars, lent to him this
Sum. And some time afterwards when she heard that he was in want,
she offered him as a gift of honour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...•.

(one or more lines missing)
and many who received her benefits. We therefore recommend thee to p. H.

order her to be buried:'
Then this impious MasrUq ordered her to be buried, and some of

the Christians quickly brought linen clothes and enshrouded and buried
the handmaids of God opposite that place where the freeborn women be,
fore them had been buried, above the moat where they had been interred.

Such was the end of the life of these victorious women, Ruhm,
daughter of Azma', and Aumah, her daughter, and Ruhm, daughter of
'Amma, her other daughter. And they were crowned by a good con'
fession for the sake of Christ, God.

XXIII. Another martyrdom of many freeborn women of the
town of Najran.

Even so, after the coronalion of the victorious handmaids of God,
Ruhm and AUlll.h and Ruhm, this foe of truth, M.srUq, seeing that
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he was bitterly mocked by many women of Najran, was moved and
provoked in his mind. And he coiled as a drago'basilisk to devour
the rest of the innocent pigeons [and he made up] in

p. Hb his mind, of his own will. not to let henceforth a woman that con'
fessed Christ remain in Najran, but to kill her. And he ordered again
the wicked .I2hu. Yazan, the captain of his army, him who had brought
together and put to death the freeborn women the first time also. and
said to him: "Go and enter even now the town of N ajran and collect
and bring hither before me all the women that worship Christ so that not
a single one of them hereafter shall remain but all must die." And this
Jew and crueiRer Dhu.Yazan took some of the men who were with him
and entered Najran, and diligently and carefully sought to gather the
women together. For many of the men and women who confessed
Christ had concealed tbemselves in different places. And Dhu,Yazan
gathered all the women he found to the number of one hundred and
twenty two, many of whom carried young children, and he brought
them out before the foe of righteousness, Masruq. And this enemy of
truth in the rage of his mind and in the boast .

(great lacuna, several quires missing)

(Cbapter XLII)

p. 45> of sight and it was in many Iplaces and] above all places on the
seas[hore] with the troops was against them ..... he per.
ceived ..... and he [said] : "J sec ..... to us their king
. . . . . . our enemies . . . . . . changing . . . . . . the clothes . .

(seven lines missing)
salvation . . . . . . against those who were fighting [against] His
[Crloss, through the death of [their king]. the crueiRer. And it
happened, when they were .... and descended and, behold, those
Abyssinians massacred of the [Himyarites] innumerably many. then [was]
brought low that rank that was before the crucilier Masruq, ..... falling

p. 45b in the water, till the Abyssinians reached them destroying Ithat line]
in which was the shedder of innocent blood, Masruq. And then a
believing and powerful man he the one eye of whom as ...
those whom he destroyed the Abyssinians of the
Himyarites . . . . . to see where their king was he looked
[and because] of .

(seven lines missing)
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that was around him, some of the Himyarites turned to escape. And
from this, this brave Abyssinian who had killed him understood the
more that he was their impious king. And he sWiftly drew his sword
and caught the body and dragged [it] quickly into the water to [the
shore] of the sea in the shallowness of the water; and immediately he p. 46.

smote him and cut off the ... head of the crucifier Masrliq, who, as
it were, just as [Goliath] boasted [in contempt] of the ranks of Israel,
in the same way boasted [over] the Abyssinians, the servants of the
Lord, [despising His CrossJ, and from (by) . , . . succ[eeded in
the war! against the Abyssinians. And [they praised) God who gave
[them victory] through the death of the wicked they were
· them .. . .....

(five lines missing)
land many] of the Himyarites ran, after they had left the sea [shore),
to mount their horses and escape, but they were not allowed by the
Abyssinians because these Abyssinians pursued them and destroyed
them, just as reapers, as it were, the [full] ears of the field. And the
Lord wrought a great and extremely severe slaughter by the hand of
the Abyssinians among this people [of .the Himyarites] he who p. 46b

not and thereafter not those Himyarites they
stood .. , .. [servants] of God, the Abyssinians, ..... who were [found]
· in that out of the s[ea] in tbe midst of it .
out of lthe seaJ to mOllnt .

(six lines missing)
they were erring until ' were survivors of them .
those who had not fled, that .. not [their capture], becallse they
captured many of them ... all . . . .. Tbe service of the .... ceased
not from .... because the servants of God, the Abyssinians, were .....
before them . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(at least one leaf missing)

(Chapter XLIII) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

to us predominance and victory over our enemies whilst . .. may be p. 46"

· .... Ye remember what I said to you: '[No man is) our king, and
I am not, save only by [nlame: And I know that ye have adopted
in your mind laU that ye have heard I from me in our land and that
ye believe and rely lupon our words] that they are and have been the
truth, And, behold, to,day ye see by His grace that the Lord has
carried ont by deeds all that I [had said] to you, and even more, and
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easily, behold, tbe Lord bas given us as an inberitance [the land of
our enemies] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(two lines missing)
a [benJ and our fear ... is as an animal tbat bas been torn and cast
before lions. For all tbat tbe Lord will, He doth in heaven and on
earth and on the seas and in all deptbs. And as He would He took
away Enocb, because he pleased Him. And as He chose He destroyed
the generations of Noah in His righteousness, but He saved him alone

p. 47" and his family ... that he should be another Adam .... [that there
should bel a substitute for the world, that from JhimJ sbould be re,
established afterwards the generations [of the world. And] as He would
He [sJowed [through Abrahaml His knowledge in the [land of] erring
[peoplesl. And as He pleased He ... the offering of His only,begotten
[holy) Son by Isaac towards tbe altar that [his father bad built I. And
as He chose He, by lacob, set up a likeness of the coming down of
His Son to His witness .

(four lines missing)
with a staff [in his hand; and He sent down to them] manna from
heaven and let the quails come· up from tbe sea; and from a little block
of dry rock He even made to £Iow water for [thousands] innumerable;
and as He destroyed the nations before Joshua, son of Nun, and caused
him to take possession of their land; and as He set the sword of a man

p. 48. [against his fellow] in the days of Gideon; and as He killed [Sise]ra,
he who was Ithe servantl of Satan, by the hand of 'Anael [who was a
symbol] of the Church; [and as He humiliated] the boast [of the servantI
of Satan and put him to death by the hand of ... hima in the shape
of his [Wife]; and as He cast [the fear] for Elijah, the prophet, upon
[four]hundred priests whom he Idestroyed tbough].!heir [k]ing stood up
for their aid; and as he destroyed [in the camp of the As,yrian] one
hundred and eighty,6ve [thousand] by tbe prayer of Hezekiah; and as
he destroyed a million . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(four lines missing)
the fellows of I:lananjah on whose not even the smell of it (viz. of the
fire) [had passed]; and as He performed signs from time to time for
everyone of tbe holy fathers, and I(ave them by His grace the name
of victory, which has been applied to them, though He alone was
victorious, just as He even now has made me victorious for us, by
fighting for us against our enemies, and [has driven them back] before

p. 48b us, and appointed for us by (Hisl pity this Ivictory] as if, 10, we were
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victorious. These then [may be before] our eyes and we are not
beaten and [killedj. And now. behold, [our Lord] has shown you
all my words in deeds. and He went before [us]. and was at our
head, and has fought our battles against our [enemies'l. His cru<iliers.
And His victory over them He has given to us by His grace. Thus
it is the victory of our Lord and not of ourselves, of H is Cross and
not of our spears of His [Cross] by which we seal .

(three lines missing)
in these and keep ye His observances ... by means of His command.
ments and He .... praising Him because of all that He has done for
us, and now also. And let no one of you think within himself that ...
has been from us, the victory which He has given us. For He has
created us and not [we ourselves] and just as He has created us, so
He has given us the victory also. Thus the victory is His and not
ours and while it was in truth His, behold. He gave it [to us] in His p. '9.
grace. But we may by our praises and thanksgiving to Him show
ourselves to be His people and sh<ep of (Hisj flock. We may believe
in God and praise Him for all that He has done for us, that we may
succeed in all that we do and prosper wheresoever we go, and He
may be our help and not abandon us. [For] the Lord [is faithful] in
His words and righteous in all His [works]. But let us, my brethren.
be firm in our Lord [in] our hearts, in our words and in our works.

XLIV. Account of the confessors who were released from
N ajran, [and of] the sign of the cross that the Himyarites

showed on their hands.

But after that the believing King Kaleb had spoken, and exhorted
his troops with words like these. they remained in that place a certain
number of days and afterwards they Ibegan) to roam in' the other
towns, [namely] the capital. and all the other towns in the provinces of
the Himyarites, [wasting] and plundering [in them] as they liked. [and
they went] also to the town of Najrau .

(one line missing)
after that the wicked Masruq had left that place ... whom the notables p. 49b

Harith and ·W .. LN had laid hold of, two men [the name] of one of
whom was Oabb and [the name] of the other 'Amr, and two [women)
the name of one of whom was H[in!] and of the other ·Amma. And
[they allowed them] to go where they [liked] and they destroyed [these]
lews for whom the land of the [Himyarites] had [trembled] and
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sbaken. and was cast down to fall Ibecause] tbey smote it utterly witb
beavy (blows].

But wben [some of) tb. Himyaritic Cbristians saw that [all men]
of lthe Himyalrites were destroyed wbo were found, and were not
(able] to say to the Abyssinians in their language: "We are Christians,"
those Christians found outlan artifice). and tattoed Ion their hands] the
sign of the Cross, and [this artific.]tbey .... eacb other. lAnd th.se signs(
they showed [to tbe Abyssinians] who had gone out destroying, [and

I'· so. when] tb. Abyssinians [saw tb.s. signs on tbeir bands] tbey did tbem
no harm.

When tbis artifice which tbese Himyarites [had preparedI against
the Abyssinians by tbis sign. [came to the knowledge] of the Chris"
loving King Kaleb, tbis king [was confounded] and stupified and
greatly (astonished] tbat in sucb a w[ay] they took refuge in [tbe
victorious Cross[, and he said Iwithin] himself that perhaps tbese were
not even ... but had ldenied] Him, still they had lescaped] from the
massacre of the Jews and were delivered. But even if it Ishould bel
that they were of those who had [denied[, because of this that the
memory of tbe Cross was in their souls. those [wbo] bad done so
should be purified and live. And therefore he ordered and [set forth]
a command to all bis troops [that wheresoeverl anyone of [them) saw
th. sign of the [victorious] Cross [on the band of] a man. he should
not [be slain]. Wben now this [command I was heard and spread through
[all the land of the Himyarites! [But when the Jews saw] that

I'. 50b [some] of the Christians, who had made this sign of the Cross on their
hands tbereby bad escaped from the slaughter by the Abyssinians, they
also yielded, and did even as tbey, [tatooing] the symbol of the Cross
[on] their [handsl. and escaping from death. When now Ithis\ too came
to the knowledge of the God,loving King Kaleb. he wondered at their
wickedness and said : "Although these not are worthy of pity because
th.y have crucified their Lord and murdered His servants, nevertheless,
lest they should think that the victorious Cross is not a strong place
of refuge and a deliverer from [all] evils to all [who] seek shelter by
it, tbose who sbow on their [hands( the [victorious sign] of the Cross
of our Saviour [and] Him who makes us vidorious [may live] eitber
because [they are] believing [or[ because .

(one or more lines missing)
p. 51b by tb. artifice by means of ... took refuge [inl tbe victorious [Cross]

whicb through were of was further .
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But some of those Christians who had denied made in writing a
petition of repentance therefore, wishing to present it to the Christ,
loving King Kaleb, that he might receive them ,15 Christians and excuse
and forgive them, And they asked some of the Abyssinians to intercede
for them, [that they should] be allowed to come and present lto him]
their petition, [When now these) men asked him this, he gave command
[that they should be admitted) to him , .

(several lines missing)
the believing King [Kalebj to them: "What do ye waDt [from mer ..." p. 52>

Then they preseDted to him the petition.

XLV. [Petition) that was preseDted to the believing KiDg [Kaleb] from
some of the [ChristiaDs] who had denied but repented land came] to

do penance, the seDse of which was:

"Our mouth is shut before God and before man aDd there is no
excuse for us in anything at -all, [except] in that we are ashamed before
beaven land] before the dwellers of the earth and also before thy
palace. For we have committed wroDg and dODe wickedness aDd
provoked (God's) anger, and all ... have not room for [our] sin.
Therefore we cannot [open] our mouths to say anything to [excusel
ourselves, for we willingly have killed our souls and the [wordsl of
[denial have harmed] them .

(at least one column missing)

(Chapter XLVI) .

ye have provoked Him to an!:er [by your denial of Him], but, behold, p. 53.

because ye now [confess] Him ye are acceptable to Him. Ye have been
betrayers of your Lord together with Judas, but, behold, the sword of
your repentance [is drawD] against the .... of your God, as in the
case of the bead of the company of the apostles, who had deDied and
repented. Ye loved the life that fills the present age aDd died from
God, but, behold, the voice of your hope has raised you and brought
you to life. Ye have held more to man than to God and have been
subjects of the curse of the prophet, but now, behold, the curse is taken
from you, since ye have confessed your Lord before men. And He
[will] also acknowledge you [before) His father, if ye remaiD in the
true faith till the cnd. Ye have denied Christ as Peter did, but, behold,
ye have ftpented like him and have regretted your sin, even weeping
bitterly, and now take heart and fear not, for the door of mercy is open
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for those who repent. Be strong and be not troubled and hear [the voice
of your Lord] who says to you by His disciples: "Take heart and fear

p. 53 b not and persevere on the side of the truth . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(one or more lines missing)

we ... is right ... that ... but ... when the God[,loving] King [Kaleb
had received] tbis (petition) from those who had denied [but repentedl
and had spoken also [with them] this speech that is written (here) [he
allowed] them to go where they desired, and bade them bring together
the rest of all them who had denied, till he went round among the
towns of the land and performed what he had in his heart, and in
order further that he might see and judge if they stayed firm in their
repentance, and then give command to the priests who were with him,
that they should absolve them and forgive them the apostasy against
God. And those who repented went and were firm in their repentance,
and did all that they had been ordered to do, and brought together

p. s+. their fellows and came before him ... that was . . . . . . . . . . .

(onc line missing?)

the (Himyarites] ... from ... and of [them who had been found] in those
places (having hidden themselves] and not denied. And the Isoulsl of
the prophets [rejoiced] in the erecting of these churches, and the spirits
of the apostles exulted at their true faith and the bones of the holy
ma ..tyrs were brought into them in triumph.

XLVII. Account that tells how this believing Kaleb, King
of Abyssinia, by his authority appointed a king in the land

of the Himyarites.

And this Christ, loving King Kaleb took a Imanl, one of the notables
of the Himyarites, who was also of the royal family there, whose name
was '.. [WR). And because he bad seen in him good.will towards faith
and that he had greatly desired for a long time to be baptized and to

p, 54b be a Christian, he commanded the [priests who were with him) and
they baptized him, and he acted as sponsor at his baptism and made
him his spiritual son, and appointed him as king over all the land of
the Himyarites. And [Kale)b gave order on behalf of those who had
apostatized, and they were brought before him, all who repented of
their denial. And he spoke to them at length threatening, frightening
and warning and encouraging them. And afterwards he ordered the
priests who were with him to give them absolution and intercede before
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God on their behalf that He might forgive them. [And] these God.
[loving] priests arranged a service [for their sake] and prayed to God
on their behalf and absolved and forgave them.

XLVIII. The second speech that the believing King Kaleb spoke to
them who repented after having denied.

And afterwards at the same time this zealous King Kaleb said to
them before [the priests] who had absolved them: "When I was about p. 55,

to leave our land to come [to this land to make war, I asked our holy
father, our blessed Bishop] Euprepios, if it was right that some ofyou
who had denied and would repent should be accepted or not. And he,
our excellent father, said to me: 'Even if this sin is great that they
have committed, still it is right that they should be accepted, for 'the
Lord is nigh unto those that call upon Him in truth' (Ps. 145,18), and
because it is said to the prophet (Ez. 33, 11): 'As I live, saith the Lord,
Lord of lords, I have no pleasure in the death of the dead sinner, but
that he turn from his way and live before me', and further because
our Lord has said: 'I am not come to call the righteous, but sinners'
(Matth. 9,13), and because of that other word that He said: 'Joy shall
be in heaven to the angels over one sinner that repenteth, more than
over ninety and nine just persons, which have not erred' (Luke 15,7).
And He has shown us the truth of these words in the case of Peter,
lwho] repented [after] having denied and was accepted. And further
I said to him: 'And how imperatively And he, our father .
everyone of . . . are commands ... of daring . . . . . . . . . . p. 55b

(one line missing)
between the peoples in peace [a space of) many years, ordering ... in
repentance, those who in this way ... and then, thereaher, worthy of
the Holy sacraments. But because Ithesel Himyarites are barbarians and
a people for whom such conditions would be too hard, they shall wait
one year only and then be esteemed worthy of the Holy sacraments:
These things said now the holy Euprepios, our bishop, on behalf of
[those of] you who will repent. But do also [ye] take care and guard
and beware of yourselves that, in any thing that it is possible for
anyone of you to avoid, there may be nothing neglected in anything
that belongs to the true faith to make us ashamed before God or
before man or in one's own eyes. [And observe] also that command
that [I give you]. that ye may not approach to the [Holy sacramentI
until one full year is gone from this day I in order that even so your
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IJ. .56 .. repentance lnay be accepted , .
(one line missing)

[imposed on them) these [conditions]. But after [the king and the army]
that was with him had stayed in the land of the Himyarites about
seven months. and after he had performed there all that he would.
and built many churches in that land. and appointed in them priests
from those who were with him, and appointed also a king, and made
the land pay tribute, and left notables of the Abyssinians to guard
the king against enemies, and also the churches that he had built, he
bro~ght with him many captives from the erring Himyarites and fifty
princes of the royal family. And so went in peace to his land this
Christsloving Kaleb and all his army with him, having performed in
the land of the Himyarites all that he wished by the power of (their
Lord), who was with them, and [they took there all] that Itheir] eyes
desired by the grace that followed them.

XLIX. Concluding discourse of this book after the departure
p. lGb of the believing Kaleb, (King of the Abyssinians, from the

land of the Himyarites].

. . . . us to compose this varying work of many tales on different
matters, telling of events that have taken place in the land of the
Himyarites many generations ago, and even until the coronation of
these victorious ones who have now suffered martyrdom there. (This
we have told) according to what we, to the best of our ability, have
learnt about the things that happened amongst the Himyarites from
believing Himyaritic men, who were present as eyc'witnesses of the
events of which they have told us; and about the first coming of the
Abyssinians to the land of the Himyarites, from blessed men who
were with them; and further about the second coming of the Abys,
sinians, by still other blessed men who went with them to make war
against the cruei6ers by [the help of] God, those who with [their own
eyes had seenl the events that they have told us of from

p. 57. these who is righteous who was hired .
their sighing was as the sighing of prisoners, He quickly and
speedily and without delay took vengeance for the blood of His
servants that had been shed, that [cried] unto Him even as
Abel's (who was wrongfully slainl. so too, as He delayed not
the vengeance for him, but speedily in His justice rebuked Cain, so
also He in His justice brought a hasty and sudden punishment upon
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the murderous Himyarites for the blood of those victorious martyrs
by the coming of the bdreving and Christ,loving King Kaleb. [So too]
He ddayed not on behalf of Enoch, [who pleased Him), but who was
derided by the sons of his people, but took him away from them. So
too He ddayed not on behalf of Noah, the perfect, who was reviled
by the sons of his generation, but speedily sent the plague of the
waters of the flood and destroyed them. So too He ddayed not on
behalf of Abraham, His friend, when Sata was taken from him, [till]
lie revealed liimsdf before Abimdech and delivered her from [his
hands. So too lie ddayed not on behalf of Sara, His hand maid, but p. 57 b

speedily avenged her and cast out] from before her liagar, their maid.
So too lie delayed not on behalf of Isaa<, His bdoved, when he was
despised by Ishmael, [his] servant, but speedily drove away the latter,
not only from the house of Abraham but even from the land of peace.
So too He delayed not on behalf of lacob, the [perfect], whom Esau
envied, but gave him precedence by the right of the first,born, and
enriched him with blessings and supported him with possessions. So
too He delayed not on behalf of loseph, the beauteous, when he was
wrongfully sold by his brethren, but speedily made him their prince
and lord and patron and sustainer. So too He delayed not on behalf
of lob, His victorious servant, when he was struck by [the trial1 from
Satan, the accuser, as to his goods and his sons and his body; but
speedily restored to him the health of his body and also sons and
daughters and the double of all his goods. So too He delayed not on
behalf of Moses, His elect, when he was hidden . . . . . . . . . . .

(two lines missing)
.... and led him (?) ... So too lie ddayed not on behalf of Aaron, p. 58.

liis holy one, when he was despised in the eyes of the compauy of
Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, but speedily avenged him by (the 6re that]
consumed the house of Korah, and by the earlh that swallowed up the
house of Dathall and Abiram. So too He delayed not on behalf of
Joshua, the son of N un, His general, against whom many nations ...
but speedily avenged him by tbe victory of his sword that he gave him
[over them], and by the doubling of [the day] when he made the sun
and the moon to stand still in their spheres while he took vengeance
on his enemies. So too lie ddayed not on behalf of Gideon, the
deliverer, when the Midianites thought to blot out Israel, [but) speedily
avenged him in that they (Israel) dispersed (theml and Gideon remained
untroubled. So too He delayed not on behalf of Samson, His Nazirite,
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when he was mocked by the Philistines. but speedily, for the soul of His
servant. killed by his deatb three thousand who were in the [house].
So too He delayed not on behalf of Nephtah (Jephthah) [when] ....

p. 58b [againstl him, but speedily avenged him by the victory over them that
He gave him and he destroyed them. So too He delayed not on behalf
of !Barak, His servant], when many Midianites had him and
wished to kill bim, but speedily avenged bim by the death of N abin
and Sisera and their army. So too He delayed not on bebalf of Hannah,
who feared Him, when she was reviled by Peninnab, her rival, because
of her barrenness, but speedily avenged her and gave her a son, who
became judge over all IsraeL So too He delayed not on behalf of Samuel.
the rigbteous. whom Hophni and Phineas envied, but speedily killed
them in the war. So too He delayed [not] on behalf of David, His
prophet. when Saul wished to kill him. but speedily brought upon him
an evil spirit which consumed him, and killed him by the sword of his
enemies. [So tool He delayed not on behalf of Elijah, His mighty
prophet, when there were twice sent lagainst him] fifty men ... , but

p. 59. speedily . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(one or two lines missing)

.... , but speedily .... both of them by the sword of their enemies.
So too He delayed not on behalf of EHsha, His prophet, the keeper of
secrets, when the Edomites had gone out after him to seize him, but
speedily avenged him and struck them with blindness till Elisha [led]
them [wheresoever! he wished. So too He delayed not on behalf of
Micah, His prophet, when they smote him on his cheek and shut him
up in the prison, until Ahab should return. but speedily avenged him.
for he (Ahab) fell as he went from him by the sword of his [enemies].
So too He delayed not on behalf of [Hezekiahl, His [servant]. when
he was reviled by the Assyrians, but speedily avenged him. for He
reduced them to [silence] in the space of a moment. [So too He] delayed
not on behalf of [Mordecai]. His servant, when [Hamanl envied [him

p. 59. and wished] to hang him ... was ... Haman(?) ... on that day on
which he had thought tbat [Mordecail would be hanged. So too He
delayed not on behalf of His handmaid Estber, when she had been
reviled by Vashti. but speedily avenged her in that Vashti was compelled
to leave the rank of queen and Esther succeeded in her stead. So too
He delayed not on bebalf of Sus!anna]' the fair, when two old men
dared to [violate her] and, because she consented not to them, [turned]
and falsely accused her. but speedily killed [them] by the judgement
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of Daniel, the friend, who, by the will of God, gave command, and
they were stoned with stones and died as calumniators who had falsely
accused an innocent. So too He delayed not on bebalf of Daniel, the
pleasant, when the Chaldeans falsely accused him, but speedily avenged
him in that their bones were broken by the lions in the den into which
they had cast him. So too He delayed not on behalf of the young
men of the house of Hananjah, when the Chaldeans accused them and
cast them . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . p. 60.

(one line missing)
[but speedily avenged them in that He made] a refreshing dew to
[fall] upon them [that savedJ them, and they cast their accusers into
the fire, and they and lheir children were burned. So too He delayed
not on behalf of the king Asa, when he was zealous for the Lord [and]
drove out fornication from his people, and the king IZerah] came to
destroy him, but the Lord [speedily] saved him, and Zerah and his
army were destroyed by the will of [God].

But what need is there that I should enumerate everyone of the
fathers who have invoked the Lord and He has answered them, and
delivered them from their distresses, for, behold, even in our times there
arc many who have invoked Him and He has answered them, and
delivered them from their distresses. And He has sung by the mouth
of His prophet David (Ps. 50,15) and said: "[CallI upon me in the day
of [trouble: I will deliver] thee, and thou shalt glorify me", [and this]
(Ps. 145, 18): "The Lord is nigh unto them that call upon Him in
truth" and (Ps. 34, 18) "unto them that are of a broken heart" p. 60b

(one line missing)
and He answered him not ..... upon him and [he was ashamed.]

lAud since! all lthis] is known to us, my beloved, let us hold fast
Our confession and endure the distresses which come upon us for the
sake of God, distresses which are as for a trial and proving of our
faith. Let us receive the temptations which unceasingly befall us, and
let us cry to God and urge Him with sighing that He may make an
end of our temptation as His Godhead knows is of advantage for us.

So then He made vengeance for the holy churches that were burnt,
and for the [servantsI of God who were killed. And since, even if we
bave writlen the accounts of the coming [of] the believing [King] Kaleb,
we have yet not been able fully to describe all the stupendous deeds
that he performed in the land of the Himyarites, we and [ye] must
nevertheless derive from this the belief th.t, behold, God is a ...•

to
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p. 61' avenger and rewards .... those who exult ..... [servants?) .....
(one or two lines missing)

Ithat was added to his blood] .
to the holy Mar Thomas. But Stephanos, the alien and the sinner,
has written it. Everyone who reads in it or copies it may prAy for
the sinner and the poor wretch who hy the gift of God composed this
work, and for the scrihe who has written it, and for his deceased ones,
and for all believers deceased, that they may find mercy before God
in the two worlds and be worthy of forgiveness of their sins and of
a blessed life in the new world, by the prayers of all the holy church
In heaven and on earth. Amen and Amen.

Pray for Stephanos, son of Mattai, the sinner, who has written this.
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NOTES ON THE SYRIAC TEXT

Tbe text reproduces tbe Syriac text of tbe fragments as exactly as
possibly. Every page contains line by line the remains of a page of the
old MS. and every leaf corresponds to what is left of a leaf of the MS.
aniy some few letters and points which the scribe himself has blotted
out are not reproduced, nor are single letters, or waving lines, written
in the MS. at the ends of lines only to fill them up. Scribal errors are
not corrected in the text hut in the notes on tbe text. The rubrics and
the running title are printed in red as they are written in the MS. But
red points which in tbe MS. often alternate witb tbe black ones in tbe
compounded signs of the interpunctation are not considered. As tbe
alphabet of tbe scribe is Jacobite, the Jacobite characters are used in the
print, notwithstanding tbat the scribe in his alphabet has retained, and
constantly uses, a certain number of the old Estrangelo letters, as may
be seen from the facsimiles. Doubtful letters are enclosed between square
brackets [1, but broken letters which are nevertheless certain are not
marked. If a number of letter are enclosed between the same square
brackets this does not necessarily mean that there are visible traces of
tbem all in tbe MS.

Conjectural restorations of the text are enclosed between <>. As
to the sign .:. cf. above, p. xvi. I have used an asterisk under the last
line of a column to indicate that it can be seen from tbe fragment itself
(and not only the context) tbat this line was the last line of that column
in tbe MS. Where this sign is missing only tbe context sbows whether
the column is complete or not. The same metbod is followed in an
analogous way at the top of those columns in wbich the beginning of
the first line, with the sign ':', is lost. In cases wbere a running title is
preserved above the first line tbere was of course no need for this
asterisk.

A whole line of angular dots indicates a line of which only illegible
traces are preserved in tbe MS., or the existence of which is established
by tbe corresponding line of the other column of the page being still
preserved.
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Tbus it is not meafit by tbis to state for certain tbat precisely onc
line of tbe text is missing in tbis place; as a rule I bave tried to state
as exactly as possible in tbe following notes on the text as well as in
tbe translation tbe extent of tbe greater lacunae.

Sborter lacunae are indicated by a number of the same angular
dots. Tbe last letter preserved before this lacuna and the first one after
it are placed as exactly as possible under and over tbe letters of the
preceding and tbe following line under and over wbich, respectively,
they are written in the MS. In this way it is possible to calculate
approximatively the amount of a short lacuna in the text. One must
bear in mind, bowever, that the Syriac letters are subject to much
variation as to the space tbey occupy; sometimes they are prolonged
a great deal to fill up a line, sometimes the script is very close or the
last letters of a line are written above the preceding letters of the word
to which they belong. Tbe number of letters in the lines therefore is
variable. So is also, to a certain degree, the number of the lines in a
column. The lines of the two columns on tbe same page of tbe MS.,
therefore, do not correspond to eacb other as regularly as they do in the
print. There, in consequence, two columns of one page do not always
end so uniformly as in the MS.; see for instance pp. 21, 31 and others.

As to the conjectural restorations of the text they must, of course,
be judged in relation to tbe circumstances. Their aim is often in tbe
first place only to show the connection of tbe sentences. They cannot
always claim to give the exact wording of the passage lost, though, on
the other hand, the often strictly limited space to be filled in restricts
the number of possible alternatives; see note on p. 17. It goes without
saying that I have ventured upon a conjecture only in tbose cases where
the context seems to indicate in a fairly unambiguous manner what must
have been the contents of the lost passage. Even so, in many cases, I
was not able to find the appropriate expression, and was obliged to
leave it to be supplied by others.

P. 3. Fragm. I'; for tbe condition of the fragment see Plate I.
One (cf. note on p.4) or, at most, two lines are missing at
the top; the outer part of the upper half of tbe leaf is lost,
the first intact line of the outer column of this page as well
as of the following being I. 12.

col. a; I. 1. Nothing remains of this line; the last word is restored
only to show how ! interpret tbe following line.
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I. 2. Cf. p. 60, 23f. and Ps. 62, 12, Prov. 24, 12.

I. 8. ,....~ for ,....... (from.,..).
I. 27. Of the first word only 1 remains; possibly it is to be read

.,.1 instead of ""I.
I. 28. Faint traces of " :.. and. are the only remains of the first

word, cf. p. 61, 8.

I. 29. The two words are added under the last main line of the
column.

col. b: 11.1 ff. Nothing remains of I. 1. The letters,... (of I. 2) are clear;
there never was a ! before them as required on the ana,
logy of other rubrics. On this rubric see p. xlviii.

I. 5. If .L,ii. (I. 2) is right the missing word on this line prob,
ably was ).,ai...; or one may read t.......... I. 2 and t.,.... on
this line.

11. 15-19. The letters.::> (I. 16) and r< (I. 18) indicate of COurse that
the rubrics under ... and •. respectively, are to be trans:::
posed. The "sign" appeared in the Abyssinian army after
its landing in the land of the Himyarites.

1'. f. Fragm. I v, cf. note on p.3; if I have restored 1.1 correctly only
one line is missing at the top of this fragment on every page
(not counting the great part of the outer columns torn away).

col. a: 11. I ff. On the rubric restored cf. p. 7', 17ff. Of line 2 only remains
a long horizontal stroke, the bottom of an Estrangelo
Lamadh (of ":..) lengthened to fill up the line.

I. I!. Before .. , which is not quite certain, there remains the
foot of a 1 or of two or three connected letters the last
of which was J., or possibly;..

col. b: 1. 1. Is supplied from p. 21', 2Jff.

I. 4. Traces of the last two lellers (1,) are visible between the
lines above the remains of ...

1.26. The remains of the name...",lare to be seen under thelastline.

P. 5. Fragm. 11 resembles in many ways Fragm. I (see note on
p. 3). hut is in a somewhat better condition. In the boards
it was put together with Fragm. I but the other way up.
and has. thus. a great piece torn off from the inner part
of the lower half corresponding to the piece lost from the
outer part of the upper half of that fragment.

col. a: I. 16. the_is very doubtful,only the bottomoftheletterremaining.
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1. 23. for .. the scribe first wrote a 1 which he afterwards
corrected into... I do not think it necessary to note such
corrections in the future.

1. 26f. Only the top of I remains. Of 11. 27ff. nothing at all is left.
col. b: 1. ll. On both sides of a worm,bo!e traces are visible like tbe

left curve of a .. and the rigbt one of a o.

1. 15.....-.. is here written upright as also pp. 21 b, 18. 26 b,5.

1. 26 f. Of the three first words notbing remains but tbe tops of
1 and I, a faint trace. possibly, of ", and tbe plural points;
of tbe two last words a little more is visible. Notbing
remains of ll. 27 ff.

P. 6. At tbe top of the fragment are visible the feet of the letters
of tbe word pI>.., tbe first part of the running title; cf.
above, p. xvi ff.

col. a: 1. 27. Tbe bottom of the line is cut off.
col. b: J.7. Faint traces only are left of the letters '1, nothing of tbe

rest.
1. 20ff. Witb these lines cf. p. 56', 26£1.

1. 25. Before I are tbree black and, between them, two red dots
indicating a new section of tbe text, the Index being
finisbed. As this line stands a little higher than 1. 27 of
col. a, it is probable that there once was one line more
(at least) in this column.

P. 7. As to Fragm. III see Plate II and p. xiv; Fragm. XXXI
is the top of tbe leaves (pp.7-8, 13-14) and Fragm.XXXII
tbeir bottom. Between Fragm. XXXI and fragm. III there
is lost a strip of paper bearing one line, of wbicb the tops
of tbe letters '",I>.. and I (col. a, 1. 4) and one'" more (or~.

see below) are the only remains; cf. 1. 4 of col. b, and
furtber pp. 8,5. 13,4. 14,4. Fragm. III and Fragm. XXXII
6t together like two pieces in a puzzle. Unfortunately
great portions of the outer columns are cut off (see above,
p. xiv), and are lost. Thus, of tbis page the outer balf of
col. b is missing.

col. a: 1. 4. For tbe traces of the word 14.... see above. Before tbose
traces tbere is. at tbe beginning of tbe line. the top of a
'", if it was the first letter of tbe line. or of a ...... if it was
the second one.
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I. 26. Most of this line is on Fragm. Ill, but the bottoms of
the letters ! 11.; on Fragm. XXXII.

I. 27. Most of this line is on Fragm. XXXII, but the tops of the
letters ..a.. on Fragm. Ill.

col. b: I. I. The _ that I suggest after; might as well be the first
stroke of a • or an "'. The name (?) 1""141 is quite clear
and beyond any doubt.

I. 2. For 1.:>;..0 _~, proposed by mc, onc might as well read a
numeral, e.g. ~,I, cf. Letter of Simeon, ed. Guidi, p.509, 1.6.

I. 3. b-.~, cf. p. IJ·" 15.
J. 4. Of '" only a faint trace is discernible.
I. 5. Nothing remains of this line, cf. above, note on p. 7.

11. 6f. The readings are uncertain, the top of the fragment being
darkened here and the script faded. On I. 7 a worm,hole
has made the reading still more doubtful. I am not able
to read the traces before b.. (I. 7) as "", cf. I. I; they seem
more like _'. Also 1.:>1 is doubtful but the first word,
~......;, is, I think, fairly certain; cf. Plate Il, which shows
the traces of the letters here nearly as well as does the
fragment itself. I wonder whether the following relation
is not in connedion with the story told in Tabari, Ser.1.
p. '''', 2 ff., especially 11. 9-11.

I. 18. .,...10 is supplied from the Letter of Simeon, op. cit.,
p. 502, 19.

11. 19f. Cr. p. 19', 15f.

1. 22 " cf. p. 6·, 16; if we restore k'~!, not to lDention

J.. , ....... , the line will be long.
I. 26. J is restored from the tops of two letters visible at the

bottom of Fragm. Ill. No other traces are left neither of
this line nor of I. 27.

P.8. As to the fragments cf. above, note on p. 7; the outer part of
the first column is lost.

col. a: I. I. By the letters h.A.I, ...1 supplied at the beginning the line
becomes longer than most and so it actually is in the MS;
perhaps even the word "'"" supplied p. 7b, 27, should be
placed at the beginning of this line to make it slilllonger.

11. 3f. Cf. Acta Martyrum, ed. Bedjan, vol. Il, p. 248, and}lilianos
der Abtriinnige, cd. G. Hoffmann, p. 98, 15f.
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1I.5f. Nothing remains of I. 5; of I. 6 faint traces of one or two
letters are to be seen at the top of Fragm. Ill.

I. 10. The trace of '" may be read as ~ (I~).

I. 12. A slight trace before - suggests a • or... I was not able
to find the word required.

I. 13. Of ... next to nothing is visible.
I. 26. Of I and '" only the tops are left.
I. 27. I is all that remains of the line and is written in the space

between the colurns. Fragm. XXXII has preserved no trace of
this column, just as it has nothing of the last column of p. 7.

col. b: I. 4. Only the tops of the letters put in brackets remain; but
the reading seems certain.

I. 5. There are no traces of this line on either fragment
I. 6. Of the letters in brackets only obliterated traces remain.

11. llf. A somewhat strange way to express what must be the
meaning.

I. 27. 'The top of .... on Fragm. Ill; the rest of the line on
Fragm. XXXII.

P. 9. Fragm. IV in essentials resembles Fragm. Ill, cf. note on
p.7 and Introduction, p. xiv. Fragm. XXXIV is the top
of the leaves (pp.9-10, 11-12, see PI.VII), Fragm.XXXlIl
their bottom. Here also (cf. note on p. 7 on Fragm. XXXI
and Fragm. Ill) there is a gap between the greater fragment
(Fragm. I V) and its upper complement (Fragm. XXXIV).
There are in two cases, p. lOb, I. 5 (above the ~ of ~,)
and p. 12b, I. 3 (under .. of lwl,.....), traces of letters (in
the first case of a ~, in the second case of an:>., or of an
"') which do not correspond to what still exists of p. lOb,
I. 4 and p. 12b, I. 4, respectively, and consequently belong to
lines now missing. Probably only one line is lost in every
column except in the second column of p. 9 and in the first
column of p.lO. Fragm. XXXIII !its exactly with Fragm. IV.

Between p. 8 and p. 9 there is, as the contents show,
a gap. As the end of p. 8 is intact, as well as the be.
ginning of p. 9, the lacuna embraces at least one leaf. As,
however, the corresponding lacuna between p. 12 and
p. 13 represents three entire chapters (Chapters X-XII),
besides the end of Chapter IX and the beginning of
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Chap. XIII, there is every probability that the gap is
greater, embracing two or, at most, three leaves; cf. above,
p. XVIII.

col. a: 11. If. In the middle of these lines the paper is rubbed and the
script nearly (I. I), or totally (I. 2), obliterated.

J. 3. The tops of two letters I (or l) and .. (or ~) are visible
at bottom of Fragm. }G,\:XIV

J. 1. Only the bottoms of the letters are to be seen at the top
,of Fragm. IV. 0 f b..J1 nothing remains.

J. 25. Most of the letters are on Fragm. IV, few and scanty traces
of the bottoms of them on Fragm. XXXIII.

col. b: The outer part of this column is cut away, see above, p. XV.

ll. If. The paper is rubbed and very few traces of the script are
left. In I. 1 there possibly was one letter (or two?) be'
fore J' but I can not think it allowable to restore "'~J'''''

or -"~J'''''' Graphically it would not be impossihle to
read - ......,.., ~J. In J. 2, besides the top of I, arc faint
traces of the tops of two or three small letters.

11. 3f. Nothing at .11 remains; delete <",.l. '" .).
I. 14£. Cf. Letter of lacob of Sariigh to the Himyarites (ZDMG

vol. 31, p. 370, 9f.): ...~I..>o, ~I -U•. 'U, ... "' ...... , _1..>01 ~
~,/JII CII ...

I. 25. The top of ~ on Fragm. IV, the rest on Fragm. XXXIII.

P. 10. As to the fragments cf. above, note on p. 9; the outer p.,t
of the first column is lost. On the running title see above,
pp. Kvif.

col. a: '\. I. A hole in the paper and the faded script make the two
last letters doubtful. Perhaps there are traces of a letter
before ;.

I. 2. Before 11» the traces of one or two letters are visible but
it is doubtful how to read them; ,.". is not certain; it
may be ,.,...•.

ll. 3-5. Only two lines .re missing here; the third line of dots
is a mistake.

I. 10. The traces interpreted as .. can hardly be read otherwise.
The line is long, the last letters (4) being written above

the line.
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I. 11. is long; the last letters (~) are written in the space between
the columns.

I. 12. Very little remains of .., but it is certain.
I. 27. On Fragm. XXXlII; the traces visible before ,.~ strictly

should be read as .. or JU but I am not able to see what
this would mean.

col. b: I. 1. The epithet for God Ju,...; also p. 13',22, used both times
by the]ewish King, and p. 28', 22. It is welbknown from the
inscriptions but it is noticeable that it is used also for the First
person of the Trinity in the inscription of Abraha, GI. 618
(elS IV, 541). With this passage cf. Acta, p. 723 B: ••l
a.PXE.'t'cu O!J.'JUEt\l 'to,; 8£0"1 .00 OUP~'iOO xa.l TOU v61J.00, Xlll t"~c;

L ( ... "fAy a.;; oo"ap.uc; .

J. 3. Only the tops of certain letters (~, I, .., I) are visible; the
last five letters (P ,....) seem to be certain. I should like
to read P ,.'·i.,,\ and then continue (I. 4): <PI ~I "'...>
<_I .,.1>" ... but there certainly never was a ~ here, and
there is not the slightest trace of the plural points. As
to the \ of I. 4 see note on p. 9.

I. 4. The trace of the \, just mentioned, is all that remains of
this line.

I. 25. The bottoms of the letters of the word Ib....,.,.. are on
fragm. XXXIII and so is I. 26.

P. 11. As to the fragments see note on p. 9; col. b is nearly
totally lost. On the running title see above, pp. xvi f.

col. a: I. 2. Holes in the paper and fading of the script make the
words in brackets doubtful.

I. zt. The bottoms of the letters are cut off: in the last half of
the line only the tops remain. Of the • that I propose
before 14... not a trace is visible though of the following
letters the upper third, at least. remains. Even 0..0 are not
certain, a is beyond doubt. At the end of the line the
top of an I or a 1 is visible.

I. 25. is on fragm. XXXlIl; of LO (I».....?) only the bottom
remains; instead of • one may read -, and instead of ...
perhaps ~.

P. 12. As to the frogments see note on p. 9; col. a is almost
totally lost.
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P. 15.

P. 13.

P. 14.
col. b: I. 4.

I. 25,

col. b: I. 3. On the sc~nty remainder of I. 3 see note on p.9.
I. 4. Only the bottoms of the letters visible, and of the two

6rst letters not even that.
I. 26. is on Fragm. XXXIII.

As to the fragments see on p.7; col. b is almost totally
lost. As to lbe gap in the text cf. note on p. 9.

col. a: I. 3. Only the tops of the letters remain; there are .Iso some
traces of an I and a h. after ~.

I. 4. Nothing remains.
I. 5. Only faint traces of lbe bottoms of the letters are visible

at lbe top of Fragm. Ill; of the last word remain only
the J and the main angle of the "-.

I. 25 f. At the beginning of these lines stand the usual mark.
of quota.tion; cf. a.bove, p. xxix.

I. 28. is on Fral(m. XXXII.
As to the fragments see on p. 7; col. a is almost totally lost.
Nothing remains of this line.
On Fragm. III very few traces remain of the IIrst three
words; the rest is preserved on Fragm. XXXI!.
Ftagm. V resembles in many ways Fragm. III and Fragm.l V,
cf. above, p. xiv, Fragm. XXXVIII is the top of the (irst
leaf (pp. 15-16, see PI. VII) and Fragm. XXXV its bottom.
Fragm. XLVIII is a semicircular piece of paper broken
off from the top of Fragm. V, cf.•bove, p. xv and PI. VII.
As to the gap in the text cf. above, p. xviii.

col. a: J.4. Nothing remains.
I. 26. The tops of the tallest letters are visible on Fragm. V,

the rest is preserved on Fragm. XXXV. Of the last two
words. however, only faint traces of the. bottoms remain,
and are scarcely decisive,

P. 16. As to the fragments see above, note on p. 15.

co!.a: 11.15-17. The rubric is restored after p. 4, 201f., the letters ~.
(I. 17) as well as the contents of the following columns
showing that this is the rubric required here; delete ~.l.

Line 16 is short.
col. b: !. 4. Only a ... written upside down shows that here once stood

the name of the tyrant; of the following word only the
tops of the lellers remain and tbe reading is doubtful.
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I. 5. Traces of Ihe Ihree firsl words are on Fragm. XLVIII, Ihe
three lasl letiers on Fragm. V.

I. 27. Mosl of this line is on Fragm. V, only some Iraces of
h,.. .. being on Fragm. XXXv.

P. 17. Fragm. VI resembles in many ways Fragm. V, cf. above, note
on p. 15; Fragm. XXXVI is Ihe top of its leaves (pp. 17-18
and 19-20), filling it exactly as 10 Ihe inner columns;
Fragm. XXXVII has preserved tbe bottom of Ihe firslleaf
(pp. 17-18); Fragm. LII bears Iraces of Ihe last Iwo 1etlers
of col. b, 1. 1 (and the first letter of p. 18', I), and
Fragm. XLIV, finally, is part of the ouler margin of tbe
leaf, conlaining 1-5 letlers of Ibe ends of 11.6-17 of Ihis
page and a corresponding portion, Ihal is 10 say Ihe firsl
letters, of Ihe beginnings of 11.7-19 of p. 18'. This is
nol the only case of a slrip cui off an outer margin
being preserved amongsl Ihe fragments. Anolher inslance
is Fragm. XLII, see nole on p.47, and anolher, cerlainly,
Ihough not identified and replaced yel, Fragm. XLV, cf.
above, p. xiv. Unforlunalely this Fragm. XLIV does nol
conlain all thal is cut away of Ihe lines indicated. As can
be seen on pp. 17f., Ihe ouler columns of Ihe lexl are cut
away to at leasl half of Iheir breadtb, but Ibe fragment
bas preserved only tbe edge of il wilh the lasl, or Ihe firsl
letters, respectively, of Ihese columns. Thus I was nol able
10 identify and replace Ihis fragment till 1 had already
restored conjeclurally Ihe lexl on p. 17. Not lill Ibe very
evening before sending my manuscripl 10 Ihe prinler did
I observe Ihat Ihe letlers on Ihis fragmenl were Ihe same
as Ihose I bad placed conjeclurally al Ibe end of 11. 7-16
of p. 17 b• The only differences were 1. 11, where I bad
reslored Ja.... ~j, bUI Ihe fragment shows :h, and 1. 14,
where my conjecture was " .... .u.j, bUI Ihe fragment has
~. For MS. Ib...a (1. 6) and the preceding <~.l ",,!'O'L> I had
proposed notbing bUI ....1""'1. In the firsl line of the
column, where Fragm. LII, which is a little piece of the
same kind, has /.», I had suggested ..... In places, wbere
Ihe lexl is not already restored, (pp. 17 b, 17, 18',7-0) a
fragment of Ihis kind is of very little help. This accounls
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for the fact that I have not yet been able to identify
Fragm. XLV. Between Fragm. VI and Fragm. XXXVII
there is a gap. see below. note on p. 18 b, 23.

col. a: I. 4. The tops of the letters are on Fragm. XXXVI, the rest on
Fragm. VI.

1. 6. ,,",,,,I•• thus in MS. for ,,,,,,,\,1•.
1. 24. The tops of most of the letters can be seen at the bottom

of Fragm. VI; the rest of these letters are not 01)

Fragm. XX)(VlI. cf. just above, note on p. 17.
I. 25. Very faint traces of the letters of this line are visible on

Fragm. XXXVII. There may bee one or more lines missing
between I. 24 and 1.25, see note on p. 18 b, 23.

1. 26 is not a regular line.
col. b: I. 1. See note on p. 18'.1.

U.6-16. Cf. above. note on p. 17.
1. 24. There are no traces of this line, cf. note on col. a, 1. 25.

11. 25 f. are on Fragm. XXXVII; I. 26 is not a regular line.
P. 18. As to the fragments cf. note on p. 17.

col. a: I. 1. Fragment LlI contains on this page nothing but .p. This.
however, is enough to identify the fragment.

11. H. Nothing remains.
I. 6. is on Fragm. VI.

1. 24. is the last line on Fragm. VI. Between this line and the
following there necessarily was at least one line corre'
sponding to 1. 24 of col. b; cf. note on that line.

I. 25. is on Fragm. XXXVII; reading doubtful; only y' is certain.
col. b: 1. 4. The tops of the letters are on Fragm. XXXVI, the bottoms

on Fragm. VI.
1. 18. 1"",'. is misprint for 4->01•.
I. 23. corresponds to I. 24 of col. a. As, on the other hand,

I. 25 corresponds to 1. 25 of that column, the gap to be
supposed between Fragm. VI and Fragm.XXXVll embraced
the space necessary to fill out the context between 1. 23
and 1. 25 of col. b. If I am right in my reconstruction
(I. 24) only one line is required for this purpose. In this
case one line is missing between I. 24 and I. 25 of col. a,
corresponding to I. 25 of col. a and 1. 24 of col. b on p. 17.
This suits the normal size of the leaf.

P.19. As to Fragm. VI and Fragm. XXXVI see note on p. 17;
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Fragm. XL is from the bottom of the leaf (pp. 19-20). As to
the gap in the text between p. 18 and p. 19 see above, p. xix.

col. a: I. If. With the common expression ~! ,"-=0 ~~O ,",>0.....~

,,w,, (e. g. pp. 27', 10.28', 10.15f.23) cf. Acta § 7 (p.7281'):
"IE aE: &p'ioup.d.lo: "l.o:t t'~'1 7toAtTda'l aou".

I. 3. is on Fragm. XXXVI, and traces of some of its letters
on Fragm. VI.

I. 17. MS. .?~I with the points of the plural.
I. 25. is on Fragm. VI.
I. 26. is on Fragm. XL. Only the context shows that there is no

gap between the fragments. The last letters are too faded
to be legible (~ 0....110?)

col. b: 11. 13-15. Notwithstanding the red ink there is no new chapter
beginning here. It is possible that a sort of Appendix to
Chapter XVI begins here telling of miracles in connection
with the martyrdoms; cf. such rubrics p. 24 b, 4. 25 b, 10, 30', 2

and see above, p. Ivii. As to the names J,..;>\. and 4"""
(I. 16) cf. above, p. 14b, 18, and below, List of names;
[~l (or '1>...) after )..,........" (I. 13) is very uncertain, as next
to nothing remains of the letter.

P.20. As to the Fr.gments sce note on p. 19.
col. b: 11. 1-3 are on Fragm. XXXVI.

11. 4-24. are on Fragm. VI.
11. 25 f. arc on Fragm. XL, I. 26 is not a regular line.

P. 21. As to Fragm. V sce note on p. 15; Fragm. XXXIX is from
the top of the leaf, Fragm. XLI from its bottom, see PI. VIl.

col. a: I. 3. The last portion of the line is cut off at the bottom of
Fragm. XXXIX.

11. 4-25. are on Fragm. V; at the bottom of this fragment the tops of
'" and 1 at the beginning of I. 26 are visible.

I. 26. is on Fragm. XL as well as a trace of the! of I. 25.
col. b: I. I. MS...."""0 for , ....0.

I. 3. No traces of this line are preserved on either fragment.
11. 4-23. are on Fragm. V.
11. 8-12. Cf. above, p. xxix.

I. 24. After 0 a trace remains of the following letter, probably
an ~ or a •.

P.22. As to the fragments see note on p.21.
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col. a: U. I f. Cf. p. 4b, 1I.6ff.
11. 14f. Cf. above. p. xxvii£.

I. 26. is on Fragm. XLI.
col. b. I. 25. is on Fragm. XLI.

P. 23. Fragm. VII contains the upper half of the page (leaf).
Fragm. VIII the lower one; the dotted lines correspond
Cas usual) to lines of which there still remain some
traces, the number of other lines missing is arrived at
by calculation from the ordinary size of a leaf; see
Plate Ill.

col. a: I. 13-15. Of ~ nothing remains, the corner of the fragment being
tom away or cut round. The same is the case with ....

P. 24. As to the fragments see note on p. 23 and cf. Plate Ill.
col. a: I. 4. ,...1 instead of ""I, and so 11. 9 and 23.

I. 15. The last word certainly was~ again.
PP. 25-41. As to the fragments (Fragm. IX-XVIII) sec pp. xiv f.,

xvii and Plate IV.
P. 25. Of the running title nothing but faint strokes of the

bottoms of the letters remain.
I. 15. The, of ,....,.. is very doubtful: probably there is no point.

col. a: I. 31. Only the tops of the letters are visible: the lirst name
probably was.-... As this line corresponds to I. 28 of
col. b there possibly was one more line in this column.

col. b: I. 15. P..... J<,..,t, cf. Acta § 4 (p. 723 B): ""O, d,Op<»"o,,6,., ~'!''' ...
~llj.£l"tClt.11

1.29. There is not quite so wide a space between this line and
the preceding as is ordinarily the case. Most probably,
thus, this line was the last one in this column.

P.26, col. a: I. Over ....1 is visible what seems to be the lowest part of
two points (the points of the plural). One would prefer
to see there a stroke indicating the abbreviation .....1 for
_......1; perhap. we should read ~I as an abbreviation for
_..i..I, but nothing remains of that stroke, the top of the
page being cut off.

I. 15. With expressions as _ ....." ,1&>0.1, I...... 11... (e.g. 28 b, 18)•

.....,. 11.,. (p. IS', 26), cf. Acta § 8 (p. 729 8): "z.'u'i' 8.,6"",
a1ToOCl'llEia6EtI

, § 10 (p. 731 B): "au XCIXif') 3C1vri'tffJ t:£bU~O'IU'".

I. 29. After I... only the tops of Q, / and .. are visible.
11
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col. b: I. 28. Of this line only the tops of three letters remain; the first
word cannot have been ....,' 1.....

P. 27. col. a: 1.19. MS. ,.h..1 " ...1, for "h..I ,,..1,; with the passage d.
Acta § 8 (p. 729 B): "TO;; A£r0f""OU Xplaro;;."

I. 27. Of the letters of the two first words only the tops are
visible; of the following line (or lines) not the slightest
trace remains.

col. b: I. 2.... ;......, ~ ........ d. Acta § 8 (p. 729 B): "M~ r'.OlTO ouv
'." (\ "l'J!-Ll'J etp"'1jalXal1cu ...

I. 28. Very faint traces of this line are visible; the context shows
that no line is missing here.

P.28, col.b: I. 11. MS. .,\'>..... for ,,,,;;....
I. 29. The line is cut; only the upper portions of the letters are

visible.
P.29. col. a: 11. 5 f. The meaning is not elear; if there is no lacuna. one

must at least read ....... instead of ~.I•.
1l.24£. Instead of .."... and .....,. read ...... and ---'•.

I. 29. Only the upper parts of some letters of this line visible;
no line allssing after it.

P. 30. col. a: I. 29. Cf. p. 24', 26f. and p. 25 b, 23.

col. b: I. 2. MS.•,_,, instead of _,"""',; as to the names in the
following list cf. Appendix.

I. 5. In ,,_ there is no point over , in the MS.

I. 29. Read " ..~l.
I. 30. Only the absolute tops of some letters are visible, but the

reading is certain.
P.31, col. a: I. 30. The reading is. from a graphical point of view, very

doubtful. The remains of this line consist only in three
pairs of plural points and the very tops of letters corre,
sponding to the alaphs and faws of the restoration pro'
posed in the text. Still, if the reading is right, there is
room for two or three letters before IL.>·...I, the top of
its first I being visible just beneath the left angle of the 1

of .~, in the preceding line.
col. b: I. 10. ,.... (instead of ....) is the reading of the MS.

P. 33, col. h: I. I. 1"..", thus MS. instead of _1~,.

I. 9: J+U. 1..... , cf. /UO;... lw1 (p. 44', 27) and Acta § 5 (p.724 D):
"b abAIOC 6<pIC," § 10 (p. 731 B): "6 ~MIOC apOxw,."
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1I.20£., cf. above, p. Ivii.
I. 24. MS. t..<ot'" for _.... .,1.

P. 34, col. a: I. I. The line is long, )..a>_ being written above it.
I. 23. <,,?~,. for .I?'~" and other instances as e. g. belo';", I. 26

and I. 28, cf. Noldeke, Syriac Grammar, § 64 (p. 45, foot.
note 1).

col. b: I. 3. ~.. , cf. Arabic ...rS) "tie (a camel) with the ..,..~)." The
verb is new for the Syriac dictionary, cf., perhaps, J,&.I.

I. 22. _·;-JLI.; as to the verb I; "to fist" (see also above, I. 4 and
below, p. 35 b, 3), cf. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum. The
substantive 11'..,. "blow" (p. 35 b, 2 and 36b, 15) is certainly
of this root and not of the root;.... (Thes. Syr., col. 2063).

P. 35, col. b: 1.12. MS.•,_,, for _,.....".
P. 36, col. a: 11. 20-27 If., cf. above, p.lxv.
col. b: I. I I. As to the name .......;, cf. List of Names.

P. 38, col. a: I. 28. Of this line the only remains are four pairs of plural
points and the tops of some letters of the three 6rst words
and perhaps also of the 0 of the last one. Of I.r.....·~

nothing remains but the points of the plural and I doubt
whether this restoration is right. Cf., however, next column,
I. 5, p. 39', I. 11, and the Letter of Simeon, ed. Guidi,
p. 504, I. 18. It seems to me more probable, now, that
the word lost here had no letter so tall as a 1 or an I.
If this was the case it necessarily was a verb.

col. b: I. 29. The tops of some other letters are to be seen before and
after '\..U.o, but I am not able to restore the text.

P. 39, col. a: I. 28. The lower part of the line is cut olf; after' nothing
remains but the tops of two I and a faint trace that may
belong to ,.

col. b: I. 1. There is a little line above .., but I do not understand
what it means.

I. 7. MS. ~, .. for _1>......

I. 27. There may have been room for one line more in this
column.

P. 40, col. a: I. 28. Several tops nf ~ (lO, ....), 1,1 belonging to this line
are to be seen at the bottom of the fragment.

col. b: I. 9. MS. for 1lA>.
11. 23 f. MS. 1>.. for _1>.. ....

•
11'
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P. 41, col. a: I. 1. MS. .,.."-, for ~"-1.

I. 28. The line was very short; the word ,..;- begins in the
middle of it and is widened so as to lill it up. Only the
top of a ~ or .. remains of the preceding words.

col. b: I. 27 f. Only the tops of I,....I, remain at the cnd of the line.
Of the following line nothing is left.

P. 42, col. a: I. 20. ~, a scribe's slip for ,~,.
col. b: I. 15. With the translation of this line cf. Letter of Simeon,

p.506,41.
I. 22. A verb is mlSsmg, or , of ~, is a miswriting.

P. 43, col. a. Of the missing line (or lines) at bottom of the column
nothing remains.

col. b: 1. 28. Very faint traces of one or two letters arc visible.
P.44, col. a: I. 29. Only the tops of some letters' remain; the lirst letter

of the line perhaps was ~, the last ones (,.....) seem
certain.

P.45. As to Fragm. XIX' and XX, see pp. xiv and xx, and cf.
Plate V; as to Fragm. XLIX' see Plate VII and below, on
col. b, 11. 13 ff.

col. a: I. 5. Before I there are traces of what may bave been a .. or
a - and the top of an I.

I. 12. Tbe tops of two or three letters are visible at tbe bottom
of the fragment.

I. 13. Before the point there are traces of a letter like .. (or ...).
I. 14. Before ~ a trace of a letter that may have been ~.

I. 20. I... is too short to lill up the gap at the beginning of the line.
I. 22. Perhaps we sbould restore something like f.= I~ .....

col. b: I. 2. The last two words still remain, but tbe script is faded.
I. 8. After ,., and connected witb it, is a trace tbat may belong

to a .. (or "-, or, possibly, ..); tbe following traces of
lelters are illegible.

I. 9... seems certain; the following letters arc doubtful.
I. 12. The tops of some letters are visible but doubtful.

I. 13ff. ...... is on Fragm. XLIX and so are 11" •• of I. 14, ".t
of 1. IS, and ... 1 of I. 16.

P.46. As to the fragments see above, note on p. 45, and Plates VI
and VII.

col. a: I. 1. The line is long, ..... being written above it. At tbe
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beginning of the first four lines of the page the script is
faded and sometimes illegible.

I. 2. The first word is faded and illegible; one would expect
I~, or something like that, but the faint traces of the
last two letters suggest _ or ..,.., one of the preceding
letters possibly was I or L.

col. b: I. 3. The last letter was perhaps not • but •.
I. 14. The traces of letters between' and ,are doubtful (,•••~..?)

I. 21. '", perhaps Ib..;.a» (?).
P.47. Fragm. XXI contains the upper half of the page (leaf),

Fragm. XXII the lower one, cf. above, p. xv; Fragm. XLII
is from the inner part of the inner column of the upper
half, and Fragm. XLIII the corresponding portion of the
lower half. These two pieces, though torn and worm'eaten,
fit in well with the greater fragments, from which they
are torn off unintentionally, not cut off as Fragm. XLIV,
XLV, see p. xiv. A little below the beginning of the last
line of this column is a sign like -;- and under that some
faded trates, probably of letters. I cannot make out if this
was a marginal note or, possibly, a quire,mark; on the
assumption made above (p. xviii) this leaf is the first one
of a quire. The first alternative, however, seems to me by
far more probable.

col. a. Fragm. XLII contains the first letter (or traces of it) of
each of 11.2-12, Fragm. XLIII the beginning (1-3 letters)
of each of 11. 17-25.

I. 15. Nothing remains of this line.
I. 16. The last letter (,) is very faded.
I. 17. The first letter (a small one) is lost; of the next a trace

remains that possibly belongs to a ., and finally there is
a faded trace of what probably was a ,. Between these
two there is room for a letter like • or ~ or something
similar.

col. b: I. 16. The upper edge of the fragment is stained and darkned
and the script, therefore, not clear.

I. 24. The letters of the word ..~ are faded and next to
illegible; the word is, however, beyond doubt, cf.Judges 7,22.

P.48. As to the fragments cf. note on p. 47.
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P.49.

P.50.

P.51.

col. a: 11. 5ff. I cannot find out what occasion is referred to (Nabal
and Abigail 7, I Sam. 25). There is no room for a name
before ( ..~,) (I. 5); for ~) (I. 6) read .(.)~. In 1. 7
(h->I,) is a mere guess; one may read ,.1 .. or something
quite different; of the last 1 only a faint trace remains.

11. 8 ff. Cl. I Kings 18, 19.40.

11. 11 f. With the text restored cf. 11 Kings 19, 35.

I. 14. Cf. II Chr. 14, 9.

11. 16f. Cf. Dan. 3,27.
I. 21. MS. _Il, for ,.....llI,.

Fragm. XXIII is the inner portion and Fragm. XXIV the
outer portion of a leaf torn in half lengthways, cf. above,
p. xivl. Fragm. XXIII, being broader than Fragm. XXIV,
contains not only the inner columns of the two pages of
the leaf but also the inner letters, lirst or last respectively,
of the outer columns. The leaf is, however, in bad con'
dition, worm,eaten and torn, especially on the inner edges
of the two fragments; of the upper margin of the leaf a
portion still remains; at the bottom a strip is cut off, but
probably only one line is lost there.

col. a: 1.16. II~ is a scribe's error for Ill,., cf. p. 6 b, 3.

I. 24. A great worm.hole has destroyed the word before 4 ....

at the beginning of the line.
L 28. The missing line or lines certainly stated that the Abys.

sinians found in custody in Najran four Christians who
were seized for execution, and the names of whom are
given in the following column.

col. b: I. 3. As the context is not clear it is uncertain what the missing
word was; perhaps ~I.

1.4. For ~ we perhaps should read ..; a personal name is meant.
I. 5-8. The story of these persons was told in Chapters XXXV

and XXXVI; see pp.5 b.18ff.

For the fragments see above, note on p. 49.

For Fragm. XXV see above, p. xv; a great piece is torn off
from the upper part, another, though a smaller one, from the
lower part.

I. 20. The letter before" was a ,. or a ~; perhaps we may read
~l/•.
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P.52. For the fragment see note on p.51.
I. 16. Two small worm,holes have destroyed partly the two or

three small letters before r...
I. 19. After", there are traces of a,., or A, or something similar,

and the top of an I (or perhaps both traces belong to a,),).

P.53. Fragm. XXVI is a leaf that has lost a great portion of
the upper outer corner, and is injured by great and small
worm, holes (see p. xv). A little piece torn off at the
bottom, Fragm. XLVII, has preserved of this page the first
three or four letters of col. a, 11. 26 f.

col. a: I. 6. After I there are traces of the foot of a letter like N and at
the end of the line faint traces of another letter, perhaps ...

P. 51. As to the fragments see note on p. 53 and below, note
on col. b. 11. 26 f. .

col. a: I. 9. Cf. above, p. xxix.
I. 22. In the MS. /l~, seems to have the plural sign, but I think

the scribe has blotted out one of the points.
I. 23. It would be of no little interest could one establish to a

certainty what was the name of the king here mentioned.
In the different traditions discussed above, pp. xxiv-lxvii,
we meet with a person playing the same. or a similar. r6le
and bearing such different names as ·A~p&.p.toc or ·A~p.&.p.

(Acta), 'Ea,p.'tpal0' (Procopius), 'An&.'~' (Malala), Lo..r.\ or
.64.;1 (Arabic tradition), ~..." or ,,~ (Letter of Simeon).
By the name here used the Book of the Himyarite, prob
ably, would class itself with one of those traditions.
Unfortunately a worm,hole and a break in the paper
have succeeded in spoiling the second and third letters of
the name, see Plate VIII. Moreover, the rest of the letters
of the name as well as those of the preceding word (I...)
are nearly illegible, the ink being almost totally faded. The
first word (I...) is made certain by my first note from
this place in the MS., taken when the fragments were still
hidden in the boards. cf. above, p. xi. There the word ,... is
written without hesitation whilst the following name is
written, • , • I. Now even this I is very pale. Of the
following letter the uppermost right portion is preserved
before the break. \'(That letter this was cannot be concluded
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with certainty from that faint trace. I sometimes thought
I could read it is a '" and, of course, interpreted the name
as 1...,.1. But this trace certainly does not belong to a '"
of normal shape. More likely it should be considered as
the remainder of a ., or, possibly, a "". The traces of the
following letters are too faint to allow an interpretation
of any value. The photograph a reproduced on Plate VIII
shows what I think to be immediately visible on the frag.
ment. But, for some time, I thought myself able to discern
a little more by closely examining the fragment, turning
it round in every way and allowing the light to fall on
it from different sides, different angles and even, feebly,
through the paper. The photograph b on Plate VIII gives
a fairly correct idea of what is visible in this way.')
It should be noted, specially, that what seem, there, to
be the upper and lower portions, respectively, of an I at
the end of the word are not the shades of characters (or
of other strokes of ink) on the opposite page of the
fragment. Still I was not quite convinced that they were
traces of a letter once written here.

In this situation Dr. The Svedberg, Professor in the
University of Uppsala, much assisted me by undertaking
to see what could be gained by photographing the frag.
ment through a special filtre, the colour of which was
arrived at in a scientific way. By this method Dr. Sved.
berg is known, otherwise, to have obtained wonderful
results in making old and faded writing legible. The
photograph c on Plate VIII shows, approximately, the
result. It is, I think, no longer doubtful that the last letter
was ; and the preceding one most probably.. Before
this letter is the little worm, hole and break already spoken
of. If I am right in reading thus, the name should be ,....,1
(cf. List of Names) or ; .. al. As to its relation to the
name in the final note of the Letter of Simeon, see above,
p. Ixiii. What the original form of this name was, and if
it is to be combined with the name Abraha also, are
questions that, in my opinion, it is useless, under the

t) This photograph was take:n by Matmo Gra6ska Anstalt with an ordinary red fillc:r
..nd i rublc: subsidiiry ligbt b.Uing (rom bc:hind through lhe: papcr of the fragmcnt
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the present condiHons, to puzzle one's brains over. They
will be solved when, one day. a hitherto overlooked MS.
brings new evidence to bear on them.

col. b: I. 26 f. The last word on I. 26 and the last two letters of I. 27
are on Fragm. XLVII. Of the first half of line 27 only
the tops are visible.

P.55. Fragm. XXVII resembles in many ways Fragm. XXVI
(see note on p. 53). but the portion 10\1 is in this case
the inner bottom corner.

col. a: I. I. Cf. p. 6',19, or read. perhaps. (cf. p. 56", 21£.) ~u.~ ~;...:>..

~4 PoU.J •

col. b: I. 2. The readings are doubtful.
P.56. A to Fragm. XXVII see above.

col. a: I. I. Nothing remains of this line; if. however, the restoration
of U. If. of col. b is accepted. there must have been one
line here, corresponding to I. 1 of that column.

I. 2. Of the two words enclosed between brackets only the
bottoms remain.

col. b: I. I. Nothing remains; cf. p. 6", 23f.

I. 2. At the end of the line sometraces of letters (lJ .I, ,1) are visible.
P. 57. The fragment is of same type as Fragm. XXVI (sce note

on p. 53) but is in a somewhat better condition as the
upper outer corner is nearly intact, only two or three
words of the first line missing.

With the following discourse (pP. 57-60) compare the
Homily XXI of Aphraates (§§ 8-22. Patrol. Syr. I.
colI. 952-988).

col. a: 11. 4f. Cf. Gen. 4. 10; the traces of h'" are very ambiguous.
I. IS. Of the first three letters of I...... only faint traces remain';

but cf. Gen. 5,22 and above, p. 47',221.
P. 58. For the fragment sec note on p. 57.
col.a: U.I-8. Cf. Num. ch. 16.

U.8-15. Cf.jos. 1O.11H.
'1. 10. Before .. there is a faint trace of what possibly was a ...

U. 16-21. Cf. judges ch. 7.
U.21-25. Cf. judges ch. 16.

I. 27. Of , nothing remains. of the foUowing three letters only
the tops. As this line corresponds to I. 27 of col. b at least
onc line is missing here. Cf. judges ch. 11 f.
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col. b: B. 3-8. Cf. Judges ch. 4f.; ~r" (1,4) is mistake for Canaanites;
the same mistake in Aphraates. op. tit., col. 949.

B. 8-14. Cf. 1 Sam. ch. If. 1
B. 14-18. Cf. 1 Sam. ch. 4.

I. 16. MS. ~, for ...4,.
B. 24 ff. Cf. 2 Kings 1,911.

I. 28. Only the tops of the tall lelters remain.
P. 59. Frawn. XXIX resembles Fragm. XXVII, but it is in this

case the inner bottom corner that is lost. Portions of the
first lines at the top of the inner columns are missing also.

col. a: 11. 5-11. Cf. 2 Kings 6, 14-20; l-ooii,l (I. 7) is a mistake for )....»"; the
same mistake in Aphraates I. I., and the Peshilta 1Kings 20,1.

11.11-17. Cf. 1 Kings 22,2411.
11. 18-22. Cf. 2 Kings 19,35.

11. 23ff. Cf. Esther ch. 3-7.
col. b: I. I. There are left some traces of the bottoms of the letters

of the first half also of this line but 1 have not succeeded
in reading them.

B. 3-8. Cf. The Book of Esther, which tells, however, of nothing
that exactly corresponds to this representation.

B. 9-17. Cf. The Book of Susanna.
B. 17-23. Cf. Dan. ch. 6.

B. 23ff. Cf. Dan. ch. 3.
P. 60. for the fragment see note on p. 59.
col. a: B. 6-12. Cf. 2 Chron. ch. 14.
col. b: I. 26. Contained only one or two words placed under the last

ordinary line (I. 25).
P.61. Fragm. XXX is of the same type as Fragm. XXIX (see

note on p. 59); for its contents see above, p. xxi. Atthe
top at least one line seems to be lost.

col. a: I. 1. The bottoms of most of the lellers remain, but I have not
succeeded in reading them aB, the edge of the leaf being
darkened and the remains in some cases being very scanty.

1. 2. Before )..0..,.. is a hole and above this the upper half of
an I. As there is no room for more lellers at the be'
ginning of the line [ think this stroke must be interpreted
as ~ though it is upright as an ,.

I. IS. Immediately after this line begins the note reproduced
above, p. xx.
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS

p. 5', I. 25. -.10\...(_ ~ ~,..., I~l) read ~ .(_, 11.,.... 0.1).

I. 27. (0.1. i-o); the place of these words is on the last line.
probably I. 29.

p.9 b, 1.4 delete (001. ~ .).

p.16', I. 15. delete 0.1.

p.18 b, 1.9. For i"",l. read i;JcOI••

pp. xxi f. Further investigation has shown that the "theological treatise"
is not a copy of the Book of Timotheos but consists of
extracts only from that book. Amongst these are extracts
also from Dionysios of Alexandria, from ]u!ius of Rome
and from a special pamphlet of Timotheos that begins, in
the MS. of the British Museum, on fol. 11', the beginning
of which, however, is not indicated in the Catalogue.

p. xxx, I. 20. For 'twice' read 'in four places'.
I. 21. After '39',21' add '39 b,2. 42 b,II'.

p. xlvi, I. 20. Cf. the end of the Azqir,legend (sec "bove, p. !i), or
the legend of Pethion, G. Hoffmann, Auszuge aus Syrischen
Akten Persischer Martyrer. pp. 61-68.

p. xlvii, I. 5. Cf. T. Andrae, Der Ursprung des Islams und dds Christen'
tum (see above, p. Ixxvii), p. 159 f.

p. Ii, Note 3. Cf. also the short notice in Tbeodoros Lector, Pa/rologia
Graeea. vol. 86: I, col. 212.

p. !iv, Note 6. See also Baladhuri, FU/iiry a[.buldlin, cd. De Goeje,
pp. 66 ff., and H. Lammens, Le Califat de Yazid I",
Chapter XXII.

p.lix, I. 24. After '39" add '39 b, 42 b'.

p. Ix, I. 34. On the fortifications of Najran sce Waqidi, Muhammed in
Medina, hrsg. von ]. Wellbausen, p. 343.

p. lxxx, I. 15. For 'language' read 'script'.
pp. Ix."xiii f. I think it more probable, now. that the names~ etc.

should be considered as being, in fact, the North,Arabian
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names ~ etc. as used in Yaman (cf. above, p. lxxvi,
U. 17 ff.) in their pwliterary forms (cf. Brockelmann,
GrundrifJ der vergleichenden Gramma/ik der Semi/ischen
Sprachen I, p. 130). If this view is correct the word ..,
(p. 34", J; cf. the note on the passage) may be an Arabic
loan~word.

p. CIII, I. 18. For 'Account teUing of read 'The martyrdom of.
Miswritings as "Thimotheos' for 'Timotheos" or an incorrect use

of 'even' for 'also' in some places in the Introduction, are not con..
sidered here.
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